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ABSTACT 
In an effort to redress the past imbalances and/or inequities created by the apartheid 
regime, the post-1994 government introduced various policies that are aimed at 
narrowing the gap of unfairness in the allocation of state funds. The government 
introduced, amongst others, the National Norms and Standards for School Funding 
(NNSSF) that is aimed at bringing equity and fairness in the process of allocating 
funds to public schools. The South African Schools Act No. 84 of 1996 outlines the 
roles and responsibilities of school governing bodies (SGB) and also contains 
directions on how to regulate and manage school funds. The South African Schools 
Act states that the SGB is responsible for managing the finances of a school. 
However, the SGB rely much on school principals to fulfil their financial roles and 
responsibilities. One of the reasons that the SGB rely on the school principal is due 
to their lack of knowledge and skills, to control the school funds effectively and 
efficiently. The reason for engaging in this study is to determine how school 
management teams (SMTs) of no-fee public schools can be empowered to actively 
participate in school financial management. SMTs in this study will only refer to the 
heads of department (HoDs) and to the deputy principal. The school principal is 
viewed as a separate entity although part of the SGB. A generic qualitative study 
within an interpretivist paradigm and guided by systems theory as a theoretical 
framework were used in this research. A sample consisting of sixteen participants 
were purposely selected from two primary schools and two secondary schools. The 
schools that were selected were all no-fee public schools. Data was collected 
through semi-structured interviews and document analysis.  The documents that 
were analysed included the school financial policy, audited school financial 
statements and minutes of SGB and SMT meetings. The participants in this research 
included the school principal, the SGB chairperson, deputy school principal and one 
HoD in each of the four schools identified. The qualitative data collected was 
analysed through identifying key themes and sub-themes. The study revealed that 
the perceptions, understanding and experiences of the role of SMTs in financial 
management differ in schools. Also, there is no collaboration between the members 
of the SGBs and SMTs when managing school financial resources. This is because 
school principals and SGB parent governors jointly assume the role of school 
financial management. The study concluded, with the recommendation, that SMT 
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members should be empowered through regular on-the-job training so that they are 
enabled to understand and accomplish the school financial management duties. The 
inclusion of SMTs in school financial management will strengthen the SGB structures 
and schools will be in a far better position to achieve effectiveness and efficiency in 
school financial management. 
Keywords: empowerment; school management team; no-fee public school; financial 
management. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
ORIENTATION OF THE STUDY 
 
1.1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND TO THE PROBLEM 
 
The introduction of the South African Schools Act (hereafter referred to as the 
Schools Act) is aimed at effectively decentralising the education system (South 
Africa, 1996b). The Schools Act emphasises that local communities are responsible 
for public school governance.  The important duty of ensuring quality in teaching and 
learning has become the responsibility of the school governing body (SGB). 
Moreover, SGBs are assigned the duty of ensuring effectiveness and efficiency in 
school financial management. The legal framework that underpins school financial 
management is outlined in the provisions set out in the Schools Act (South Africa, 
1996) and is promoted by the regulations of the Public Finance Management Act 
(PFMA) Act no 1 of 1999 (South Africa, 1999). The Schools Act assigns the duty of 
school financial management to the SGB and further gives them consent to engage 
in activities to supplement school funds through initiatives such as fundraising drives 
(South Africa, 1996b).  
Section 16 of the Schools Act permits the SGB to harness the quality of education 
for learners by making available improved learning/teaching facilities, better-trained 
teachers, improved pedagogy and better school conditions (Mestry & Bisschoff, 
2009; South Africa, 1996b). With all these pertinent responsibilities being made, it 
has been noted that some of the SGB members are not well trained and not 
empowered to exercise control over these management duties, and they are 
incapable of working out practical solutions to practical problem they are faced with 
(Mestry, 2004).  
Although the Schools Act in section 19(2) states clearly that the principal must 
render assistance to the SGB in achieving commendable financial management, it is 
the researcher‟s contention that many principals tend to take over full control of the 
management of finances and taking all decisions exclusively without consulting the 
members of the SGB. 
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Furthermore, the provisions outlined in the Schools Act for financial management do 
not make provisions for the school management team (SMT) to be specifically part of 
the management structure involved in school financial management. The SMT 
comprises of the school principal, deputy school principal and heads of departments 
(HoDs) or those staff members who are acting in such departments (Department of 
Education, 2000).  The HoDs are responsible for curriculum management and are 
expected to help and support the principal with the management and control of the 
school and actively participate in crucial management tasks in the school 
(Department of Education, 2000).  In this study we will exclude the principal as an 
SMT member.  
It has been noted that many schools do not follow the mandate of the Department of 
Education (DoE) to make use of the SMT to be part of the school key management 
tasks, other than concentrating on driving the curriculum (Basson, 2016). SGB 
structures have two teachers representing the teaching staff. Some HoDs serve on 
the SGB as teacher-representatives, but do not represent the SMT as a structure. 
The school principals play a dual role - they are part of the SGB structure by virtue of 
their position as well as members of the SMT (Mestry & Bisschoff, 2009).  
Section 16(A) of the Educational Laws Amendment Act (South Africa, 2007) and 
Basic Laws Amendments Act (South Africa, 2011) outline the financial duties to be 
performed by principals of public schools and state that they have an obligation to 
assist the SGBs in managing school funds. Furthermore, the principal must offer 
advice on the possible implications of the decisions taken with regards to financial 
matters of the school. The principal also has a duty to consider and take all relevant 
steps to avoid financial mismanagement by a member of staff or the SGB.  
Goslin (2009) points out that principals often overlook some of their duties as 
outlined in the Personnel Administration Measures (PAM) policy document because 
they are not fully mindful of some of their fundamental duties such as showing 
leadership skills in curriculum management. Managing curriculum requires funds to 
keep it fully operational, learning and teaching support material (LTSM) is needed in 
these departments. 
Principals are focused on issues dealing with administration, resolving conflict 
among learners and staff, and maintaining discipline (Goslin, 2009). Hence, the SMT 
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must be empowered to participate actively in all the management tasks of the 
school, especially in financial management so that principals are not placed under 
pressure over issues involving finances. In the case of absenteeism by the principal, 
the SMT must be available to assist (DoE, 1998).  
The researcher is calling upon the inclusion of the SMT to participate in school 
financial management because it is quite evident that, in many township and rural 
schools, there are parent governors who lack the necessary expertise in financial 
management and who usually play an inactive role in managing school finances 
(Mestry, 2004). Although the primary role of SMTs is curriculum management, and 
making crucial decisions relating to school budgets, the argument put forward is that 
SMT members should play a more pivotal role in forming a congruent part of the 
structure that is tasked with school financial management (DoE, 2000).  
Mestry and Bisschoff (2009) emphasise that school financial management should be 
an understandable and clear process that comprises not only the school principal but 
also significant role-players such as deputy principals, HoDs, parents, teachers, non-
teaching staff, and learners. However, most public schools have not adopted the all-
inclusive approach in involving pertinent stakeholders in the management of school 
finances. Yet, Elias, Sizakele, Dinah, Tome and Soane (2014) highlight that SMTs 
are expected to lead in the forefront by offering advice, support, direction and also 
show good leadership capabilities for school management including and most 
importantly, financial management.  
The researcher argues that SMTs should be empowered to be actively involved in 
forums making decisions concerning the financial matters of public no-fee schools. 
The principle of empowerment suggests that people should actively participate as 
this entails making sound decisions which in turn implies having the necessary 
power (Rubin & Rubin, 2004). Empowerment requires complete participation from 
stakeholders in formulating, implementing and evaluating financial decisions since 
this will determine the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of an institution (Rothman, 
Erlich & Tropman, 2001).  
In order to empower the SMT, Van der Mescht (2008) emphasises that the 
decentralisation of power must take place, holding SMT accountable for their 
actions. This reinforces a management style that is characterised by empowerment, 
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participative or democratic leadership styles, collaboration, collegiality, open learning 
organisation, and site-based management. The application of a school to be self-
managed is seen as one of the strategies that can be employed to decentralise 
power so that SMT members are established within the school to manage school 
finances. Therefore, schools are called upon to create enabling environments where 
school financial management decisions benefits and directs the school towards 
success and the attainment of educational goals. School financial management 
involves the performance of key management tasks which are related to the financial 
facets of schools by a person in authority, with the major objective of accomplishing 
effective, economical and efficient education (Mestry & Bisschoff, 2009).  
Thus, school financial management is a process that comprises of various activities 
which includes: identification, measurements, analysis, accumulation, interpretation, 
preparation and communication of vital information, both operational and financial 
(Mestry & Bisschoff, 2009). Selesho and Mxuma (2012) aver that financial 
management entails keeping a statement of cash flow and observing both incomes 
and expenditures. Van Wyk (2004) further states that public financial management 
refers to the management of limited resources that are necessary to attain the 
desired goals that will serve the needs of the school. Selesho and Mxuma (2012) 
assert that financial management is the act of making better use of the school 
financial resources where there is a small input that results in a supreme output.  
As a result, school financial management implies collaboration with all stakeholders 
of the institution to achieve a similar objective (Makhubela, 2005; Mestry & Bisschoff, 
2009). To attain effective school financial management in any institution, there must 
be strategies that are institutionalised and must be comprehended by all 
stakeholders in the school. To borrow from Naidu, Joubert, Mestry, Mosego, and 
Ngcobo (2008), school financial management should be a congruent part of effective 
school management and must occupy, in terms of position and stature, a position in 
the management structure as equal to that of curriculum management. Since 
curriculum management is the responsibility of the SMT, Naidu et al., (2008) makes 
it clear that school financial management should have the same level of importance 
as that of curriculum management, which implies that, both these management tasks 
should never be isolated from each other.  
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It therefore becomes relevant for the SMT to form part of the school financial 
management team since one of the major responsibilities of HoDs is curriculum 
management. Mestry and Bisschoff (2009) also add that school financial 
management is the process that is undertaken to ensure that the SMT and SGB 
engage in planning, organising, delegating and controlling the funds of the school in 
a manner which attains its goals. A commendable financial management is 
characterised by a clear outline of delegated responsibilities to the principal, SGB, 
school finance committee and the staff, with established limits of delegated authority. 
However, poor public schools which receive substantial funding for resources from 
the provincial government in accordance with the quintile classification system 
(South Africa, 1998a), the inputs of SMTs in financial management is largely non-
existent as members of the SMT are not empowered, and are also not engaged in 
an environment where there is participatory leadership and developed collaborative 
relations, culture, or collegiality. Moreover, legislation on educational matters does 
not make provisions for SMTs to play a more pivotal role in school financial 
management. Hence, the researcher is of the opinion that there should be a revision 
in the legislation where there will be the inclusion of SMTs to actively participate in 
matters dealing with school financial management.   
1.2. THE PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 
The problem this study seeks to address is: 
How can SMTs of no-fee public schools be empowered to actively participate in 
school financial management? 
The problem can be summarised in the following research questions. 
 What is the financial role of the SMT and the rationale for SMTs to be 
included in school financial management? 
 What are the strategies for the SMT and the SGB to collaborate with 
each other to effectively manage finances of public no-fee schools? 
 What are the perceptions of the SMT members concerning their 
involvement in school financial management? 
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 How can the empowerment of the SMT be strengthened so that they 
could participate actively in school financial management? 
 
 
1.3. THE RESEARCH AIMS 
 
The aim of this research is to determine how SMTs of no-fee public schools can be 
empowered to participate in school financial management.  
In order to achieve the general aim of this examination, the following are the 
objectives of this study: 
 To describe the financial roles of the SMT and provide a rationale for 
SMTs to be included in school financial management, 
 To examine strategies for SMTs and SGBs to collaborate with each 
other to effectively managing finances of no-fee public school, 
 To determine the perceptions of SMT members concerning their 
involvement school financial management, 
 To determine how the empowerment of SMTs can be strengthened so 
that they could participate actively in school financial management. 
 
1.4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A generic qualitative study will be used to determine how SMTs of no-fee public 
schools can be empowered to actively participate in school financial management. 
According to Merriam (2009), a generic qualitative research allows the researcher to 
inquire into a subject in a systematic way where a phenomenon under review is 
explored through its natural core. Moreover, Henning, Van Rensburg and Smith 
(2004) mention that qualitative research does not provide the researcher with all the 
answers to unpack the problem that is under review but rather seeks to offer a wide 
range of explanations for the research questions posed.  
Merriam (2009) explains that qualitative research is formed by a collection of 
interpretive methods and techniques that seeks to decode, translate, describe and 
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provide meaning to the phenomena rather than providing the frequency of more or 
less occurring incidents in the public. 
A researcher following a qualitative research approach collects his/her research data 
through physical contact where the participants normally spend their time on. For this 
study, the researcher will engage in meetings with the participants in their place of 
work which is in schools. 
Henning et al. (2004) state that qualitative research has unique characteristics in 
terms of the insights of data collected synthesis and interpretation. Moreover, there 
is an in-depth description of the participants, places, and conversation between the 
researcher and the participants where data is collected from. Qualitative research 
also provides the deep experiences and realities that participants in the research 
have endured (Henning et al., 2004). The qualitative research design is thus relevant 
to this research study as it allows the principals, the SMT and the SGB to reflect 
deeply on their experiences and perspectives based on the issues at hand. 
The researcher will engage in a thorough study where the existing literature will be 
reviewed based on the strategies that the schools can adopt to create empowered 
school environment. A thorough study will also be done in school financial 
management, the development of the SMT and the SGB, the duties of school 
principal, the SMT, and the SGB as stipulated in the Schools Act. The researcher will 
engage in interviews with the identified participants and also conduct an analysis of 
relevant documents. 
The research will be conducted at four schools in Johannesburg Central (District 14) 
of the Gauteng Province. In this district, there are various primary and secondary 
schools which are no-fee public schools. Purposeful sampling will be done where 
participants will be selected according to specific and significant characteristics that 
make them unique custodians of insights required for research (Maree, 2007:79; 
Leedy & Ormrod, 2010).   
Maree (2007) points out that the qualitative researcher selects participants who will 
provide the researcher with important information for the research inquiry. Therefore 
the principal, deputy principal, the SGB chairperson and one HoD member will be 
selected with the intention of obtaining a deeper comprehension of the problem. The 
researcher believes that these participants from the identified schools will provide 
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rich data that will be significant in unpacking of the phenomenon under study; as 
such participants are expected to be knowledgeable and well-vested about school 
financial management (Maree, 2007; Cohen et al., 2011).  
The schools chosen are self-managing public schools in the Gauteng province, and   
will be selected due to familiarity and easy accessibility by the researcher.  
Additionally, these are schools that are all no-fee paying schools. 
Leedy and Ormrod (2010) assert that qualitative researchers can use more than one 
form of data in a single study. In this study the researcher has adopted both 
document analysis and interviews as forms of collecting data. Document analysis is 
a method in which research data is collected through video clips, documentaries, 
minutes of meetings, diaries and other methods of organised notes (McMillan & 
Schumacher, 2010). One advantage that Yin (2009) points out for document analysis 
is that the written evidence in a visible document saves the researcher time and 
expense of transcription. 
An interview is a two-way conversation whereby the researcher asks participants 
questions to collect data and learn about beliefs, ideas, views, opinions and at the 
same time, observing the behavior of the participants (Maree, 2007; Cohen et al., 
2011). Moreover, the researcher can obtain information that may be difficult to obtain 
including current knowledge about people‟s views and feelings (Mwinjuma & Bin 
Baki, 2012).  
Data will mainly be collected through scheduled interviews with individual 
participants. Interviews will be guided by semi-structured questions that should take 
a maximum of one hour per session of interview. According to Henning et al. (2004), 
semi-structured questions inspire the participants to provide additional information as 
questions are posed and such questions allow for further questions to be asked. The 
chosen participant‟s views are very much vital for this research. Recommendations 
will be provided to enable the researcher to create guidelines that schools can follow 
to institutionalise the culture of empowerment and to encourage the SGBs of many 
schools to be pro-active in undertaking their duties especially in school financial 
management. Moreover, interviews will be tape recorded to ensure completeness of 
the verbal interactions (Schumacher, 1997). Furthermore, the researcher will take 
notes during the interview process to serve as a back-up and a reminder to go back 
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to the questions where clarity is needed and to ask any questions that may have 
been omitted (Charmaz, 2002). The recorded interviews will be transcribed and 
analysed so that categories, patterns, trends, and themes can be identified 
(Cresswell, 1994, 2012). The researcher will read thoroughly each transcribed 
interview and make comparisons to the notes hereby common thoughts, topics, 
ideas, insights, and opinions will be clustered together to establish pattern, trends, 
and themes.  
Lincoln and Guba (1985) (as cited in De Vos et al., 2005) aver that a study is valid 
and reliable when the standards of trustworthiness are met.  These standards are 
known as, transferability, credibility, confirmability, and dependability (Shenton, 
2004). In this study, credibility will be ensured by alerting the participants that their 
inputs and responses were appreciated and the researcher will not be judgemental 
but is wishing to determine the extent  in which empowerment of SMT is established 
in the school.  Dependability is when the researcher makes an effort to account for 
changing situations in the design and problem being analysed, caused by an 
improved comprehension of the setting. Therefore, dependability in this study will be 
ensured by providing detailed narration of the contextual situational factors where 
the study will be conducted. Confirmability will be observed by the fact that the data 
can be traced back to its origins and data analysis process can easily be validated   
(Rangongo, 2011).  
Continuous engagements, member check and prompt debriefing with the 
participants, will also be done to give assurance that applicable data is recorded 
(Creswell, 2003).  For ensuring the accuracy of data, reliability checks will be done 
with the participants whereby transcribed interviews will be given to each participant 
to verify their inputs (Shenton, 2004). Triangulation will be reached by the use of 
various tools for data collection. The usage of different methods to collect data 
enhances the transferability of this study. These methods to ensure dependability 
must complement each other and be transferable if different methods are adopted 
for another research problem (Silverman, 2011). 
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1.5. ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 
In order to conduct this research, permission will be sought in writing from the 
principals of the identified schools as well as the Gauteng Department of Education 
(GDE). In addition, ethical clearance will be obtained from the University of 
Johannesburg Ethics Committee before the actual commencement of data 
collection. 
The study will be conducted during times which are not allocated for teaching and 
learning. There is a consent form that will be signed by each participant. This form 
includes a brief description of the study underway and indicate that it is not 
compulsory to participate in this study and that the participant can opt to withdraw 
from the study at any time. There will be ongoing assurance given to the participants 
based on anonymity and confidentiality of all the data gathered from this study. 
Furthermore, pseudonyms will be used to ensure the anonymity of all the names of 
the participants and that of the schools in this study (Leedy & Ormrod, 2005). The 
gathered information will be kept confidential and safe. The research results and/or 
findings will be accessible to the participants on request. No information obtained will 
be falsified or altered for suitability whatsoever. 
 
1.6. CLARIFICATION OF KEY CONCEPTS  
 
Empowerment 
Aslop, Berterlsen and Holland (2006) define empowerment as a process that is 
undertaken by a person who is in a more superior power or position to enhance an 
individual‟s or a group‟s capacity in order to make informed choices and decisions. 
Such choices or decisions made are then transformed into actions and outcomes 
that are desired. Rubin and Rubin (2004) further allude to the fact that empowerment 
is a sense of ability that transpires when people come to terms with the belief that 
they can solve their own predicament and have the right to contest unreasonable 
decisions. 
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School Management Team (SMT) 
SMT refers to the steering committee of the school which comprises of the principal, 
deputy principal, HoDs, or staff members who are acting in such departments (DoE, 
2000).  The deputy principals and HoDs are responsible for curriculum execution and 
as part of their primary role; they must render assistance to the principal with the 
management and control of the school (DoE, 2000).  
No-fee public school 
According to Nkosi (2011), a no-fee public school is where the school does not levy 
any compulsory school fees. Public schools receive a subsidy from the provincial 
education department (PED) in accordance to a quintile classification system (South 
Africa, 1998). Schools that are declared as no-fee paying schools cannot charge the 
learner's schools fees or any registration or administration fees (Giese, Zide, Koch & 
Hall, 2009). Schools that are declared as no-fee schools only deliver general and 
free training and education from grade R to grade 12 (South Africa, 1996b). 
Financial management 
Motsamai, Jacobs and De Wet (2011) explain that financial management is the 
performance of actions that are interconnected with school management, as well as 
financial aspects. Such performance of action is directed towards achieving 
effectiveness and efficiency in education. A person in authority administers and 
controls the school finances in a resourceful manner in order to attain the school‟s 
goals and objectives. The Schools Act (South Africa, 1996b) holds the SGB 
responsible for financial management and must be accountable to educators, 
parents, and DoE. The school principal has the duty to support the SGB in school 
governance (Govindasamy, 2009). 
 
1.7. EXPOSITION OF THE STUDY 
 
The first chapter provides an overview which includes the introduction and 
background to the research problem, the objective statement and aims of the 
research problem, research design and methodology. The outline for ethical 
consideration is made and also clarification of key concepts to this research. 
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The second chapter sets out to provide a literature review of the research problem. 
The literature review provides a contextual analysis of the prevailing laws and 
policies in terms of financial management, views, opinions or factual arguments of 
other relevant authors in the field, and the existing theoretical and financial 
framework. 
The third chapter of this research focuses on the explanation of the research 
methodology that has been implemented in this study in order for the reader to have 
a clear comprehension of the approaches adopted to gather and analyse data from 
the participants. Exposition to ethical and trustworthiness processes is also shown in 
this chapter.   
The fourth chapter focuses on the data analysis and interpretation thereto, from 
documents analysis and one-on-one semi-structured in-depth interviews conducted. 
The fifth chapter deals with findings and recommendations on how the 
empowerment of SMT can enhance better the process of financial management if 
adopted in many public no-fee schools. Also, conclusion of the study is drawn.1.8.  
 
1.8. SUMMARY 
 
This chapter discussed the relevance of empowerment of the SMT in no-fee public 
schools. The concept of empowerment is briefly explored, including key facets such 
as decentralisation and the development of self-managed schools as strategies that 
the schools can employ to create the empowered environment.  The Schools Act is 
briefly discussed as it serves as the key legislation that underpins school financial 
management. A brief discussion pertaining to data collection and analysis is 
provided and an overview of the subsequent chapter to this research. 
The following chapter will review pertinent literature on the empowerment of the SMT 
members to actively participate in school financial management. 
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2.1. INTRODUCTION 
The backgrounds to the study, problem and aim statements were discussed in detail 
in Chapter One. In Chapter Two, the focal point is to provide a literature review 
regarding the empowerment of SMT members to actively participate in public school 
financial management. The aim of the literature review is to discuss pertinent issues 
relating to the proposed study, with reference to the existing body of knowledge 
(Ferreira, 2012). Literature review integrates a proposed study into a comprehensive 
framework of appropriate literature, theory, and research of SMTs relating to 
empowerment. Literature review also entails overviewing current and older but 
important research appropriate to the research topic and its facets (Creswell, 2012). 
Ferreira (2012) asserts that literature review provides a foundation of knowledge for 
the perceived inquiry and enables the researcher to better understand the research 
predicament and the grounds of study. Therefore, pertinent aspects in literature such 
as empowerment through collaboration, accountability, collegiality, duties and 
responsibilities of SMTs and SGBs, important functions in school financial 
management such as financial organisation, financial planning, leading, monitoring 
and control and professional development and training of SMTs and SGBs will be 
reviewed. 
One of the many challenges that are faced by public schools relates to the inability of 
creating a favourable working environment and culture where people are empowered 
(Govindasamy, 2009). Cook and Friend (2003) state that empowerment fosters 
collaboration with the staff working in the school, including the principal, SGB, and 
SMT. In addition, the staff working in a school must all have the necessary 
knowledge, disposition and ability to collaborate with each other.   
It is the researcher‟s view that empowerment must be institutionalised in all public 
schools for the attainment of effective and efficient financial management. 
CHAPTER TWO 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW: EMPOWERMENT OF SCHOOL MANAGEMENT 
TEAMS 
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Relevant literature that is vital in exploring the perceptions of the SMT to be 
empowered to actively participate in school financial management will now be 
discussed.  
2.2 DECENTRALISATION 
Decentralisation is regarded as one of the central and vital themes in contemporary 
educational change. This requires a shift towards „autonomous school‟ (Theodorou & 
Pashiardis, 2016:73). Before the democratic elections in the South Africa, 
governance and management in schools were centralised and influenced by 
government (Govindasamy, 2009). There was now a need to develop policies in 
education and that became a crucial component in educational restructuring in the 
attempt to bring equity, redress past imbalances and to achieve fairness in education 
(Karlsson, 2002).  Lewis and Motala (2004) mention that decentralisation of school 
governance is a clear effort made to encourage for and promote social change since 
democratic elections. Theodorou and Pashiardis (2016) proclaim that the areas of 
decision-making passed on by education authorities to schools since democratic 
elections in the year 1994 refer mostly to the organisation of teaching and learning, 
management of school personnel, maintenance of school property and ensuring 
effective control over school finances. Diamond (2015) mentions that government 
efforts at decentralisation means the re-distribution of power and responsibilities 
within the educational system, which leads to collective decision-making.  Suzuki 
(2002) indicates that the decentralisation of power involves ceding financial 
management responsibilities to the local government and communities and giving 
them authority over school governance. A good indication of this attempt is the 
enactment of the Schools Act as it bestows powers upon the SGB to exercise 
sufficient control over school finances (South Africa, 1996b). 
   
Decentralisation involves delegation of power and authority to schools where 
participatory decision-making model is adopted, where all parties in the school are 
equally involved rather than following on instructional and/or directive leadership 
(Mestry, 2016). Section 21 of the Schools Act achieves decentralisation by assigning 
authority and power to SGBs to exercise full control and make decisions over the 
allocation of school financial resources to meet the schools goals following set 
policies and based on accountability (Mestry & Bisschoff, 2009).   
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The Education Laws and Amendment Act of 2007 (South Africa, 2007) and the Basic 
Education Laws Amendments Act of 2011 (South Africa, 2011) states that the 
principal of the school must offer guidance and assistance to the SGB in executing 
its financial functions and responsibilities  
The responsibility to manage school funds should be an essential part of the school‟s 
strategic plan which sustains and implements the mission statement of the school 
(Mestry & Bisschoff, 2009).  The responsibility lies with the school to formulate its 
own mission and design specific, measurable, achievable, realistic and time-bound 
goals and objectives aligned with the school mission statement (Mestry & Bisschoff, 
2009).  The school mission and vision statement should be a congruent part of the 
school‟s development plan that will provide a framework for planning of short, 
medium and, long-term school goals (Mestry & Bisschoff, 2009).  
Lemmer (2000) explains that decentralisation is based on the desire to make schools 
achieve effectiveness and efficiency in school financial management to improve 
quality in education and to harness learner performance levels.  The school finances 
are mostly dealt with by the school principal and the SGB. This implies that the 
principal and the SGB structures are in a better position to drive the empowerment of 
SMT to actively participate in school financial management. Principals are called 
upon to create a democratic environment where there will be evidence of inclusivity. 
Botha (2012) states that democratic school management is shown through the 
sharing of power in ensuring that school policies are developed democratically, 
through healthy discussions by the school principal, the SGB, school learners, 
educators, non-teaching staff and the immediate community.  
Decentralisation of school financial management shows the need and relevance of 
the empowerment of SMT members of public no-fee schools to actively participate in 
school financial management. The active participation of SMTs will ensure efficiency 
and effectiveness in school financial management. 
The researcher will now discuss legal framework of school financial management. 
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2.3 LEGAL FRAMEWORK OF SCHOOL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
The reason for introducing a legal framework is to determine the roles and functions 
of various stakeholders in school education. Prior to the enactment of the Schools 
Act, financial activities remained autonomous in many schools and this had a 
negative influence on the general culture of teaching and learning (Mestry & 
Bisschoff, 2009).  There was a dire need for the development of guidelines to show 
how school finances can be effectively and efficiently managed.  
The Schools Act was then enacted and its intention was to bring consistency in the 
rules, roles, and responsibilities of school managers of all public schools (South 
Africa, 1998). The Schools Act is developed as an attempt to redress past inequities 
and imbalances as a result of the apartheid era. The legal framework that supports 
school financial management is outlined in the provisions as set out in the Schools 
Act (South Africa, 1996b) and is explored greater by the provisions set out in the 
Public Finances Management Act (PFMA) 1 of 1999 (South Africa, 1999).  
The preamble of the Schools Act outlines that educators, parents and learners 
should equally assume co-responsibility over school governance, school fund 
allocation and school organisation. The Schools Act empowers the SGB to show 
progress in the quality of education for all learners through making available 
improved learning/teaching facilities, better-trained teachers, improved pedagogy 
and better school conditions (Mestry & Bisschoff, 2009; South Africa, 1996b). The 
Schools Act assigns governance to be the responsibility of the SGB. The school 
principals and SMTs are given the duty to professionally manage the school.  
Although the Schools Act points out that the SGB is required to exercise full control 
over the school finances (South Africa, 1996b), the Act also states in section 19(2) 
that the principal must render assistance as deemed necessary to assist the SGB in 
performing its fundamental duties. However assistance, that is deemed to be 
rendered by the principals, has become more pivotal in school financial management 
in comparison to the powers vested on the SGB by the Schools Act. The early 
amendments to the Schools Act have given more powers to the school principals to 
govern school finances.   
The early revisions in the South African education law system outline the 
fundamental duties to be performed by the principals of no-fee public schools (South 
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Africa, 2007; South Africa, 2011). The principal has an obligation to assist the SGB 
in managing the school funds by giving direction, as issued by the Minister or 
Member of the Executive Council (MEC), in terms of how school financial matters 
must be dealt with. Furthermore, the principal must offer advice on the possible 
implications of the decisions taken with regards to school financial matters.  
The principal also has a duty to employ relevant steps to avoid mismanagement of 
school finances by SGB or member of the staff. The school principal is also tasked to 
be a member of the finance committee to manage matters that have financial 
implications in the school. Section 16(A) of the Educational Laws Amendment Act, 
2007 shows that the principal is a representative of the DoE and is accountable for 
all the matters relating to school finances (South Africa, 2007).  
Therefore, the amendments to the Schools Act show that principals are recognised, 
although not explicitly stated, as accounting officers.  Most SGBs are not fulfilling 
their responsibility as per the Schools Act as they rely on the school principal for the 
fulfillment of the duties (Anderson & Lumby, 2005). Moreover, there is no specific 
reference that is made to the roles of other SMT members, such as the deputy 
principal and HoDs in managing school finances. 
I will now discuss the composition and role functions of SGB and SMT as these two 
management structures include key role-players in school financial management. 
2.3.1. COMPOSITION AND ROLE FUNCTIONS OF SGB AND SMT 
2.3.1.1. Composition and role functions of SGB. 
The SGB is a lawful body elected in terms of the Schools Act under section 23(1) 
(South Africa, 1996b). There are three types of groups that are signified on the SGB, 
namely the parents of school learners, educators and non-teaching staff (South 
Africa, 1996b). The principal of the school is ex-officio member in his or her official 
capacity (Mestry & Naidoo, 2009). South Africa (1996b) makes provision for school 
learners who are in high school to form part of the SGB representing the learner 
wing.   
Section 23(1) of the Schools Act clearly states that parent representatives who serve 
in the governing body must equate to more than half of all members who may be 
eligible to vote. SGB members are required to elect office bearers such as the 
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chairperson, treasurer and secretary. The term in which the SGB executives are 
expected to serve in the SGB must not exceed one year. Only a parent of a learner 
may serve as chairperson of the SGB.  
It is important to note that in most cases SGB chairpersons rely on school principal 
for leadership and guidance especially in financial decision-making (Mda & Mothata, 
2000). Karlsson (2002) indicates that there is a lack of understanding of roles from 
parent governors and their inability to perform governance duties assigned to them. 
They are also inconsistent when attending meetings and/or workshop for 
developmental purposes.  
The act of assigning financial responsibility to SGBs and giving authority to lower 
levels of personnel structure in schools is an attempt to amend past disproportions 
that are clearly identifiable in the South African school systems, especially in the 
allocation of financial resources (Naidu et al., 2008).  
The Schools Act also accentuates that the SGB has a duty of recommending the 
selection of educators, conservation and development of the school premises or 
property and also being proactive in prioritising the achievement of the best interests 
of the school (Lemmer & Van Wyk, 2010). Moreover, section 36(1) of the Schools 
Act mentions that the SGB can take all the reasonable measures to supplement the 
financial resources that are provided by the government. The supplementation of 
funds includes imposing of school fees and launching other means of school 
fundraising (Pampallis, 2008).    
2.3.1.2. Composition and role functions of SMT. 
SMT refers to a school committee which comprises of the principal, deputy principal 
and HoDs or staff members who are acting in such positions (DoE, 2000; DoE, 
2008).  The HoD is also called to assist the school principal in the performance of 
professional management duties (DoE, 2000). The Personnel Administration 
Measures (PAM) policy document as determined by the MEC in terms of the 
Employment of Education Act of 1998 (South Africa, 1998) outlines the basic and 
vital duties of the SMT and one fundamental and most pivotal duty is to ensure 
quality in school curriculum execution through effective management (DoE, 1998). 
Section 16(A) of the Educational Laws Amendments Act, 2007 (South Africa, 2007) 
and Basic Education Laws Amendment Act, 2011 (South Africa, 2011) provides 
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significant value to the fundamental duties of SMT as they include teaching, extra-
curricular activities, managing personnel, administrative or general and 
communication duties. 
The HoDs and deputy principals are expected to assist in planning and the 
management of school inventory, textbooks and also equipment of the school (DoE, 
1998). The HoD is expected to assist with administrative duty of being involved in the 
planning phase of the school budget and the purchasing of school inventory, 
textbooks, and equipment needed in the school (DoE, 1998). The personnel-related 
duties of the HoD and deputy principal include giving advice to the principal with 
regards to segregation of duties among the school staff and in departments where 
the HoD manages the processes. 
The HoDs and deputy principals participate in personnel appraisals where the 
professional practice is regularly reviewed for the purposes of improving learning, 
teaching, and management (DoE, 1998). The pertinent financial duties of the HoD 
and deputy principal include organising staff welfares and collecting fees on behalf of 
the school (DoE, 1998). 
Therefore, it can be noted that HoDs and deputy principals are given powers as set 
out in the PAM policy document to actively participate in financial management of the 
school as they are expected to collect school fees, be proactive in raising funds for 
the school, manage the inventory or equipment of the school, be actively involved in 
drawing up the school budgets et cetera. However, in many public schools, the 
provisions as set out in the PAM policy document for the HoD and deputy principal 
are not applied since the issues involving finances are usually managed by the SGB 
and school principals who also lack skills in school financial management (Bush & 
Oduro, 2006; Heystek, 2016).  
 
It should be noted that “…the principal, by virtue of this position, plays a dual role: 
one being responsible for the professional management of a school and other as a 
member of the school governing body…” (Mestry & Bisschoff, 2009:82). Therefore, 
in this study, the SMT will specifically include the deputy principal and HoDs. 
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2.3.2 PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT AND GOVERNANCE OF SGB AND SMT. 
As mentioned previously, the Schools Act aims to decentralise governance and 
management of schools to a local level of authority (South Africa, 1996). Beckmann 
(2000); Mestry (2006) and Mestry and Bisschoff (2009) mention that there is an 
overlap regarding professional management and governance and this leads to 
conflict in the school among the key stakeholders (principal, SMT and SGB). Mestry 
(2006) states that the principal and other SMT members has been granted powers 
and authority by the MEC to organise and regulate teaching, learning and also other 
curricular activities of the school. However, it is vital to note that the principal is also 
a member of the SMT but the researcher wishes to separate the principal from the 
SMT in order to show the relevance of the empowerment of other members of the 
SMT, being the HoD and deputy principal in this regard. It is therefore important that 
a clear distinction is made between the functions of the principal and the functions of 
the SGB. Whilst the principal is responsible for professional management, he/she is 
also responsible for financial management that is delegated to him/her by the SGB 
(Van Rooyen & Rossouw, 2007). 
Thus, it is relevant that the key stakeholders understand the differences between 
professional management and governance (See Table 2.1) 
 
Table 2.1: Professional management and public school governance (Joubert & 
Prinsloo, 2009) 
PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT SCHOOL GOVERNANCE 
The principal is responsible for 
continuous professional management of 
the school with regards to: 
o Management of staff and learner‟s 
affairs, school finances, 
administrative affairs, physical 
facilities and school community 
relations. 
o Implementation of prevailing 
The SGB is responsible for the drafting 
of the policies: 
o Admission of learners (section 5) 
o Language (section 6) 
o Religion (section 7) 
o Learners code of conduct and 
procedures for disciplinary 
proceedings (Section 8) 
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departmental policy. 
o Demonstration of professional 
leadership with reference to 
educator staff. 
o Assisting and supporting the SGB 
by being an active member of the 
SGB. 
o Communicating with the DoE. 
o Staff development and 
mobilisation of school resources 
that promote effective teaching 
and learning. 
o Directly working with the staff, not 
limited to teaching staff only. 
o Working directly with the learners 
on a full-time basis and also 
keeping clear communication with 
parents of the learners. 
o Making decisions with regards to 
the professional matters of the 
school within the broad guidelines 
of educational policies and laws. 
o Direct accountability to the HOD 
for professional management of 
the school. 
o Direct accountability to the 
governing body in terms of 
assigned tasks. 
o Directly responsible for the 
employer and governing body 
The school governing body is also 
responsible for: 
o Making recommendations to the 
HOD for the appointment of 
teaching and non-teaching staff. 
o Administration of schools funds 
and budgets. 
o Drawing up annual budgets. 
o Administration and enforcement 
of paying of school fees. 
o Auditing and examination of 
financial records (section 43 of 
the Schools Act) 
o Ensuring safety of the learners 
including buildings, hostels, and 
equipment and school grounds. 
o Works with management. 
o Taking direct decisions over 
school finances as suggested by 
the Schools Act. 
o Performance of any other 
overarching responsibility. 
o Being accountable directly in all 
legal duties as outlined in the 
Schools Act. 
 
The Schools Act mentions that the SGB has a duty of ensuring that the school 
achieves quality education for all the learners (South Africa, 1996b). Moreover, the 
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principal and SGB both have complementary roles and it is, therefore, necessary 
that they engage in an empowered-driven relationship. However, since the inception 
of the Schools Act, the pivotal role that should be played by the SMT in managing 
the financial resources of the public school has been non-existent as school 
principals are perceived to be the sole individuals in the governance of school 
financial matters. The Schools Act allows the SGB to exercise control over financial 
matters of the school and the school principal is only obligated to provide guidance 
(South Africa, 1996). Conversely, the guidance that is given by the principals is 
normally confusing as it appears that principals are taking full control of the school 
financial management. This is given significance by the Educational Laws 
Amendments Act (South Africa, 2007) and Basic Laws Amendments Act (South 
Africa) as it appears that the school principal to be the accounting officer.  
This is in conflict with the court case of Schoonbee and others v MEC of Education, 
Mpumalanga and Another. It appeared that the school principal of Ermelo High 
School misappropriated the school funds and was charged accordingly. During the 
investigation, the findings revealed that the school principal had acted on the 
mandate given out by the SGB. The MEC of Education resolved to the suspension of 
the school principal and the deputy principal and the SGB was entirely dissolved. 
The ruling by the Pretoria High Court was in favour of the SGB, the principal, and the 
deputy school principal. The suspension of the school principal and the deputy 
principal was lifted and SGB was reinstated. The judge had ruled in this favour 
because the principal could not be a suspect of financial mismanagement. The 
Schools Act mentions clearly that the school financial management is the 
responsibility of the SGB and not the principal.  
 
However, in the amendment to the Schools Act, the principal is given more powers 
to exercise control over school financial matters as the accounting officer (South 
Africa, 1999; Mestry, 2014). It should be noted that the SMT has no legal role in 
school financial management. SMT is only indirectly involved in school financial 
management as they are expected to make decisions over issues mainly affecting 
their department LTSM. The deputy principal takes control over professional duties 
in cases where the principal is absent. The prevailing educational provisions and 
laws make no specific reference to SMTs being included actively in school financial 
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decision-making. Therefore, the empowerment of SMTs to actively participate in 
school financial management will definitely strengthen the capacity of financial 
management structures in no-fee public schools where efficiency and effectiveness 
in financial management can be achieved. 
 
The concept of empowerment and some aspects which are considered as primarily 
important in establishing empowerment in public schools will be discussed below. 
 
2.4. DEFINING THE CONCEPT OF EMPOWERMENT 
 
The concept “empowerment” of teachers and school managers has developed 
interest among educationist since the inception of democracy in South Africa in 1994 
(Mngomezulu, 2009). It has been noted that democracy comes with its provisions in 
the form of human rights and these rights are concerned with achieving inclusivity, 
redressing the past imbalances and inequity, particularly for the formerly 
marginalised people (Mngomezulu, 2009).  
Perkins and Zimmerman (2005) assert that empowerment remains undefined and/or 
uncertain for many people who lack the awareness of logical, conceptual and 
practical issues of the context under which educators are faced with. Perkins and 
Zimmerman (2005) further argue that as early as 1987, the concept of empowerment 
had no clear definition in the field of research and still recently, many researchers 
still echo the same sentiments. However, for the concept of empowerment to be 
understood, the fundamental facets to it must be identified and be institutionalised 
such as creating a favourable environment in the organisation where all concerned 
stakeholders can at least assume some degree of power in the field they are in. 
Rubin and Rubin (2004) aver that empowerment also implies participation. 
Participation entails making decisions, and this implies having power. Therefore, 
within the context of this study, empowerment implies a process in which people 
undergo in an organisation to attain the necessary knowledge and skills to reach 
mastery level over issues that are of great concern to them. These issues can be 
defined as, but not limited, to overcoming unmanageable events, improbable 
outcomes and also having to work with limited resources to solve problems 
(Rappaport, 2004).  
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Different people have different meanings of empowerment, and there are variations 
in forms, settings and times that these people engage with (Zimmerman & 
Rappaport, 2008).  Empowerment also fosters capacity and power in people (Rubin 
& Rubin, 2004). Furthermore, people will then use such power and capacity to arrive 
at practical solutions to their practical difficulties in their own lives and also in their 
immediate communities or societies as they will be acting solely on issues that they 
perceive as important (Gibson & Woolcock, 2005).  
People often choose to participate in development appraisals due to opportunity 
structures (Narayan, 2002).  Opportunity structures refer to the established context 
where people work from and these structures inspire people‟s ability to positively 
change agency into action (Nussbaum, 2000). Opportunity structures become the 
field that provides guidelines and rules of engagements inside the organisation for its 
employees and even shapes the society around the institution (Moos, 2006). 
Moreover, the institutions where there are opportunities structures can be formal or 
informal. In the formal institutions, there are a set of rules, regulatory laws and 
frameworks in which the employees of that organisation are expected to live and 
conduct themselves up to. Whereas, informal institutions are institutions with no 
official rules and they also have informal values and are characterised by norms of 
behaviour that are operated mainly in households or communities or societies or 
even social groups (Moos, 2006). 
Therefore, the researcher affirms that public schools are recognised as the learning 
institutions and they are formal institution since they are governed by laws, rules, 
and framework. And also, there are opportunity structures that can be formed 
whereby teachers serving in the SMT can be given a platform to exercise their duties 
in an empowered-driven environment where there is inclusivity especially in 
participating actively through decisions affecting financial matters of the school. 
In general, practice, shifting of power relations involves changing interactions 
between formal and informal institutions or organisations. Therefore, shifts can result 
in pressure and tension from the people within an organization set for change 
(Zimmerman, 2007). According to Rappaport (2004), empowerment does not just 
occur without having to go through multiple forms of change. Hence, the theory of 
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empowerment has an assumption that empowerment takes different forms for 
different people in different places and times (Young & Brymer, 2000).   
White and Potgieter (2006) discovered that individuals with no previous history of 
empowerment experiences have different perceptions of the term altogether, as 
opposed to those individuals that have previous experience for empowerment. 
Therefore this creates a dire need to develop winning teams that will ensure efficient 
and effective school financial management. The development of winning teams, job 
enrichment, compensation according to performance and ownership of stock are 
some of the methods principals make use of to create an environment that enables 
employees of an organisation to be in an empowered state (Humborstad & Perry, 
2011). Therefore, principals have a responsibility to create an environment where 
employees of an institution are able to make a choice of being in a state of 
empowerment (Roberts, Roper, Heath & Moir, 2011; Roberts, Merrilees, & Miller, 
2010). 
In many schools, tasks are assigned to educators and non-teaching staff but most of 
the times they depend on the school principal to make financial decisions on their 
behalf (Xue, Bradley & Liang, 2011). An empowered organisation is characterised by 
a principal who is able to assign managerial tasks to his or her subordinates without 
having to intervene in every setback experienced by the educators to whom tasks 
have been delegated to. SMTs must be entrusted with powers and authority for the 
success of the school even if the responsibilities assigned to them involves taking 
financial decisions for the school (Roberts, Merrilees & Miller, 2010).  
 
The establishment of empowered-driven schools implies creation of successful 
teams where power will be disseminated to exercise control over aspects of school 
financial management.  Training and showing support to the schools educators to 
develop and harness their skills and abilities are also strategies that can be adopted 
by schools in the creation of successful-empowered organisations (Roberts et al., 
2010). It is necessary that employees be exposed to lessons that will guide them on 
learning how to think, being aware of the overall picture and activities within the 
organisation and, readiness of performing key task in empowered schools where 
there is inclusive system of management especially over school finances (Roberts et 
al., 2010). The skill of collaboration, making uniform and informed decisions and co-
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operating with each other must be instilled in employees. The school principals can 
contribute to educators acquiring these skills (Rodrigues, Milazzo, Slota & Block, 
2011).  
 
Successful principals give attention to their subordinates and do not assume to take 
the entire onus to make biased and binding decisions. The ideas and opinions of the 
subordinates are acknowledged and made use of especially if they are beneficial to 
the organisation. In addition, the management of any organisation has a 
responsibility to respond to all the concerns that are legitimate from the employees 
and to give prompt feedback on any questions and/or suggestions made (Rodrigues 
et al., 2011). Principals should also place their attention in developing the school 
vision, creating a good learning climate and developing and improving the school-
wide curriculum and in other important management dormains such as financial 
management (Ng, Nguyen, Wong & Choy, 2015a). 
 
This study perceives the principal as the driver of empowerment in no-fee public 
schools. In an empowered-driven organisation, the principal has the duty to set 
achievable goals and create space for effective operations (Soltani, 2004). 
Empowerment demands that the workforce of any organisation must be updated on 
the latest skills, general knowledge, technological development and encourages 
flexibility that will benefit the organisation as a whole, hence empowerment does not 
only apply to employees in the lowest ranks of the organisation, but also the 
principals needs to be empowered (Liu, Wong & Ping, 2012). 
In each organisation, empowerment addresses the needs and culture unique to that 
entity. Employee empowerment fails if the sense of ownership is not established 
(Humborstad & Perry, 2011). To create successful winning team such as the SMT, 
there needs to be accountability of tasks for each employee, job autonomy, 
teamwork variation and payment systems that will link compensation with the actual 
performance of the employee (Humborstad & Perry, 2011). 
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2.4.1. ASPECTS OF EMPOWERMENT. 
2.4.1.1. Fostering empowerment through collaboration. 
Collaboration is one of the many strategies that can be adopted by schools to 
achieve success, especially among the SGB, SMT and the principal in working 
together to reach goals that are usually unattainable when working in isolation. Lacy 
(2001) explains that working collaboratively in a school means that the staff and the 
parents jointly pursue the same goals in a well-structured manner. Tsuari (2011) 
states that collaboration is a personal style that professional people often make use 
of when interacting with their co-workers, parents and other stakeholders.  
Govindasamy (2009) avers that collaboration creates rigid professional networks 
where vital information can be shared. Collaboration reduces duplication because 
activities, where a collaborative culture is assumed, are well co-ordinated and there 
is also shared responsibility, hence ensuring increased efficiency and effectiveness. 
Collaboration improves work quality and as a result, the management of financial 
resources is also improved because thorough study on the measures to the school 
must follow in attaining effective and efficient financial management. The principals 
are encouraged to create a working environment that is characterised by 
collaboration so that the goals of the schools are easily achieved. For the principals 
to foster collaboration, it is necessary that the goals of the schools be communicated 
to every staff members so that performance is measured against the set standards 
(Govindasamy, 2009).  
Collaboration enhances the working relationship between the school principal, 
SMTs, and SGBs. It is also necessary to note that, teams in successful organisations 
are characterised by strongholds of collaboration. The principal can take a lead in 
fostering a working relationship between the SMT and the SGB since they assume a 
dual role in these two structures. Hall (2003) argues that managing and leading 
collaborative efforts implies managing people for communal ends, supervising 
collaboration and managing processes. As a result the principal can take a lead in 
building collaboration in the school. 
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2.4.1.2. Empowerment through applying distributive leadership style. 
Distributive leadership is one of the many empowerment strategies that schools 
leaders can adopt in order to ensure that collaboration and continuous skill 
development exists in the school for teams and individuals (Hatcher, 2005; Botha & 
Triegaardt, 2015; Harris, 2015).  
Coleman (2011) asserts that distributive leadership encourages collaboration within 
an institution, as duties are shared among the professional groups who are expected 
to perform their duties within the boundaries of the organisation. Moreover, Coleman 
(2011) states that distributive leadership is central to the creation of a collaborative 
culture because of the fundamental aim of sharing power and responsibilities. 
Empowerment of the SMT necessitates that there needs to be a strong relationship 
between the principal, the SMT and the SGB so that leadership roles within the 
school are well co-ordinated. Furthermore, Botha and Triegaardt (2015) mention that 
distributive leadership develops the effectiveness and efficiency of schools as there 
is sharing of tasks, powers and responsibilities and that fosters a culture where there 
is both unity and well-being within the organisation. 
2.4.1.3. Promoting empowerment through co-operation. 
According to Wehmeier (2004), co-operation is defined as the act of working 
together in order to achieve desired goals. The essence of co-operation is 
embedded in the existence of a healthy relationship among the stakeholders that are 
there in that particular organisation. These relationships are given value by trust, 
compassion, and enthusiasm shown in assisting in abstract settings that foster co-
operative actions (Govindasamy, 2009). It is therefore vital that there be 
relationships among the stakeholders in the organisations that have elements of trust 
and co-operation rather than having an atmosphere based on segregation and 
mistrust within an organisation. 
2.4.1.4. Empowerment through effective structures of communication. 
Effective communication is one of the important aspects of the effective functioning 
of any school and also to strengthen the relationship between the principal, the 
teaching and non-teaching staff members and also the SGB. Chance and Chance 
(2002) mentions that effective communication is the social power that assists with 
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co-operation and organisation among individuals who are pursuing a common set of 
goals. Principals are tasked with maintaining effective communication channels with 
all the stakeholders of the school because if communication is not effective, it can 
have a negative impact on inspiring empowerment in an organisation and also affect 
the collaborative relationships that should exist between the principals, SMT and the 
SGB on the effective and efficient management of financial resources (Hall, 2003).   
2.4.1.5. Empowerment and trust. 
According to Novak and Purkey (2001) and Purkey and Siegel (2003), trust is 
defined as the ability that is shown by a human in having the power to be inter-
dependent. Furthermore, Purkey and Siegel (2003) mention that trust is most vital for 
the leaders because once they reach the stage of establishing trust among the 
personnel in their organisation, they are able to reach the milestones of ensuring 
continued success. If principals are able to promote and uphold trust in their 
organisation, all stakeholders involved - including the SMT, educators, parents, 
learners, non-teaching staff- are positioned well to reach their own personal mastery 
level and to attain the vision and goals of the school. Hence, Sterling and Davidoff 
(2000) accentuate that building and maintaining strong levels of trust among the 
stakeholders in the organisation has an effect to create a context where people are 
free to express themselves. When there is the quality of trust that exists in a school, 
there is also the quality of service delivery in the tasks that are performed by various 
staff members, whether they are monitored or not monitored, trust instils 
performance in a manner of showing expertise and ability at all times (Sterling & 
Davidoff, 2000). 
2.4.1.6. Empowerment and accountability. 
Mestry and Bisschoff (2009:190) state that accountability is “reporting on the control 
and use of resources by those accountable for their control and use, to those to 
whom they are accountable”. Prior to 1994, principals were recognised as 
accounting officers and were held accountable to the provincial Head of Department 
(HOD) for school financial matters. Principals were provided with sets of directives of 
how they ought to manage the school financial resources. In many schools, 
problems aroused as a result of devolving certain tasks to the SGB and early 
educational legislation(s) do not provide any written set of directives to the SGB 
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pertaining to how they are expected to manage school funds. The Schools Act in 
section 19(2), as it has been pointed earlier in this chapter, mentions that principals 
can only render assistance to the SGB to perform its mandatory duties. However, 
there are numerous principals and SGB representatives who are financially illiterate, 
and they are placed under undue pressure and cannot work out practical solutions to 
practical problems they are faced with (Mestry, 2004).   
In addition Bush and Oduro (2006) mention that most principals were under-skilled 
prior to accepting their appointment in the principalship positions, and even after 
their appointments to those positions they are still under-skilled and under-
performing.   Yet, section 16(A) of the Educational Laws Amendment Act, 2007 
(South Africa, 2007) shows that that principals are accountable for all the matters 
relating to school finances. While a call is made for clear amendments to be made to 
the prevailing educational legislation, the inclusion of the SMT is also vital for 
increasing capacity, skills, effectiveness and efficiency in school financial 
management.  
2.4.1.7. Empowerment through nurturing collegiality. 
Govindasamy (2009) defines collegiality as the process that fosters discussion by 
the personnel who share the management roles of the school and discussions are 
directed towards the setting of institutional and personal goals including the 
implementation of such goals. Furthermore, collegiality puts an emphasis on 
teamwork and collaboration. Bush (2004) mentions that collegiality can also be 
defined as teachers engaging in directive discussions and collaborating with each 
other in order to reach a common goal. Bush (2004) avers that when teachers work 
together there are immense and upright achievements as opposed to teachers 
working individually. In the context of this study, SMT ought to co-operate with the 
principal and SGB so that the goals of a school can be achieved. If schools do adopt 
the approach of working together, it provides with sufficient basis for the 
development of a long and strong relationship. Difficulties experienced in an 
organisation can be curbed collectively rather than by solving problems alone.  
Thurlow, Bush and Coleman (2003) mention three advantages of collegiality. Firstly, 
the personnel within the school: principal, SGB, SMT, parent, community and 
learners, all participate freely in the entire management areas of the school. 
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Secondly, decisions are taken collectively in a team and thereby making the quality 
of decision-making healthy and dynamic. Thirdly, the implementation of decisions 
taken becomes easier if all pertinent stakeholders have been involved when 
decisions were taken. Collegiality will also be later recognised as the theoretical 
framework of this study. 
Important management tasks in school financial management where SMTs can be 
empowered to take an active part in are now discussed. 
 
2.5. IMPORTANT MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS IN SCHOOL FINANCIAL 
MANAGEMENT. 
2.5.1. Financial organisation. 
Thenga (2012) explains that financial organisation is an action that is directed at 
conjoining available resources for rendering services with regards to the 
management of school finances. Morevoer, financial organisation implies that the 
associated actions relate to some formalised or pre-arranged way of managing 
finances. In other words, financial decision making is co-ordinated using pre-
dertermined operational rules and/or prevailing government policies (McAllister & 
Taylor, 2015).Financial organisation involves actions such as establishing structures 
in the school in order to handle a wide variety of management tasks. Mestry and 
Bisschoff (2009) and Joubert and Prinsloo (2008) aver that these structures in 
schools are usually made up of different types of committees and sub-committees 
such as finance school committees, budget committee, fundraising committee, tuck-
shop committee, school-fees committee, school maintenance committee, learning 
support material committee. It is one of the fundamental tasks of the SGB and also 
the school principal to develop committees that will ensure that the effective 
management of school funds over the mentioned committees will take place.  
In order to achieve efficiency and effectiveness in school financial management, a 
model is proposed in figure 1.1 below. 
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The researcher proposes that SMT should form part of SGB in terms in terms of 
governance. The SMT should serve as a structure and not as individuals 
representing other structures.  Additionally, the MEC and provincial HOD should 
delegate responsibility to the SGB, school finance committee and/or various 
committees aforementioned. The principal has to trust his or her subordinates as 
there can be various tasks that need to be done through the skills of other people. 
The SMT must be assigned with important tasks in the organisation as they are 
mostly skilled, experienced and knowledgeable about school financial management 
(Purkey & Siegel 2003).  Although the Schools Act assigns the duty of managing 
financial assets of the school to SGBs (South Africa, 1996b), the principal, as an 
accounting officer, should ensure that policies and guidelines are followed strictly to 
achieve commendable school financial management. Hence, there is a need for 
principals to engage in a collaborative relationship with SMTs and SGBs so that they 
are able to empower their subordinate with relevant tasks.  
 Department of Education 
 Head office officials 
 District office officials 
School Governing Body 
 Parents (majority in the structure)  
 Learners (high school) 
 Educators and non-teaching staff 
 Principal 
 
School Finance Committee 
 Parent on the SGB 
 Parents from the community 
 Non-teaching staff 
 Educators 
 Principal 
Budget 
committee 
School-fees 
committee 
Tuck-shop 
committee 
Fundraising 
committee 
School 
maintenance 
committee 
Learning 
support 
material 
committee 
Figure 2.1. “An organogram for school financial management” (Mestry & Bischoff, 2009:83) 
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Principals cannot lead and manage schools on their own. They need the assistance 
of SMTs and staff members in the execution of their normal daily duties. Bottery 
(2016:98) contends that most principals discover themselves working more hours, 
“not just on weekday evenings but also at weekends and during school holidays… 
where the job becomes unsustainable if they do not”. In addition, principals are faced 
with new demands where they are expected to make complex decisions and they 
bear more responsibilities that ever (Mestry, 2017). At the same time, principal are 
responsible for ensuring successful school leadership through applying relevant 
leadership principles. Kellerman (2015) affirms that leadership in schools has 
become vital in that it only requires skilled and trained individuals whom are capable 
to perfrom optimally in their duties. With this, Govindasamy (2009) points out that 
most successful public school that are fully functional, usually develop a 
collaborative relationship and working teams in all their areas of management 
especially in financial management. The principals can apply the principle of 
distributive leadership in this regard to achieve empowerment.  
 
2.5.2. Financial planning. 
Financial planning involves the formulation of policy, determining short-and long-term 
activities, service delivery, reviewing financial allocation plans and monitoring 
outcomes (Makrwede, 2012). This gives significance to effective financial 
management because it affords the school with a strong view of how to utilise 
financial resources (Naidu et al., 2008). The early revisions in the South African 
schools context suggest that schools ought to have a plan outlining their objectives 
and have clear guidelines of how the school will reach the identified objectives 
(South Africa, 2011). As a result, financial planning is about setting goals, 
assessment of the available resources, forecasting the future needs of the school 
and the formulation of plans that are aimed at attaining these goals (Makrwede, 
2012).  
The Schools Act assigns the responsibility of planning for and controlling the school 
finances and maintenance of the school property therefore, to the SGB (Clarke, 
2009, South Africa, 1996b). This is similar to international practices. For example, in 
England, the responsibility for exercising management of finances and property of 
the school is vested upon the local education authority (Fitzgerald & Drake, 2013).  
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The Schools Act (section 38) shows that the drafting of a school budget is one of the 
important aspects of financial planning. The school budget is not compiled in 
isolation, as it is related diligently to inclusive school planning. The school budget 
expresses the plans of the school in monetary terms (Kruger, 2011). Therefore, the 
school principal together with the SGB must develop an all-inclusive approach in 
drawing up school budget and invite all stakeholders to participate (such as the 
parents, learners in secondary schools, teaching staff and non-teaching staff) as 
they will need to implement the budget subsequently. 
Marishane and Botha (2004) suggest that, budgetary planning requires joint 
decision-making from all the stakeholders in terms of the financial resources‟ 
allocation, distribution and spending. The budget should comprise firstly of the 
prioritised educational objectives of the school, and then seek to strict use of the 
allocated funds and must be subject to on-going financial monitoring and reporting 
thereto (Mestry, 2004). Mestry (2009) explains that a budget is the statement of 
resources showing the expected receipts and payments for a specified future period 
and this budget must be matched against the intentions of the institution. DoE (2006) 
describes a budget as a strategic plan for spending and income for the foreseeable 
future. Prior to the school budget being approved by the SGB, it must be presented 
to an annual general meeting (AGM) of parents, held with at least 30 days‟ notice, for 
deliberation and endorsement by a majority of parents present and voting (DoE, 
1997). 
The SGB of a public school is thus liable to financial planning, control and monitoring 
as the features which are to crucial accountability. Hence Van Rooyen and Rossouw 
(2007) and Mestry (2009) place the duty of financial accountability of school financial 
management with the SGB. The SGB has a responsibility to manage the school 
finances, including starting a school fund, planning for annual school budget, safe-
keeping of the school financial records, the appointment of accountant or auditor and 
augmenting financial resources. It is clear that every school principal must have 
knowledge and capabilities with regards to school financial management. Hence 
there is a need for a stable theoretical framework to reinforce their activities (Mestry, 
2004). 
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The school budget must be drawn up to realise the goals and mission of the school 
and also place focus on how the resources may be utilised to improve and maintain 
the learner acadeic perfromance. In the planning process, attention is given to the 
aims of each activity in the school programme, probing for relevant options or 
alternatives, measuring costs of the programme(s) for many years ahead and the 
evaluation of the output of each programme (Kruger, 2011). Mokoena (2011) affirms 
that the majority of the activities in the schools are implemented by the SGB, such as 
preparing for a school budget, engaging in joint decision-making and making a call 
for interactive skills such as the skills of collaboration.  
It is vital that schools must engage in the process of budget monitoring and control 
after the implementation of a budget for a certain year. Naidu et al. (2008) indicate 
that budget monitoring is a process of making a comparison with real receipts and 
payments against the forecasted receipts and payments, while budget control 
protects the school funds and gives assurance that all payments were authorised by 
the relevant people. Budget control entails developing measures that involve 
planning and organising financial functions in the school (Kruger, 2011). The Schools 
Act states that SGB has a responsibility to establish sufficient and rigid controls over 
financial resources of the school such as guiding against misuse, laundering, theft, 
and conspiracy of money (Mestry, 2006). In order to ensure that there are rigid 
controls over the flow of cash in the school, the treasurer or financial clerk must 
formulate a statement of budget control for every meeting of the SGB or finance 
committee and this will ensure that the budget is monitored, revised and deliberated 
at each meeting (Mestry, 2006). Constant monitoring and control of income and 
expenditure are essential for effective financial management. In a school context, the 
principal, departmental heads, bursars and staff members are expected to ensure 
accuracy over institutionalised financial controls by reviewing financial position and 
developing corrective actions that are necessary when problems are identified 
(Mestry & Naidoo, 2009).  Upon approval of the budget by all the pertinent 
stakeholders, the budget must be implemented, monitored and controlled for 
effectiveness and efficiency and SMT can be delegated such task since they are 
expected to manage LTSM (Makhubela, 2005; Naidoo, 2010; Ndou, 2012).  
Furthermore, the Schools Act in section 43 requires that SGBs must submit their 
audited financial statement to the HOD within six months of the end of the 
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accounting period. This is to ensure that the HOD is kept abreast about the use of 
school funds (Mbatsane, 2006).  
Therefore, with all these vast responsibilities having been bestowed upon the SGB 
and the school principal, empowerment of the entire body of SMT, especially the 
HoDs, will lessen work pressure and provide practical solutions to practical problems 
that are being faced by SGBs and members of the school staff. 
2.5.3. Leading 
In order to effectively and efficiently manage school finances, the school finance 
committee must be able to “activate, actuate, direct, guide and show leadership” 
(Mestry & Bisschoff, 2009: 165). Leadership is identified as the ability to positively 
influence staff so that they strive willingly and enthusiastically towards the attainment 
of the school‟s objectives. In leadership, successful financial management includes 
activating, actuating and directing. Mestry and Bisschoff (2009) define activating as 
establishing committees with the necessary infrastructure and mechanism. Mestry 
and Bisschoff (2009) state that established financial school committee comprises of 
the parents in the SGB, community, educators and non-teaching staff. Actuating 
implies moving into action where the implementation of financial strategies is carried 
out. Directing is defined as formulating instructions, giving instructions and making 
sure that instructions are carried in accordance to plan (Mestry & Bisschoff, 2009).  
It is important that SGBs and SMTs be trained and professionally developed for the 
management tasks they ought to perform in school. Empowerment of SMTs and 
SGBs through continuous training and development will ensure effectiveness and 
efficiency over school financial management.   
The researcher will now discuss the need for professional development and training 
of SGBs and SMTs.  
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2.6. PROFESSIONAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PRINCIPAL, SGB AND 
SMT 
One of the strategies adopted to decentralise school management is through the 
professional development of SGB and SMT members (DoE, 1996). The principals of 
the schools are expected to share the crucial management tasks across the school 
staff in order for school goals and mission statement to be attained collectively 
(Tyala, 2004). As a result, there need to be professional relationship that exists 
among the principal, SGB and SMT. Ramalepe (2014) argues that although 
principals are the accounting officers for school governance, that does not 
necessarily qualify them as good leaders or does give them unilateral control over 
the issues of school leadership. Principals do need the assistance of SGB and SMT 
members hence there is a need for development of professional relationship. 
The SMT members can be called to assist in the planning phase of the school 
budget, development of fundraising initiatives, re-enforcing quality in decision-
making, managing diversity, engage in programmes to develop staff and liaising with 
the SGB (Maleka, 2003).  The SGB members should be in a position to supplement 
the school financial resources through supporting fundraising initiatives, action 
donation plans, organise sponsorships for the school and build strong partnerships 
with internal and external stakeholders of the school (Basson, 2016). Therefore, it is 
vital that professional relationship be built among these stakeholder and this can be 
achieved by giving powers to lower levels of staff to assume crucial management 
tasks such as planning, leading, organising and control (Mestry & Bisschoff, 2009). 
According to Botha (2012), a school that has adopted the approach of decentralising 
power is characterised by evidence of sharing power, where every stakeholder in the 
school is involved in the process of decision-making. 
Van der Mescht (2008) mentions that sharing of power and giving authority to lower 
levels reinforces efficient and reformed management system that is characterised by 
empowerment, participative or democratic leadership styles, collaboration, 
collegiality, open learning organisation, and self or site-based management. These 
mentioned elements are essential and reveal the challenges faced by the principal 
and the SGB to work together as they aim to hold collective responsibility for the 
effective functioning of the schools. Muijs and Harris (2003) show that many 
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principals are not productive in executing their fundamental duties as bestowed upon 
them. Also, subordinates in many institutions do have challenges when it comes to 
performing efficiently due to lack of trust. The absence of trust and development of 
professional relationship between the principal, SGB and SMT leads to inefficiency in 
schools. Commendable school financial management is only possible if schools 
have developed professional relationship based on trust among the key 
stakeholders: principal, SMT and SGB (Basson, 2016).  Hence, there is a need for 
empowerment in schools that will be embedded on trust. Empowerment results in 
successful developed teams where there are members with key experiences, 
expertise and insight to make decisions for the success of the institution they serve 
(Cole, 2006). 
It has been mentioned that in the attempt to empower SMT members, it is vital that 
the school must have developed collegial relations among the principal, SMT and 
SGB members so that it will be easier to attain efficiency and effectiveness in school 
financial management. The major set-back that is there in public schools is that roles 
and responsibilities of principal, SGB and SMT are not well co-ordinated, they tend 
to overlap especially the view of dual role played by the principal (Mestry & 
Bisschoff, 2009).  
The researcher makes a call that SMT members must be empowered and be made 
part of the SGB so that there is balance and support especially in achieving the main 
objective of the SGB which is to ensure quality in education. This implies that SMT 
and SGB must collaborate with each other to achieve proficiency in public school 
management (Govindasamy, 2009; Mestry, 2006). The schools are encouraged to 
engage in on-going training and development of principal, SGB and SMT in the 
attempt to achieve commendable school financial management. Heystek (2006) 
mentions that limited training and development of principals, SGB and SMT in the 
professional management and school governance leads to weaknesses and 
deficiency in creating strong professional relationships and thus, the goals of the 
school are not achievable if there are variations in the relationship.  
I will now discuss the theoretical framework of this study below. 
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2.7. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK  
The theoretical framework of this study is grounded in systems theory. According to 
Bush (2011), systems theory emphasises the unity and integrity of the organisation 
as it forces consistency and lays emphasis on established organisational intentions. 
The systems theorists Wolfram 1985 (in Govindasamy, 2009) explains that systems 
theory is a construction to develop descriptions, clarifications, and comprehension of 
abstract phenomena using formal and precise logic. The intention of the systems 
theory is to provide a conceptual basis in order to investigate relationships that exist 
in the social systems and to evaluate and simplifies complicated research data 
(Bush, 2011). 
Schools do not operate in isolation as changes occurring in the environment do have 
a direct impact on the structure of school funding, the organisation and also on the 
management of various phases in the school. School management is a system that 
is susceptible to change and developments (Mackenzie & Knipe, 2006); the 
influence of factors such as stakeholders‟ interests, international practices and the 
environmental regulations on the management of funding in public education should 
be recognized. 
Empowerment calls for assigning financial managerial duties to SMTs. In order to 
achieve this school must exist in an environment where empowerment can be 
established. Ivancevich, Matteson and Konopaske (2014) aver that systems theory 
views an organisation as one element that is made up of many other different 
elements acting interdependently. To achieve effectiveness, economy and efficiency 
in school financial management it is vital that the stakeholders such as the principal, 
SGB and SMT form good relations with one another as they operate under one 
school. The school principal, SGB, SMT and parents make up one constituent part of 
management structure nevertheless working interdependently to guide the success 
of the school through efforts such as continual training and development of staff and 
also empowerment. 
There are common elements and clear organisational links that are associated with 
systems theory (Bush, 2011). Teachers, learners, SGB and parents in the 
community are all related systematically to each other and to the school itself and 
consequently to all facets of the school pertaining to management.  
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Systems theory encourages the creation of collegial relationship in no-fee public 
schools among the key stakeholders. It is vital that there must be a collegial 
relationship as this study seeks to examine the empowerment of SMT to actively 
participate in school financial management, Coleman and Anderson (2000) states 
that the collegial model is relevant for organisations such as the schools where there 
is a wide distribution of expertise within the institution. The collegial model is 
supported by the principle of consultative participatory, shared or distributive or 
collaborative leadership and also decision-making, thus the collegial model is 
relevant as applied in this study (Govindasamy, 2009). Furthermore, collegial models 
have an assumption that organisations determine their own policies and engage in a 
process of decision-making by engaging in discussions that lead to consensus 
(Govindasamy, 2009). There is a sense of sharing power amongst the members of 
the organization who are having the same comprehension of the aims of the 
organisation. Little (1990) expresses that there is something that is gained when 
educators are working in collegiality with one another rather than working in isolation. 
The researcher concurs with Little (1990) because if teams are not working with 
each other in schools there will be less productivity and what needs to be achieved 
within a set period of time will not be achieved. In a school setting, it is necessary 
that the principal, SGB and the entire members of SMT work with one another so 
that they understand the common goal that needs to be achieved and work towards 
that.  
Bush (2011) avers that collegial models are strongly normative in an orientation 
which shows that all phases of management are based on the agreement. Therefore 
a call is made that the SMT and SGB must always make their decisions on 
democratic principles. Collegial models are relevant for institutions having a 
substantial number of professional staff as it is assumed that professionals do have 
rights to form part of a wider decision-making process.  SMTs as professional people 
do exist in schools and they do possess the necessary knowledge and skills, 
therefore it would be beneficial to include them in school financial management and 
work with SGB especially in making informed financial decisions (Bush, 2011). 
Lumby (2005) indicates that making informed decisions is very important in the 
allocation of school financial resources. This implies that the SGB and SMT must 
engage in a common structure where collective decision-making to achieve 
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effectiveness, economy and efficiency in school financial management will be made. 
Moreover, collegial models follow on a principle of decisions being reached by 
mutual consensus rather than through conflict or division (Bush, 2011).  
Collegial models also assume that members in an organisation are holding a 
common set of values that guide the key administrative school activities and results 
in a shared and common achievement of goals (Bush, 2011). If the principal, SMT, 
and SGB are able to comprehend and share these common values, the school is 
susceptible to achieving and maintaining high standards of management in all 
spheres. Collegial models also show that the capacity of the group making a 
decision in an institution is a vital element of making a decision (Bush, 2011). 
The collegial model fosters a working relationship among the members in an 
institution as common goals, values and visions are shared (Govindasamy, 2009). 
Therefore, to comprehensively understand the empowerment of SMT to actively 
participate in financial management, the researcher found that the collegial model is 
suitable mostly for this study. 
 
2.8 SUMMARY 
This chapter focused on a literature review dealing with the empowerment of the 
SMT to actively participate in school financial management and shows the provisions 
that are outlined in prevailing school financial management policies in no-fee public 
schools. The motive of the government for decentralisation of power and authority to 
local government and communities was discussed. The Section 16(A) of the 
Educational Laws Amendment Act, 2007 (South Africa, 2007) and Basic Laws 
Amendments Act, 2011 (South Africa, 2011) and PAM policy document were 
discussed as prevailing policy-documents to form the basis of school financial 
management framework. The systems theory supporting the argument was outlined, 
with emphasis placed on empowerment, the requirements set to guide for effective 
and efficient school financial management, functions of the SMT as well as SGB and 
also the importance of collaboration between SGB and SMT for effective and 
efficient school financial management.  
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Various concepts such as empowerment, collaboration, teamwork, trust, 
communication, collaboration, decentralisation of power and the importance of the 
relationship between SGB and SMT were discussed. The chapter also explored 
crucial management tasks for SMT and SGB which comprise of planning, leading, 
organising and control. Empowerment is necessary for public schools since there are 
many school departments in need of financial expertise and inputs from the SMT 
rather than being actively involved in the driving curriculum in respective 
departments alone. Therefore, it is argued that successful and comprehensive 
school financial management implies empowering all the members of the SMT to 
actively participate in all types and level of management tasks in the school 
especially and most importantly in financial management. 
The following chapter is Chapter Three which will discuss research method and 
design. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
 
RESEARCH METHOD AND DESIGN 
 
3.1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
Chapter Three outlines the methodology adopted for data collection and research 
design. The following are sub-sections that will be discussed consisting of: 
 Research methodology; 
 Research sample; 
 Data collection; 
 Data analysis; 
 Trustworthiness and 
 Ethical considerations. 
 
It is essential to review the general aim of this study. The aim of this study was to 
determine how SMTs of public no-fee schools can be empowered to participate in 
school financial management. The objectives that were set were: 
 To describe the financial roles of the SMT and provide rationale for the SMTs 
to be included in the school financial management; 
 To examine strategies for the SMT and the SGB to collaborate with each 
other to effectively manage finances of public (no-fee) schools; 
 To determine the perceptions of the SMT members concerning their 
involvement in school financial management; and 
 To determine how the empowerment of the SMTs can be strengthened so 
that they could participate actively in the school financial management. 
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3.2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
This study followed a generic qualitative research method within an interpretive 
paradigm to determine how SMT‟s of no-fee public schools can be empowered to 
actively participate in school financial management. The research methodology 
refers to the research process adopted by the researcher and the variety of 
instruments, techniques, and procedures to be used to obtain data for a study 
(Mouton, 2001). Caelli, Ray and Mill (2003) mention that generic qualitative research 
is a study that discover and comprehend a phenomenon as well as the views of the 
people involved. The researcher drew conclusions based on the authentic 
information from the participants and the problem of interest unfolded naturally 
throughout the process (Golafshani, 2003; Maree 2007).   
Qualitative researchers obtain their research data through physical and sustained 
contact with people in settings where participants usually spend their time (Bogdan 
and Biklen, 1992). The participants to this research included the school principal; the 
deputy school principal, SGB chairperson and one HoD of each four schools to 
assist in obtaining sufficient data and perceptions for the relevance of SMT to be 
empowered to actively participate in school financial management (McMillan & 
Schumacher, 2001; Ntsele, 2014). Empowerment of SMT to actively participate in 
school financial management is a phenomenon that was investigated and 
comprehended from the participants‟ point of view 
Merriam (2009) aver that qualitative research makes an inquiry to a subject following 
a systematic manner. A generic qualitative research approach allows a researcher to 
make use of various techniques to obtain data, such as, interviews, open-ended 
questionnaires and data analyses (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010). In this research, 
data was obtained from semi-structured interviews and document analysis that 
included the financial policy of the school, audited financial statements and minutes 
of the SGB and SMT meetings.  
Houser (2009) defines qualitative research as accommodating in understanding 
unusual and incomparable situations. A generic qualitative research approach is 
descriptive and not abstract, because the researcher is selective when making an 
argument from the collected data (Creswell, 1994; Ngwenya, 2002). The qualitative 
research approach was thus relevant to this exposition as it allowed the principal, 
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SGB and SMT members of the few schools to deeply reflect through their 
experiences and perception for the issue at hand. 
McMillan and Schumacher (2010) define research design as the structure of a 
research investigation to obtain evidence that is required to answer the research 
questions. The research design provides an exposition of the research methods 
which refer to a step-by-step approach of data collection. It is a framework of 
strategies that link the research questions to actual research. Furthermore, research 
design is a plan describing the procedures and conditions for data collection and 
also data analyses. It outlines the strategy for gathering practical and empirical 
evidence to be used when responding to research questions. Maree (2007) also 
stresses that research design is a strategic framework that allows a researcher to 
move from theoretical assumptions to the selection of specific participants who will 
provide meaningful and valid insights to respond to pre-determined research 
questions. 
The researcher will now discuss sampling method and sample size considered in 
this study. 
3.3. SAMPLING METHOD AND SAMPLE SIZE 
McMillan and Schumacher (2001) state that research sample participants are 
selected because most they are likely to be well-informed and knowledgeable about 
the research inquiry. A purposeful sampling implies that participants are selected 
based on distinguishing characteristics that qualify them as the sole custodians of 
the key information to unpack the problem under review (Leedy & Ormrod, 2010; 
Maree, 2007). Primary and secondary schools were purposively selected, mainly 
based on the school size and willingness to contribute in the research, and schools 
which are able to provide insightful data regarding the empowerment of SMTs.  
Purposeful sampling is usually non-random and puts attention on a small group.  For 
this research a sample of two primary and two secondary schools in the 
Johannesburg Central district were selected because the researcher established that 
they manage school finances meticulously. The other reason as to why the 
researcher selected these schools was that all four of them were no-fee public 
schools. These selected schools are self-managing school in the Gauteng province, 
in the vicinity of South Western Township (SOWETO).  All four of these schools are 
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different with regard to the socio-economic background of the learners, level of 
funding from the provincial government, diversity and the fact that they are easily 
reachable to the researcher.  
Creswell (1994) mentions that purposeful sampling intends to select relevant 
participants to provide the most valuable responses to the research inquiries. The 
selected participants had a sound knowledge of financial management and 
responded expansively on the phenomenon. A thorough study of existing pertinent 
literature in school financial management was done. The role of the researcher was 
primarily that of an observer, interviewer and document analysis.  
Sixteen participants were available for this study in order for the researcher to 
investigate the perceptions and experiences of SMTs in terms of their involvement of 
financial management in no-fee public schools. Leedy and Ormond (2010) state that 
a typical qualitative research sample comprises of between 5–25 participants and all 
participants must have direct experience of the phenomenon. The researcher 
purposefully chose the HoDs because of their experiences in financial management 
and their perceptions were important in establishing the necessity of SMTs to be 
empowered towards their active involvement in school financial management. 
The school principal and the deputy school principal of each school were also 
chosen because, as school managers, they have knowledge of the SMT involvement 
in school financial management. The school principal is also regarded as the ex-
officio member of all school committees, including the SGB and school finance 
committee. The school principals are also held accountable for all the financial 
matters of the school and have a duty to report back to the staff, DoE, and parents. 
The deputy principals were chosen because they assume the principals‟ roles and 
duties in their absence.  
The SGB chairperson was included in this study because he/she is one of the key 
persons responsible for the administration of school finances. The SGB chairperson 
is also one of the signatories to the school bank account and is a representative of 
the parent-wing in all SGB meetings.  
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3.4. DATA COLLECTION 
Leedy and Ormrod (2010) suggest that multiple forms of data collection are used by 
many successful qualitative researchers. Such researchers usually make use of 
interviews and document analyses to collect the necessary information. Interviews 
and document analyses will be discussed further as these two methods were 
employed to generate the evidence used in this study. The research commenced 
with an official request written to the GDE, to carry out investigation at the identified 
schools and permission was granted (Appendix A). Thereafter, the school principals, 
deputy school principals, one HoD and SGB chairpersons per school were 
approached to secure their availability and to give consent to participate in this study 
(Appendix B and C).  
 
3.4.1. Interviews 
Interviews are defined as a two-way conversation between at least two or more 
people, whereby one person poses as an interviewer by asking questions and the 
other person poses as an interviewee whereby responses are expected to be given 
from the questions asked (Nieuwenhuis, 2007).  The researcher has a duty to ask 
general and open-ended questions of the interviewee who is referred to as the 
participant. The interviewer aimed at collecting data in order to be well versed about 
the facts, opinions, ideas, beliefs, philosophies and/or apparent behaviour of the 
interviewee (Maree, 2007; Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2011) 
Data was collected through individual interviewing. The participants chosen for 
interviews were principals, deputy principals, SGB chairpersons and HoDs from the 
four schools identified. The opinions and ideas that the participants has were of 
specific interest to this investigation as participants were open to relate to their 
experiences, unrestricted by any previous research finding or any perspective or 
biases of the researcher (Luborky & Rubinstein, 1995). Creswell (2004) and 
Rossman and Rallis (2012) mention that interviews are always useful especially 
when it is impossible to be with the participants directly as it is easy to reflect on 
interviews regularly. The interviews were scheduled at specific times and venues, 
which were the school premises of each school selected. The researcher provided 
the participants with a set of prepared questions to peruse through and reflect on. 
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Providing the participants with this set of question was to pre-empt certain responses 
especially from the school principal since they are in a better position to drive 
empowerment in no-fee public schools. Also, most of the times, they delegate 
responsibilities to members of the staff, including the identified participants of this 
research.  
These semi-structured interviews were guided with an interview schedule which 
included questions that took a maximum of one hour per interview session. One-on-
one, in-depth, semi-structured interviews are defined as the renowned method in 
qualitative inquiry, as it adopts a process where data collection is done through the 
researcher interrogating and recording answers from each identified participant 
(Patton, 2002). One-on-one, in-depth, semi-structured interviews with open-ended 
questions were used for the purposes of eliciting the insights, views, and opinions of 
the participants (See Appendix D). The researcher was interested in the views and 
opinions of these participants within this field of research and to obtain common 
understanding on some of the shortcomings the SMT face in performing their duties.  
Interviews were recorded using a digital voice recorder to capture all verbal 
information during interviews. Tape recording was done as it ensures the 
completeness of the verbal engagements (McMillan & Schumacher, 1997). The 
recorded data was then transcribed and that assisted as the main source for data 
analysis. The researcher made use of transcribed interviews (Appendix E) to gain a 
complete and thorough view of the current position of empowerment at the no-fee 
public schools and the participant‟s ideas and opinions regarding the necessity and 
significance of empowerment of SMTs to actively participate in school financial 
management. Responses that were given in African languages were acknowledged 
and accepted by the researcher and translated directly into English. 
The interviews were recorded after permission was granted by the participants. All 
four participants per school: school principal, deputy school principal, HoD and SGB 
chairperson were encouraged to express their perceptions and experiences with 
regards to empowerment of SMTs to actively participate in school financial 
management. 
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3.4.2. Document analysis 
In addition to the interviews, the school‟s financial policy, audited financial 
statements and minutes of the SGB and SMT meetings were analysed. These 
documents were collected, analysed and studied for the purpose of noting any 
applicable information with regards to the current or previous practices and attempts 
made by the school to empower SMT members to actively participate in school 
financial management. The analysis of these key documents shows an internal 
perspective of the school towards empowerment and provides an idea of the 
organisation towards its response to empowerment (McMillan & Schumacher, 1997). 
These documents were examined for usefulness and completeness in responding to 
the research questions. All these documents were analysed to point out any 
pertinent information relating to collaboration, decentralisation of power and 
authority, development of partnerships, trust, existence of effective communication, 
presence of collegial relations, cooperation and empowerment between the SMT and 
the SGB in school financial management.  
Document analysis is a process that is taken when reviewing and analysing 
documents that can be electronic or hand-written. Document analysis necessitates 
the examination and interpretation of data to develop empirical knowledge (Bowen, 
2009). Merriam (2009) explains that documents are a ready-made source of data 
collection. Creswell (2003) and Yin (2009) mention that documents especially 
electronic documents save time and expenses for the interviewer for data 
transcription.  Documents consist of private and public records that qualitative 
researchers obtain about a research interest in an inquiry. Such documents include 
newspaper articles, minutes of meetings, internal and external school policies, letters 
and journals. 
3.5. ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
Merriam (2009) mentions that the aim of data analysis is to make sense of the data 
collected. This process involves combining, reducing and understanding what the 
participants said during the interviews and what has been discovered through 
literature review and document analysis.  In this study content analysis was used.  
Content analysis is a process that is adopted by the researcher to organise 
information gathered into codes and categories that are in close relation to the core 
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questions of the inquiry (Bowen, 2009). The necessity of content analysis for this 
study is because the researcher got an opportunity to study the contents of the data 
analysis mainly from transcribed interview prior to the actual data analysis.  
Data management forms part of data analysis. Data analysis is made up of the 
activities that are aimed at reaching to a systematic, logical manner of data 
collection, storage and retrieval of data (De Vos, 1998). Cresswell (2012:236) 
recognises six steps that are involved in qualitative data analysis and interpretation.  
These six steps were used to analyse the transcription of the interviews with 
principals, deputy principal, SGB chairperson and HoD.  Each transcribed interview 
was studied carefully and compared to the notes the researcher made. The main 
thoughts were highlighted and similar topics were clustered together. Data was 
compared to establish similar themes, patterns and trends. Themes were further 
categorised and similar topics were identified as sub-themes that were used to 
support the main themes (Creswell, 1994, 2012).  
The researcher will discuss how these steps were followed in following manner: 
1. The first phase involved preparation and organising of the research data: 
A study following a qualitative approach involves data management that consists of 
organising data, transcribing interviews and documenting the key notes taken from 
the field and making a decision whether the collected data will be analysed by hand 
and by a computer. The researcher analysed data from the notes made during the 
interview process. 
 
2. The second phase involved data exploration and coding of the database: 
Qualitative researchers are urged to conduct data analysis by reading through the 
transcribed interviews to get a general logic of the collected data, and then engage in 
the steps of data coding. The process of data coding implies that the researcher 
reduces the texts and/or database to discreet themes of participants, events and 
places. Data coding also entails engaging in a thorough examination by reading the 
text line by line, making enquiries about what the participants are saying, and then 
codes are assigned to label the sections.  
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3. The third phase involved describing findings and forming main themes and 
sub-themes: 
This phase involved engaging in a thorough inspection of the data collected and to 
describe what the researcher learnt and developing themes from data collected. The 
researcher is urged to bear in mind that the developed themes must seek to answer 
the overarching research questions and to obtain a deeper understanding of the core 
inquiry through description and systematic development. 
 
4. The fourth phase involved presentation and reporting on the research 
findings: 
Qualitative researchers most of the times show their findings in visual displays that 
may include tables, maps, figures and a comprehensive discussion of the identified 
themes. Research findings are then reported in a narrative discussion that comprises 
of many forms, such as interrogations, sequence of events, or narration about 
changes experienced by the participants during data collection. 
 
5. The fifth phase involved interpreting the sense and meaning of the research 
findings: 
From the phase of presentation and reporting of the research findings, it is 
necessary that the researcher make a meaningful and sensual interpretation of the 
research. This interpretation involved consideration of the researchers own personal 
views, making comparison amid the research findings and the pertinent literature, 
and pointing out limitations and consideration for future research.  
 
6. The sixth and the last phase involved validation the accuracy of the research 
findings. 
Qualitative researchers often engage in validation procedures to inspect the validity 
of their research. This process usually comprise of member checking, auditing and 
triangulation. The aim of validating the accuracy of the research findings is to have 
the participants and external reviewers have evidence of the accuracy of the insights 
in the qualitative report. 
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The following figure (3.1.) demonstrates stages in qualitative data analysis and 
interpretation using the “bottom-up approach” (Creswell, 2012: 237). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The collected data was clustered into four different folders and these folders were 
allocated names e.g. School A-primary school, School C-secondary school. Inside 
these folders were four different transcripts for each participant. All the participants to 
this research were given pseudonyms e.g. PA-PD for school principals, SGB A-SGB 
D for SGB chairpersons, DP A-DP D for deputy principals, HOD A-HOD D for HoDs 
and School A, B, C and D for all the schools. I read the transcribed interviews 
several to obtain a sense of the data collected and I coded the data. The text was 
reduced to descriptions and data was compared and categorised.  Similar patterns, 
trends and themes were identified. I made comparison across the themes in order to 
discover links between them and to develop a more coherent discussion to show 
importance of SMT to be empowered to actively participate in school financial 
management. From the identified themes and sub-themes, I managed to establish 
The text is coded for themes of the 
research report 
The text is coded for description of the 
research report 
The researcher codes data (i.e.) located text segments and assigned 
code labels to them. 
The researcher read through data (i.e.) obtained general sense of 
material. 
The researcher prepared data for analysis (i.e.) transcribed the field 
notes. 
The recorder collected data (i.e. a text file such field notes, 
transcriptions or optically scanned material). 
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the link with the research questions and the set objectives of this study. The notion 
that guided the development of the themes and sub-themes was grounded on the 
necessity of creating empowered environments in no-fee public schools for SMT to 
actively participate in school financial management. The interview transcripts and 
documents were thoroughly examined to determine how participants comprehended 
their roles and responsibilities in the management of no-fee public school finances. 
Data was analysed and findings and recommendations were made. The researcher 
summarised the findings in detail as informed by data analysis and they were 
interpreted. 
 
3.6. TRUSTWORTHINESS OF THE STUDY   
Lincoln and Guba‟s (1985) standards of trustworthiness are known as: transferability, 
credibility, confirmability, and dependability and each category were considered to be 
appropriate for this exposition (Shenton, 2004).  
3.6.1 Transferability 
In a qualitative research, transferability is achieved by applying results obtained in a 
certain study to another similar study conducted in different times and with different 
situational factors (Polit & Beck, 2012). This criterion would be met if participants not 
directly involved in the study and/or other readers can relate to the results with their 
particular experience (Cope, 2013). The researcher believes that the results 
gathered from this investigation will be beneficial and appropriate to other schools as 
achieving efficiency and effectiveness in school financial management is vital in 
school management.   
3.6.2. Credibility 
In order to ensure credibility, the researcher must conduct member-checking with the 
identified participants. This criterion would be met if the researcher returns to the 
participants to inspect the precision and entirety of data collected so that verification 
can be made that information collected was not interpreted with (Creswell, 2003).  
Transcriptions were given to participant to verify their inputs.   
The data collected was compared by means of triangulation to show a real picture of 
the problem (Shenton, 2004). Triangulation was achieved by making use of more 
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than one method of data collection (Cresswell, 2009). In this exposition semi-
structured interviews and document analysis was used to collect data. This study 
followed a conceptual framework to attain credibility and perceptions eliciting 
whether empowerment of SMTs to actively participate in school financial 
management can result in efficient and effective financial management in no-fee 
public schools.   
3.6.3. Dependability 
Dependability is when the researcher makes an effort to account for changing 
situations in the design and problem being analysed, caused by an improved 
comprehension of the setting (Rangongo, 2011). To enhance dependability, the 
detailed descriptions and the circumstances the researcher found in schools during 
the process of data collection were documented. 
3.6.4. Confirmability 
Rangongo (2011) and Cope (2013) explain confirmability as the extent to which the 
research findings and conclusions are the fundamental focus of the inquiry made 
and not the researchers own opinion or biases. All documentation, including 
transcribed interviews, data analyses and questionnaires were made available for 
inspection and verification. 
3.7. ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Ethical considerations are connected with research ethics which implies that the 
process followed for research must be ethical (Wisker, 2008). McMillan and 
Schumacher (1997) argue that a qualitative researcher has to be delicate to ethical 
principles because of the research topic and one-on-one interaction with the 
participants when collecting data. De Vos, Strydom, Fouche and Delport (2006) 
define ethics as principles embedded on morals which are recommended by single 
people or groups that generally accepted and offer instructions and prospects about 
the most suitable conduct in the society.  The researcher has a responsibility of 
coordinating all ethical research processes, from the early stages of pre-research 
until the final stages of compiling research reports inclusive of all findings and 
recommendations (Potokri, 2011; 2012).  
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In order to comply with the ethics, the researcher applied for ethical clearance from 
the University of Johannesburg.  The researcher also sought ethical clearance 
indicating that the study complies with the ethical principles of the University of 
Johannesburg and ethical codes in general. The University of Johannesburg‟s 
Ethical Clearance Committee granted approval after the ethical clearance form was 
completed (see Appendix G). 
3.7.1. Voluntary participation and informed consent. 
According to Rangongo (2011) informed consent is when individuals or groups of 
people are free to choose whether to participate in a study after they have been told 
about the facts that would possibly influence their decision.  Prior to conducting 
interviews, the researcher did seek for informed consent from the participants. The 
participants were all told about their contribution in this study that it was unrestricted 
and voluntarily.  They were requested to sign a consent form (Appendix B) that 
validates their comprehension of what is expected from them in the study, their 
voluntarily and free participation in the study and their choice to withdraw their 
participation should they wish to do so anytime. 
3.7.2. Anonymity and confidentiality 
Assurance of anonymity and confidentiality were given to the participants in 
connection to data collected about their perceptions. According to Mouton (2011), 
anonymity is the protection of the identity of the participants to remain disclosed, 
while confidentiality implies that participants will never be related to the data that 
they provide. Anonymity in this study was confirmed by the use of pseudonyms in 
the place of actual names of the participants and schools. Chapter Four will show the 
pseudonyms used for participants and schools. An assurance was given to the 
participants that their identity would not be revealed and the information as collected 
in this study will be kept safe. Prior to the commencement of research, the 
researcher gave the respondents information on the aims of the research, the 
procedures that will be followed and the risks and demands involved. After 
permission was granted, biographical questionnaires were given the participants to 
complete, and interviews were conducted thereafter. 
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3.8. SUMMARY 
In Chapter Three is the research design and methodology adopted in order to 
answer the question of how the SMT can be empowered in no-fee public schools to 
actively participate in school financial management. A generic qualitative 
methodology within an interpretive paradigm was selected for the fulfillment of the 
purposes of this study. The chapter gives narration of the sampling procedure, data 
collection tools and the process employed for data analysis and the strategies 
considered adhering to trustworthiness. To conclude ethical considerations were 
taken into consideration for this study. 
 
Chapter Four discusses the data collected, data analysis and interpretation of the 
research findings. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF RESEARCH DATA 
 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
In the previous chapter, the research design, research methodology and the 
rationale for adopting a generic qualitative research method were discussed. This 
included an exposition relating to the research sample, data analysis, and ethical 
issues. In chapter four, the analysis of data from various interviews and documents 
will be provided.  The analysis will provide the perceptions of principals, deputy 
principals, HoDs and chairpersons of the SGB with regard to creating an empowered 
environment among the principal, members of the SMT and the SGB.  The 
researcher hopes to provide structure, order, and meaning to the data collected (De 
Vos et al, 2006). Moreover, data collected is interpreted for the need of drawing 
conclusions that show the ideas, interest and theories that initiated the investigation 
(Babbie, Mouton, Foster, & Prozesky, 2001).  
The key participants were sampled from two public no-fee primary schools and two 
public no-fee secondary schools. The participants were assigned symbols indicating 
the type of position held and a random letter (e.g. PC – principal of school C, DP A – 
deputy principal of school A, HoD B – Head of Department of school B and SGBC D- 
School governing body chairperson of school D.  
The data analysis afforded an opportunity for the researcher to identify underlying 
themes and sub-themes in order to respond to the main question of this research 
which was to determine how the SMT of public no-fee school can be empowered to 
actively participate in school financial management. The themes will be discussed 
following a set of protocol. Firstly, the researcher will provide the meaning of the 
theme identified. Secondly, the theme will be supported by direct quotations from 
participants. Thirdly, the theme will be given meaning and significance using 
literature control. Literature control is used to clarify, support and extend theories 
obtained in an inquiry, and this is an important consideration when using a qualitative 
research approach. Literature control reflects the knowledge and comprehension of 
the researcher with regards to the importance of creating a favourable and 
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empowered environment in no-fee public schools for effective, economical and 
efficient financial management (Burns & Grove, 1999). 
4.2. DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH FINDINGS. 
Table 4.1 below provides themes and sub-themes that were identified through data 
analysis. 
 
Table 4.1: Themes and sub-themes 
THEMES SUB-THEMES 
Decentralisation of 
authority. 
 Most SGB parents lack the knowledge and skills 
to manage financial resources. 
 Limited training provided to SGB and principals 
to manage financial resources. 
Multifarious roles and 
responsibilities of the 
school principal. 
 Role functions of principal in professional 
management vs. school governance. 
 The absence of the element of trust and 
understanding among the key 
stakeholders. 
 Lack of co-operation among the key 
stakeholders in the school. 
 Lack of collaboration among the key 
stakeholders in the school. 
 The importance of distributive leadership and/or 
delegation. 
Empowerment of the 
SMT to manage public 
school finances. 
 Development of winning teams and building 
successful partnerships. 
 Effective structure of collaboration and 
communication 
 
The themes that emerged will be discussed in detail and will be reinforced with 
examples from the interview transcripts and documents quoted verbatim. 
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4.2.1 DECENTRALISATION OF AUTHORITY 
Decentralisation of authority occurs when authority and powers are delegated to 
schools to exercise full control over key managerial areas. In order to attain this, the 
government funds public schools through a quintile system to achieve equity and 
fairness in education and to redress past imbalances. SGBs are elected in public 
schools to ensure appropriate control is exercised over school financial resources. 
However research findings reveal that effectiveness and efficiency in school financial 
management is not fully attained because there is no or limited training provided to 
SGBs and principals to management the school financial resources effectively and 
efficiently.  
The following sub-themes will be discussed: 
4.2.1.1. Most SGB parents lack the knowledge and skill to manage financial 
resources 
The findings of this research showed that most SGB parent governors lack the 
knowledge and skill to manage the school financial resources. As a result, it 
becomes a problem for school principals to have strong faith in SGB members to 
manage the school finances effectively and efficiently.  Principals were asked about 
their views on the financial knowledge they think their current SGB members have. 
The principal of school A had the following remarks:  
The SGB that we have now is to a certain extent skilled but with 
regards to finances, I doubt that, I doubt that and that is the biggest 
challenge we have here in school because you know parents would 
elect a parent in a general meeting because they had seen that parent 
talking a lot in that meeting then they will say I want that man to be part 
of the SGB. In most case you find that your parents are not skilled, 
parents are not skilled at all and that is the biggest challenge in our 
public schools. But now you go to other schools, you know the 
campaign is done in a much better way, the campaign for parents to 
serve in the SGB, they actually indicate that we need somebody who is 
skilled as far as finances are concerned.  
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The school principal of school B had the following inputs on this matter: 
One size fits all does not work; that method does not work but our 
system use one size fits all. Now you see in a school where everyone 
is invited. You come and say we need a person who will be the SGB 
chairperson without any background checks. So the level of education 
of the parent is important.  
The concerns that school principals have are given significance by Mestry (2004) as 
it is mentioned that there are many principals and parent governors who are 
financially illiterate and are placed under undue pressure and cannot work out 
practical solutions to practical problems. Moreover, Anderson and Lumby (2005) 
accentuate that most SGBs are not fulfilling their responsibility as they rely on the 
school principal for the fulfillment of their roles and responsibilities.  
A question was posed to the SGB chairpersons about their educational background 
in dealing with school financial matters. All of the responses stated that they have no 
educational background for financial management in general. They only rely on the 
training provided by the department, which is seldom. 
So here (in school) there is a person who is helping with doing finances 
for the school. The principal works hand in glove with the treasurer. It is 
them, to be honest. I only know figures but in terms of how they are 
flowing, I do not know. I just see that money is coming in, money is 
going out, money is coming in, and money is going out. Then I see that 
things are going well but that helps me a lot because it makes me 
understand some of the things. (SGBC B). 
The SGB chairperson of school A had the following to say on the matter: 
No, I have no educational background, just as these training, it would be proper that 
we are furnished with certificates that we were trained as SGBs. We tend to attend 
those training and just deliberate and after that, we are done. We do go to these 
training but there is no tangible thing that we get after.   
Seemingly, the HODs of the schools are aware that there are gaps when electing 
SGB members. Public schools do not follow a formal guideline or a set of rules when 
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electing parent governors to serve in the SGB. They elect people who are mostly 
incompetent in serving the needs of the school. 
The HoD of school C had the following comment on this matter: 
I do not want to sound too political or too negative. According to my 
perception the role of the SGBs is to assist the school, to develop in 
various ways, academically, facilities, socially, to raise kids that have 
morals but unfortunately, sometimes such things are not promote… 
such things are not promoted. Let me make an example with Model C 
schools, when a person becomes a member of SGB, in most cases, its 
people who can be able to try to accumulate or raise funds for the 
school. Not people are going to use funds of the school, people who 
are going to get funds! And bringing funds to the school and not taking 
funds out of the school. You get what I am saying. I do want to get too 
deep because I will sound somehow negative. But what I am trying to 
say is that the role of the SGB and SMT is to promote the wellbeing 
and assist in moving the school towards its mission statement.  
The above discussion shows the need for the empowerment of the SMT to be 
actively involved in school financial management as they are professionally trained. 
Their presence in the SGB could contribute positively and ensure the smooth 
running of school financial management. 
4.2.1.2. Limited training provided to SGB and principals to manage 
financial resources. 
The interviews conducted have shown that school principals are not comfortable with 
granting the duties of school financial management to the SGB although the Schools 
Act gives the SGB the full right to govern school finances. The researcher was also 
afforded the opportunity to scrutinise the schools‟ financial policy and the annual 
school budget and there was nothing mentioned about funds allocated for the 
training and development of stakeholders for school financial management.  
This is a concern because the DoE and the schools do not engage in continuous 
training and development of school financial management to keep abreast with the 
latest developments. 
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The participants also spoke about the lack of training of the SGBs as being one of 
the negative factors in the achievement of commendable school financial 
management. Parent governors who are elected to serve in the SGB structures do 
not have any solid background and training for the positions they are elected into. 
This is where principal of school D remarked that: 
Now that is the problem with modern democracy, as we have now, we 
have taken people who are not educated and properly trained, who do 
not know anything. They are given the power to make decisions. What 
do you expect? Chaos. You would expect chaos. Now that is where we 
are.  
In light of no or limited training of the parent governors to be developed for better 
school financial management, it should be the responsibility of the department to 
organise regular training and the school principal must ensure that relevant 
stakeholders attend to those meetings. The lack of training of the parent governors 
and members of the school finance committee has a direct influence and effects in 
the manner in which school finances are managed. Regular training is needed to 
develop SGB parent governors and members of the school finance committee about 
dynamic school financial management. The HoD of school C remarked the following 
about the relevance of regular training: 
Regular training is needed for those people who are in the finance 
committee, the regular training of the those people who are in the SGB 
especially parents because what usually happens in our townships 
school, we don’t elect parent to the SGB because there is a certain 
expertise which we see from the parent, we just elect so that, that 
parent will be able to assist, only to find that at a later stage we realise 
that parent serving in the SGB, serving in the parents, in the finance 
committee he doesn’t have those skills to manage finances so it is very 
much important that parents are trained on how to go about managing 
the finances of the institution. 
When the researcher sought to understand whether or not there had been attempts 
made by the principal, after attending developmental workshops externally, to 
engage in further workshops to train and empower SGBs, SMTs and school internal 
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staff members to actively participate in school financial management, this was one of 
the remarks: 
You are asking a very good question and it has never happened 
before, it has never. It will only happen if there is something that must 
be corrected. Otherwise coming back here and empowering ourselves 
further, I do not want to lie, it has never happened. It has never 
happened. (PA) 
The lack of training, knowledge, and skills by the SGB parent governors contribute to 
the mismanagement and/or misappropriation of funds in no-fee public schools. 
Ultimately, conflicts arise between the school principal and the SGB members 
because of different motives. The Principal of school B remarked the following with 
regards to SGB governors and school principals having different interests: 
So you see many times, you cannot give a volunteer where a person 
you know doesn’t have bread in his house and you say he must come 
and run the finances of the school.  Now when it comes to money and 
the principal says no, they start to fight the principal. But if the principal 
can be unethical, giving them something, they will admire the principal.  
The Principal of school B further commented by saying: 
But now if you take somebody who is not working and say he must 
come and manage the school finances. That is the problem, when you 
look at the society we got people who are not working coming working 
in the school with finances. Now if you give powers to a person who is 
not working, what do you expect?  
The analysis of documents has shown that all four schools, the SGBs and the 
principals do not engage in continuous training and development to improve their 
skills in financial management. There was no evidence of organised workshops that 
are aimed at harnessing skills of the SGBs and principals to keep abreast with the 
key information of ensuring effective and efficient school financial management. 
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4.2.2. MULTIFARIOUS ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE SCHOOL 
PRINCIPALS 
The process of data analysis has shown that most participants had a reasonable 
comprehension that the SGB is responsible for the management of school finances. 
In addition, the school principal is also called upon to assume the role of being an 
active member in the SGB and be involved with the management of school finances. 
Moreover, the school principal becomes one of the signatories in the school bank 
account. This current practice indicated that there is an overlap in the duties 
bestowed upon the school principal. As much as principals are expected to be 
responsible for professional management in schools, they are also given additional 
duties of school governance. At times they are placed under pressure because they 
have multifarious duties to perform over and above their fundamental duty of 
ensuring effective teaching and learning in schools.   
With this, principal of school A had the following remarks: 
Parents are given the mandate that they should actually be responsible 
for the finances of the schools and when I say parent, I mean in the 
SGB, the parents are in the majority. Now the principal is also part of 
the SGB so the principal is also part of the people who are expected to 
be part of the people who are responsible for management of the 
school finances. Now in terms of SASA (used interchangeably with 
Schools Act), the treasurer of the SGB must be a parent, the 
chairperson of the SGB must also be a parent so that then the third 
person, I am now referring to the people who are supposed to be 
signatories who are seen as signatories in as far as handling monies of 
the schools are concerned, is the principal.  
The above response is in line with the research done by Mestry (2006), which stated 
that the principals have to delegate powers to organise and regulate teaching, 
learning and also other curricular activities of the school and members of the SMT 
assist them in carrying out this mandate.  However, it should be noted that SMTs are 
not involved in some of the key performance areas of the school such as financial 
management as that is solely a delegated responsibility to the SGB and the school 
principal. SMT are only called for professional management where they are expected 
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to drive curriculum. Although financial resources are needed in their departments to 
achieve quality in teaching and learning, their inputs or participation is not made 
formal in the SGB meetings where school financial decisions are taken.  
The Schools Act (South Africa, 1996) has given powers of school governance to 
SGB parent governors as well as active rights to exercise control over school 
financial decision-making. The remarks that were made by the school principal of 
school A indicated the relevance of the inclusion of SMT in school governance. It is 
the contention of the researcher that SMT members must be involved in the 
management of school finances as their inputs will contribute positively towards 
accountability and transparency, and lessen the work pressure that the school 
principals are currently having. These were the remarks: 
We seem to be using SMTs, deputy principal, head of department 
during those times when we need their inputs, for example in the case 
of procurement of LTSM you spoke about LTSM, that is the only 
moment when we will say to the HOD or deputy principal please can 
you guide us which textbooks would you love us to procure for your 
department so that the only time and it ends as far as that. When it 
comes to the actual finances, they are not involved; it’s only the 
principals and the SGB. Which in my opinion, I fully agree with you, 
they should actually be actively involved in as far as those finances are 
concerned so that there can exist clear transparency and 
accountability. In that way, I will have less pressure as the school 
principal. (PA) 
Early revisions of the Schools Act pose the principal as the accounting officer of 
school finances but, they have numerous duties.  These include managing learner 
discipline, meeting with parents and learners and, they are also expected to attend 
meetings held by the education district and other workshops. Herewith, the principal 
is called to apply distributive leadership and/or delegate some of the financial 
functions to members serving on the SMT. It has been mentioned that deputy 
principal is also a member of the SMT and is expected to assume the roles and 
responsibilities of the school principal in case of the principals‟ absence.  But, there 
are problems in public schools as deputy principals are not given an opportunity to 
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freely manage the affairs of the even during the period of absenteeism by the school 
principal. When a deputy principal was asked if there are other members of the SGB 
or school staff acting on behalf of the principal in case of his/her absence and the 
response was:  
No, not exactly…for every transaction or money that we request, it 
needs to via the principal even if he is not at school. At times he 
refused and that caused a big problem for us. (DP B) 
Systems theory is embedded on the principle that there should be good 
relations that are formed in the school among the school principal , SMT, 
teaching staff, non-teaching staff and SGB. The school principal is in a good 
position to ensure that there are good relations among these stakeholders. 
Principal can take up responsibility of sharing tasks with all these 
staekholders. However, principals in the schools that the researcher engaged 
with do not assign tasks to these stakeholders as they are confined in 
believing that they should occupy all the crucial school manegerial positions 
while suppressing the abilities and skills of others as opportunities are not 
given to them. As a result, principal have multifarious duties and are placed 
under pressure and cannot perfrom optimally in the tasks they are called for. 
I will now discuss the role functions of the principal in professional management vs. 
school governance and distributive leadership as sub-themes.  
4.2.2.1. Role functions of principal in professional management vs. school 
governance (overlapping of roles) 
It appears that school principals have different beliefs with regard to the inclusion of 
the SMT in the SGB because of the general belief that SMTs are called on only for 
professional management. Some school principals believe that the role and 
responsibility of financial management should be executed by the school principal 
and the SGB members only. The researcher made a comparison between two 
responses that were given by school principals following a question seeking to 
discover their perception of including SMT members in school governance. The 
principal of school B was against the inclusion of SMT in SGB structures. These 
were the remarks pointing out to conflict: 
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You can’t have two bulls in one kraal. You can’t say SGB, in 
governance, they are responsible for the finances of the school and 
also now bring in SMT, at the end of the day, there is going to be 
tension between the two (are you with me?) because the people who 
are responsible for the issues of the finances is the governance (SGB). 
Now if you want to involve SMT in there, what would now be the role of 
the governing body? (PB) 
On the contrary, the principal of school A strongly believed in the inclusion of SMT 
members in SGB structures as it was acknowledged that principals have many roles 
and responsibilities to perform and the assistance from the SMT to be engaged fully 
with the management of school finances can be appreciated: 
However, as you have indicated principals are performing too many 
tasks, as a result, there are areas where principals are expected to be 
hands-on or to specialise on in as far as finances are concerned and 
you will find that at that times the principal is engaged somewhere.  
There are three factors that the researcher identified as negative outcomes of 
principals having multifarious duties. The first factor is the absence of trust and 
understanding among the key stakeholders. The second factor is the lack of co-
operation and teamwork. The third factor is the lack of collaboration among the key 
stakeholders in the school. All these mentioned factors are supposed to be managed 
by the school principal; however principals are not fulfilling that duty because of the 
already multifarious duties bestowed upon them.  
Firstly, it was discovered that schools have not yet established solid trust or built 
strong working relationships among the various role-players and this leads to serious 
conflict. It is important for principals, the SMT and the SGB to maintain good 
relations as that could contribute greatly towards the success of the school.  
Trust is one key factor that is needed in developing and sustaining empowered 
schools. It often proves to be difficult to assign duties to an individual where there is 
no common trust. Where there is no trust, there is also no understanding. Moreover, 
when trust exists in schools there is also a quality of service delivery in the tasks that 
are performed by various staff members, whether they are monitored or not. 
However, research findings revealed that no trust exists between the key 
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stakeholders in public schools. As a result, it has been difficult in public schools to 
assign duties to certain individuals.  
Principal of school B remarked that having both the SMT and SGB coming together 
will create problems as there will be a misunderstanding in the school: 
If you have those two structures (SMT and SGB), it means you are 
going to have a problem. If SMT comes with its own budget and SGB 
comes with its own budget, what is going to happen? Now if you have 
one structure, people will come with their needs. But now if you have 
two people who are running the show I foresee chaos.  
If schools are established in an environment where there are no opportunities made 
available for personal growth, there will always be problems. The SGB chairperson 
of School A mentioned that financial decisions are not taken without the school 
principal knowing about them. This indicated that school principals do not trust even 
their immediate colleagues. The SGB chairperson and deputy principal, as we have 
seen earlier in the discussion, have to get validation from the school principal before 
engaging in any financial transactions. This shows an overlap of duties as the 
principal now acts as the senior person in authority - a position that should have 
been occupied by an SGB member. Although transactions can be authorised by any 
two of the signatories, seemingly the school principals have indirectly suppressed 
the powers bestowed upon the SGB chairperson to make crucial decisions even in 
their absence. This is where the SGB chairperson of school A remarked that: 
The things that are needed most of the times, I as the SGB 
[chairperson] most of the time meet up with the principal to get 
authorisation. We cannot sign anything if the principal of the school 
does not know about it. We most of the time interact with each other 
together with the SGB secretary. The secretary is present sometimes 
to put forward the needs of the school.  
Sterling and Davidoff (2000) show the importance of building and maintaining strong 
levels of trust amongst the stakeholders in an organisation as it creates a context 
where people are free to express themselves. However public schools have not 
established strong levels of trust and that contributes to failure in the management 
domains of publics. Joubert and Bray (2007) aver that a good relationship between 
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members of the SGB and SMT is embedded in having a firm knowledge of the 
other‟s roles and responsibilities. 
Secondly, the overlapping in roles and responsibilities can lead to a lack of co-
operation. Healthy working relationships are as a result of visible co-operation 
amongst the stakeholders in the schools. Co-operation implies that the goals of the 
institution are made common, thus the performance of all the workers will be aligned 
towards reaching those identified goals.  The engagements that the researcher had 
with participants showed that some schools lack co-operation. All the responsibility 
to make crucial financial decisions are centralised to the office of the principal. When 
important decisions ought to be taken, there is no discussion with all key 
stakeholders. 
SGB chairperson of School B remarked the following in this regard: 
In terms of the money, the principal is the one who is aware of the 
needs of the school especially when it comes to issues of the books, 
and the stationery that is used by his SMT; the principal knows what is 
needed and what is not needed. Now SGB is only there to support the 
needs.  
The deputy principal of school A pointed to the fact that public schools lack co-
operation on issues of finances. The deputy principal made reference to the 
preparation and presentation of school financial statement. It was discovered that the 
financial statements are not prepared and reported following a formal set procedure. 
When the deputy principal of one of the sample schools was asked about his impact 
with regard to the management of the school finances, he responded: 
It is very little, it’s very little to be honest because you do not really 
make important cases, as I am saying this committee needs to look at 
statements that have to be prepared by these two people, finance 
officer, and the treasurer so it’s like you are correcting certain things on 
the financial statement before it is taken to the staff and from the staff 
to the parents. Just to get clarity in case there are questions that are 
asked but in most case, most of the things that appear on that 
statement, as a deputy you were not part of that but then you are then 
expected when the statement is presented may be to the staff or to the 
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parents, you are expected to defend whatever that is there. In most 
cases, you are just there; I do not know whether to call it rubber 
stamping the statement. (DP A)  
The same question was posed to the deputy principal of school C and these were 
the remarks that emanated: 
Just because the statement started with you, the assumption is that 
you now know everything that appears on that statement so that if 
question are asked say maybe why this was done because you have 
prior information, as a committee you can then stand up and answer 
when in actual fact you were not necessarily part of the decision-
making.  
As the participants have indicated, there is no co-operation in public schools.  
Important school documents such as financial statements are prepared without their 
presence and knowledge. Observing closely from those remarks, a deduction is 
made that even the key staff members are denied the opportunity to be involved in 
forums where crucial decisions affecting the school finances are made. The act of 
working together is not done in school. Whereas Wehmeier (2004) mentions that co-
operation is the act of working together in order to achieve desired goals collectively. 
This implies that as school are not working together they are not in a good position to 
achieve the school goals collectively. 
Thirdly, an overlap in functions of the principals can lead to a lack of collaboration 
among the key stakeholders in a school. Collaboration is one of the many strategies 
that can be made use of in schools in order to achieve success, especially in school 
financial management. In schools where research was carried out, it was found that 
there is a lack of collaboration between the principal, the SGB, and the SMT. As a 
result, empowerment is left wanting as tasks that are performed by the key 
stakeholders are not connected to the common goal of the school. 
When deputy principals were asked about their role in school financial management, 
lack of collaboration was underlined as the main reason: 
I am not part of the fin comm [finance committee] of the school and 
right now the school has been allocated some funds but I am not even 
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aware how much is allocated to the school, even when textbooks are 
purchased, you do not know how much is used to purchase textbook 
and stationery, even after the purchase is done, you are not even 
informed of what was spent and that is the problem. Everything is 
controlled by the principal (DP B) 
The SGB chairperson of school A mentioned that they do not meet the SMT. SGB 
chairperson pointed out that it would be of great benefit to a school if the SMT can 
form part of the SGB structures and also be trained, when there is training available, 
and get exposure with regard to how school finances are supposed to be managed. 
This will assist the school as more than one person will be having the skill and 
knowledge to successfully to work with the school finances.  
SGB chairperson of school A remarked that: 
According to me, there are difficulties because most of the time you 
find that the principal is busy. You find some teachers coming to you 
and say we want this and that. There is something that is broken and 
we need it. But since I am a chairperson, I have never met with the 
SMT. I have never met with them. I would love that SMT, as we are 
SGB members, do training together with us. We ought to be given 
training collectively. I would love for SMT to be involved extensively in 
such training. SMT must be trained so that they are a part of us in SGB 
so that they are trained how the finances of the school must be run.  
From data analysis, it was found that key role players, such as the deputy principal 
and the HoD are not invited to meetings where crucial decisions affecting the school 
are taken. This shows that there is no collaboration in public schools. This lack of 
collaboration hinders the growth and development of stakeholders in the schools as 
even the key stakeholders are not developed. When deputy principals were asked 
whether or not they would be in a good position to make any decisions affecting the 
school finances, deputy principal A made the following remark: 
If it is financial issues, sometimes we wouldn’t even be there except the 
treasurer. Treasurer as the person who is presenting the statement to 
these structures, the staff as well as the general parent, he is the one 
who must account for most of the things and you will expect that 
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maybe the principal, when those meetings are set, they must make 
sure that the principal is there on that day. Otherwise, if there is an 
emergency, you can just try to explain something, those that you know, 
but the key person is the treasurer. 
The overlapping of the roles and responsibilities of the SMT and SGB has an effect 
on the failure experienced by schools when it comes to their financial management. 
Principals are seen as the key role players in school financial management and as a 
result other school key performance areas are disregarded because of the 
expectations and the impression that the school principal must exercise dominance 
over all crucial school management tasks whilst creating more workload and this 
contributes to failure experienced in school financial management system. 
It has been mentioned above that one of the expectations of decentralisation of 
power is for the people in authority to apply the principle of distributive leadership. 
The principle of applying distributive leadership is in line with the theoretical 
framework adopted in this study - the collegial model. The collegial model is 
supported by the principle of consultative participatory, shared or distributive or 
collaborative leadership and also decision-making, thus the collegial model is 
relevant as applied in this study (Coleman & Anderson, 2000). The collegial model is 
in line with this study as distributive leadership, creating collaborative relationships; 
applying distributive leadership and collective decision-making are all key factors in 
driving empowerment. If principals distribute leadership to the SMT by delegating to 
them key responsibilities, the school is more likely to achieve the mission and the 
goals of the school. Distributive leadership will be further discussed below to show its 
relevance and how it can be applied for school success. 
4.2.2.2 The importance of distributive leadership and/or delegation. 
It is important to understand the type of leadership style that is adopted in a school. 
Public school principals cannot lead and manage schools on their own; they certainly 
need support from the other members of the staff. Applying distributive leadership in 
a school is relevant in ensuring equitable balance on the vital school management 
tasks. This calls for the sharing of power relations in schools.  
When analysing the minutes of SGB meetings of schools there was no indication 
that the SMT of public schools are invited to SGB meetings where crucial decision-
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making is done. SMTs are part of the SGB structure only if they are elected as being 
active members of SGB where they are representing the teacher wing and not being 
there on the virtue of the position. PA remarked that: 
Like the situation we have in this school, we have two SMT members 
(Mr. X and Y) who are members of the SGB, they happen to be SMT 
members as well. They are lucky but in previous years, it has not been 
like that, so they could also be exposed to such school financial 
management workshops. Getting empowered in as far as the running 
of finances is concerned.  
When asked about how SMTs of public no-fee schools can get empowered to 
actively participate in school finances, the principal of school A responded the 
following: 
If SMTs are involved in the SGB as a structure then they could also be 
exposed to the workshop that is around by the DoE because they could 
also be invited as SMT and then they get empowered in those 
workshops because you know most of those workshops, maybe I am 
talking here because I have attended most of those workshops for 
quite a number of years, most of those workshops are to a certain 
extent beneficial, very informative, they empower people. Now SMT is 
not there to attend those workshops, they can only be there if they 
happen to be elected.  
Also, the HODs saw the need to be included as part of school governance as they 
are confident that their inputs will reinforce school financial management. Some 
public schools have delegated powers and responsibility to the school finance 
committee but it is the contention of the researcher that schools are not regulating 
the school finance committees in the right manner. When analysing a document 
pertaining to established school committees, no evidence of proper guidelines were 
outlined to follow in dealing with financial demands of the school. This is where HoD 
of school B remarked that SGB members in their school are the same members in 
the school finance committee and such practice dispossess power from the SMT as 
there are no inputs accepted from other members for financial decision-making 
except those who are SGB governors: 
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But if maybe we can be included and be there (school governance), be 
involved, we can be able to say that is that and that is that. It must not 
be the principal and the executive alone, mind you, the entire executive 
is part of SGB. I also want the SMT to be involved because you will find 
that even if we have a suggestion, we present them via somebody else 
to say we have needs such as this and this and this. We only send our 
representative, please can you ask for us in the SGB because we (as 
SMT) are not in a position to ask. You just send the person 
representing you and he or she goes to the SGB and ask on our 
behalf. They agree when to agree. Even if next time you have needs, 
same procedure ought to be followed. I do not if maybe SMT can be 
included, there can be a shorter route. 
SMTs do realise the need for them to be involved in school financial management 
because their active involvement in school financial management will improve 
interaction among the school stakeholders.      
You know it is important that whatever transpires in the SGB, we must 
be invited, to forge a good relationship so that if there is… maybe if we 
talk about the maintenance of the classes, then the SGB will make 
decisions without informing us, then you will see things happening and 
then we raise eyebrows, so why… how can you do this without having 
to consult us and yet we are the ones who are doing the spade work 
(HoD C) 
Delegation cannot be isolated when distributive leadership is discussed. Distribution 
leadership implies that there needs to be a delegation of tasks to other members of 
the staff. Delegating responsibilities to the SMT sustains the growth of the school 
and assures that the school will continue to operate optimally in the foreseeable 
future. Mestry and Bisschoff (2009) define delegation as a process in which specific 
tasks are given to specific staff members. Delegation forms a crucial part of 
organising the financial management of a school. Therefore if members of the SMT 
are entrusted with important tasks in the school, they are most likely to direct the 
school towards reaching its goals and mission. Coleman (2011) indicates that 
collaboration and distributed leadership are reciprocal to one another, as duties are 
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shared among the professional groups who are expected to perform their duties 
within the boundaries of the organisation. The professional groups are the SMT 
members as they have engaged in thorough training and development to become 
professionals in the field of their specialisation. 
4.2.3 EMPOWERMENT OF SMT TO MANAGE PUBLIC SCHOOL FINANCES. 
The empowerment of the SMT of public school to manage school finances calls all-
inclusive management style to be implemented. Empowerment of the SMT implies 
that tasks must be given to individuals and in teams, alongside the power to make 
decisions.  
4.2.3.1. Development of winning teams and building successful partnerships. 
Empowerment in schools will result in developing successful and winning teams 
which will bring key experiences, expertise, and insights to make informed decisions 
for the success of the institution they serve in.  The development of these successful 
partnerships and winning teams in schools will assist in co-operation and 
encouragement towards the achievement of school goals.  Teamwork calls for the 
development of meaningful partnerships among the principal, SGB, and SMT. 
Participants alluded to the fact that engaging in authentic partnership in schools 
promotes transparency and accountability. The researcher found that developing 
successful partnerships and winning teams encourages stakeholders within a school 
to perform all their tasks with due diligence. HoD C had the following to say after 
being asked about some of the inputs they could suggest improving the efficiency 
and effectiveness of financial management in their school:    
Whenever SGB is having a meeting, SMTs must also be there. We 
must work together. We must work together with the SGB with regards 
to finances, any financial matter, both parties must participate, these 
parties must come together and discuss any matter that has to do with 
the funds of the school. Yes in that way, what we promote, firstly 
transparency, transparency very much important because if funds are 
utilised without making whatever expenditure transparent then that will 
cause conflict. In working together transparency is promoted and that 
creates good working conditions between the SGB and the SMT and 
also forge a good, a healthy relationship so that…it becomes a 
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norm…it becomes a norm…whenever there is something that is to be 
done with the funds of the school, obviously everyone must be 
involved. We would have a robust discussion but the end we would 
come to a common understanding. That way we form a good 
relationship among all the stakeholders.  
It is the contention of the researcher that the empowerment of the SMT will 
contribute to the development of winning teams and successful partnerships where 
school management tasks will be well co-ordinated and aligned with the vision, 
mission, and goals of the schools. The ethical principles, such as fairness, 
accountability, responsibility, and transparency can be attained.  The HoD of school 
A made the following remarks: 
 Transparency in the finance committee for everything that involves 
finances is important and operating in an ethical way, there is no use 
being a member of the finance committee if there are certain issues 
that are going to be done without your knowledge-what is the use? 
Everybody must be involved. So if that can be the case may be, I think 
that will make the contribution of other members more meaningful.  
Effective structures of collaboration and communication will now be discussed, as 
those are also important in the empowerment of the SMT of public no-fee school to 
manage public school finances. 
4.2.3.2. Effective structures for collaboration and communication. 
There was a common understanding that it is important for principals, SGB and SMT 
to work together in ensuring that the school‟s financial resources are effective and 
efficiently managed. The principal can take a lead in building collaboration in the 
school. SMT members can be empowered and engage in empowered relationships 
with the principal and the SGB members to assist each other in achieving effective 
school management. The inclusion of SMT in the school management has a positive 
impact on the school as there are immense school tasks that require effective 
management and school principals cannot perform all these duties alone, they need 
to collaborate with other stakeholders of the school and share tasks to get assigned.  
When participants were asked of the impact they have in the management of the 
school finances, these were some of the remarks: 
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The impact I have as a deputy principal in the management of the 
school finances is that I have got to make sure that the school 
established a mission and vision which represents its long-term 
operating policy. I have to make sure that all objectives in the long-term 
follow the school’s mission and vision. For examples: stimulation of 
good relationship between learners, us and parents, becoming a 
healthy school and providing adequate and spatial conditions for 
learners. If there are, however, several departments’ activities 
implemented, each department must have its own defined financial 
policy. (DP C) 
 
Head of Department of school A: 
I am serving under the finance committee, that is the role which I am 
serving now so as serving in that committee our responsibility is to do 
the budget of the entire institution, so therefore now what happens we 
try to compile the budget from the HOD together with the budget from 
the general assistants and the budget from the clerks and then we 
compile one budget of the institution and then after we also do the 
expenditure, how are we going to go about to spend those monies 
which we have received. 
It appears that there are meetings that take place in schools with the SMT members, 
where decisions taken by the SGB are questioned. SMTs and SGBs must 
collaborate with one another as it is clear that SMT members do have inputs towards 
achieving effectiveness and effeciency in school financial management but they are 
not involved as their inputs are currently disregarded.  As evidence that SMT 
members are meeting and discussing the decisions taken at the SGB forums, HOD 
C remarked the following: 
We only contribute when we have SMT meeting. During the SMT 
meetings, it’s where we interrogate and discuss if there are financial 
issues. Maybe we ask questions…seeking clarity. If we have to 
contribute where possible then we make our own contribution. But our 
contributions are not final; because they still have to go via the principal 
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to the SGB and then they will be interrogated again to check if they add 
value. But that is how we impact in terms of the school financial.  
HODs and deputy principals were asked how the empowerment of SMTs can be 
reinforced in order to participate in school finances. The responses that were given 
related to collaboration through participating in school finance committee and 
including the SGB school financial management. 
If we can be given an opportunity as members of the SMT and work 
with SGB informed about the allocation of the school, maybe we can 
advise the fin comm [finance committee] and SGB on how to utilise 
those finances and to allocate it accordingly to different departments 
(DP B) 
The deputy principal of school C had the following remarks on the matter: 
Empowerment of SMTs can be strengthened through the active 
participation of SMT in school financial management. This can be done 
by coming together and frequently involving SMT in financial decision 
making rather than involving top management and SGBs only. 
Hall (2003) argues that managing and leading collaborative efforts implies 
managing people for communal ends, supervising collaboration and 
managing processes. Therefore, developing collaborative relations in public 
schools will encourage for joint-participation by all the school stakeholders 
and cooperating with each other towards the attainment of the school goals. 
In creating collaborative cultures and relations in schools, it is important that clear 
communication channels exist. The principal, the SGB and the SMT must all have 
clear lines of communication for the success and benefit of the school. When asked 
about how the SMT, other than the school principal, can be empowered to manage 
the school‟s finance, SGBC B responded as follows: 
Eehh that one is a bit tough,  Jaa I think maybe if we can be assisted, I 
do not know how that the SMT but it’s all about communication, just in 
short, it’s all about communication, that’s all I can say. Like now we are 
talking and whatever that is happening must be successful, so I do not 
know how to put it but it’s all about communication. You know there are 
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three things that make a relationship to be good in everything, number 
1 is communication, number 2 is communication, and number 3 is 
communication. If all these things are there, a relationship is a very 
much good. But once there is communication breakdown, the 
relationship gets ruined. That is how I can describe it.  
The interviews confirmed that keeping open and effective communication in schools 
also motivated for improved work ethics and made stakeholders feel like they are 
indeed an integral part of the school. This is where the SGB chairperson of school A 
remarked the following:  
All the teacher and HODs do appreciate my presence here. They do 
enjoy my presence because they do communicate with me and we 
make jokes. Even when the deputy principal if present, we work 
together during Saturday classes for grade 12s. Even when the deputy 
leaves, he informs me that he will take an early curfew so that I stay 
knowing. Even the HODs when I am here, they do let me know and 
that alone brings gratitude and means a lot to me because that implies 
to me that, I am also part of the school. All the teachers when going 
outside the gate, they don’t do so without informing me that they are 
leaving. That alone encourages me to move forward with my duties.  
Effective communication channels in schools also allow the staff members to keep 
abreast with their expectations for the responsibilities they ought to perform and they 
commit to their work according to their best of abilities.  
Yes, as a department, you come with your wish list and then you 
submit your wish list to… let me say via the team, to the SGB. That is 
how, but I cannot say that is how we are involved, but if you want 
something then we make our wish list and submit to the team, then the 
team will communicate with the relevant committee for that particular 
item that you want, according to your requisition. (HoD C) 
It has been noted that collegiality is essential in schools where there is a wide 
distribution of expertise. Collegiality calls for building collaborative 
relationships among the key. Schools are called to engage in participatory 
forums where decisions are taken collectively. Yet, in public schools there are 
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SGB and SMT structures working in isolation. SGB, in most cases, takes 
major decisions without consulting SMT and this creates tension because 
there is no common understanding that is reached and decisions taken are 
not fully supported by the relevant people. Also, the school financial policy 
was analysed and has shown that there is no formal procedure that is 
documented in the schools to set out the communication channels in case of 
requests, complaints and grievances by either a member or non-member of 
the school.  HoDs indicated that they are not sure whether or not their views 
are tabled in the SGB meetings as they are not invited. 
Chance and Chance (2002) mention that communication is a social power that 
assists with co-operation and organisation among individuals who are pursuing a 
common set of goals. It was found from the interviews that collaboration and 
communication are essential in schools. If collaboration and effective communication 
exist in schools, the decisions that are taken become collective and are 
communicated fairly to all the key stakeholders.  
 
4.4. SUMMARY 
In this chapter, the data analysis process and the interpretation of interviews with the 
principals, deputy school principals, HoDs and chairpersons of the SGB were dealt 
with. The main objective of this research was to determine how the SMT of public 
no-fee schools can be empowered to actively participate in school financial 
management. The data collected was analysed and interpreted, and the participant‟s 
insights, views, and opinions were presented in order to respond to the needs of the 
SMT members to be empowered.  
Decentralisation of authority, the multifarious role of principals and empowerment of 
the SMT to manage school finances emerged as the main themes to consider. It was 
evident from the data that SMT members are aware of the SGB as the structure that 
is responsible for managing the school finances. Most of the schools have limited or 
no provisions to include HODs and deputy principals when it comes to the school 
financial management.  
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At the best of times, the school principal and the SGB executive members are 
responsible for school financial management. Consequently, the empowerment of 
SMT, as a whole, is not established in schools. What is clear is that in all schools it is 
possible to empower the SMT as there multifarious management tasks that seeks 
the wisdom and skill of SMT.   
In the next chapter, a summary, recommendations, and conclusions of this research 
will be provided. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 
SUMMARY, FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION 
 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
The conceptual framework of this study is based on the assumption that the 
empowerment of the SMT to actively participate in school financial management can 
lead to effective and efficient school financial management in public schools. A 
literature control was undertaken to guide the legitimacy over responses given by 
participants, before the researcher undertook the process of data analysis and 
interpreted the results in chapter Four. 
In chapter Five, a brief summary of the study will be presented. The main focal point 
of this chapter is to discuss the findings obtained from the interviews and document 
analysis. Thereafter guidelines are offered to principals, mainly, as they are 
individuals who are in a better position to create empowered-driven schools. The 
suggestions of the study for future research are also put forward.  
 
5.2. SUMMARY OF THE STUDY 
5.2.1. Background, problem and objectives of the study 
The South African Schools Act and the Basic Education Laws Amendments Act 
outlines the fundamental duties of principals and SGBs regarding the financial 
management of public schools. However, these statutes are silent of the role of 
SMTs in managing the finances of public schools.  The SMT in this study referred to 
the principal, deputy principal, HODs or personnel acting in such positions. Although 
the primary role of SMTs is embedded in the professional management, it was the 
contention of the researcher that the SMT members should play a more meaningful 
role to form a congruent part of the structure that is tasked with school financial 
management.  Moreover, SMTs are responsible for curriculum management and 
make crucial decisions relating to school budgets, whereby a substantial portion is 
allocated to select and procure resources such as LTSM and other physical 
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resources. SMTs are called upon to take up important functions in all fundraising 
initiatives.  
In many township and rural schools, parent governors lack the necessary expertise 
in financial management and usually play a dormant role in managing schools‟ 
finances. Therefore it was the argument of the researcher that SMTs should play a 
more pronounced role in school finances. School financial management should be 
comprehensible and clear process that comprises not only the school principal but 
also significant role-players such as the deputy principals, HODs, parents, teachers, 
non-teaching staff and learners. However, most public schools have not adopted the 
all-inclusive approach of involving pertinent stakeholders in the management of 
finances. SMTs are expected to lead in the forefront by offering direction, advice, 
support and also show leadership capabilities for the management of the school 
including financial management. 
Therefore, the researcher argued that SMTs should be empowered greatly in 
managing the finances of public schools. The principle of empowerment suggests 
that people should actively participate as this entails making sound decisions which 
is in turn implies having the necessary power. Empowerment requires complete 
participation from stakeholders in formulating, implementing and evaluating financial 
decisions as this will determine the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of an institute. 
Empowerment is not all about holding power, but also about making decisions that 
demand members to have the relevant knowledge and comprehension to make 
correct and viable decisions. However, no fee public schools which receive 
substantial funding for resources from the provincial government in accordance with 
the quintile classification system, the inputs of the SMTs in financial management 
are largely non-existent in most schools. In addition, parent governors of no-fee 
schools have very little knowledge of school finances. Moreover, legislation on 
educational matters does not make provision for SMTs to play an important role in 
school financial management.   Therefore the overarching question informing this 
research was: 
How can SMTs of no-fee schools be empowered to actively participate 
in school financial management? 
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In the attempt to answer to answer the above question, the following were identified 
as pertinent sub-research questions: 
1. What is the financial role of the SMT and the rationale for SMTs to 
be included in school financial management? 
2. What are the strategies for the SMT and the SGB to collaborate 
with each other to effectively manage finances of no-fee public 
school? 
3. What are the perceptions of the SMT members concerning their 
involvement in school financial management? 
4. How can the empowerment of the SMT be strengthened so that 
they could participate actively in financial management? 
A generic qualitative study within an interpretivist paradigm was used to determine 
how SMTs of no-fee schools can be empowered to actively participate in school 
financial management. The sample comprised of two public primary and two 
secondary schools located in SOWETO within the Johannesburg Central Education 
District. These schools were purposefully selected wherein there is a functional SGB. 
The school principal, one deputy principal, SGB chairperson and one HoD in each 
school was selected and interviewed to determine their perceptions of how SMTs 
can be empowered to manage the school finances.  Data was collected through 
interviews and document analysis. Semi-structured one-to-one interviews were 
conducted with the participants to determine their views of school financial 
management.  Furthermore, the researcher studied and analysed various financial 
documents of the school such as the minutes of SMT and SGB meetings, school 
financial policy and audited financial statements to find common themes, patterns 
and trends. Lincoln and Guba‟s (1985) standards of trustworthiness, known as 
transferability, credibility, confirmability and dependability were considered to be 
appropriate for this exposition.  
In the attempt to answer the above sub-questions the following were the main 
themes that emerged for this research: 
1. Decentralisation of authority, 
2. Multifarious roles and responsibilities of school principals and 
3. Empowerment of SMT to manage school finances.  
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The findings and the interpretation of the data obtained from the literature review, 
interviews and document analysis are outlined and summarised in chapter five.  
The next section outlines the findings in relation to the mentioned aims of the study 
in order to show how each of the research objectives were met. 
5.3. RESEARCH FINDINGS 
Considering the literature review, interviews and document analysis, the following 
findings were made as in line with the aims of the research study. 
The following aims were identified: 
 The financial roles of the SMT and rationale for SMTs to be included in 
school financial management. 
 Strategies for the SMT and the SGB to collaborate with each other to 
effectively manage finances of public no-fee schools. 
 Perceptions of the SMT members concerning their involvement in 
school financial management. 
 Strengthening empowerment of the SMT so that they could participate 
actively in school financial management. 
 
5.3.1. Findings on financial roles of the SMT and the rationale for SMTs to be 
included in school financial management. 
The first aim was to describe the financial roles of the SMT and to determine the 
rationale for the SMT to be included in school financial management. The literature 
reviewed showed that empowerment is important in ensuring effectiveness and 
efficiency in school financial management. It has been noted that the principal 
cannot manage schools on their own but they do need assistance from the entire 
SGB and SMT. Findings in this aim indicated that the SMT, referring to the HoDs 
and the deputy principal, are not involved in school financial management.  
The HoDs and the deputy principal in all the schools visited showed that they have 
little and/or no influence at all in school financial management. In one school, the 
HoD and the deputy principal indicated that they only participate in the school 
financial committee and above that they are not involved. Most participants remarked 
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that their school finance committee comprised of the school principal and the other 
members of the SGB. The participants mentioned that there were no differences 
between the members of their SGB and school finance committee because all the 
members of the school finance committee are the same members holding various 
offices in the SGB structure. Therefore this indicated that there is no formal 
procedure set out in schools to include the SMT in the school financial management. 
It appeared that there are no formal provisions made for the SMT to be included in 
school financial management. This follows after participants mentioned that their 
school finances are not necessarily managed by the SGBs as the school principals 
are having substantial influence on the control of the school finances. The HoDs and 
deputy principals are isolated as their duties are mainly focused on professional 
management and have little or nothing to do with regards to school governance.  As 
a result, there are no meetings between the SGB and the SMT in all the schools the 
researcher visited. 
SGB structures do have teacher representatives in them but those teachers have no 
influence in making decisions with regards to school finances.  The powers to make 
decisions concerning the school finances are left with the SGB and the school 
principal. Because of this, the valuable inputs that the SMT has are disregarded and 
this becomes a problem. The inclusion of the SMT in school financial management 
will give them exposure to co-operate with the SGB and solve practical problems 
rapidly as a unit. 
5.3.2. Findings on the strategies for the SMT and the SGB to collaborate with 
each other to effectively manage finances of the public no-fee school. 
The second aim was meant at examining strategies for the SMT and the SGB to 
collaborate with each other to effectively manage the finances of the public no-fee 
school. There were many factors that were identified as strategies that can be 
adopted for the SMT and the SGB to collaborate with each other for effective and 
efficient public no-fee school financial management. One of the factors highlighted 
was decentralisation of power. Giving powers to the lower levels of staff is essential 
to ensuring that the vision and the mission of the school are supported from its 
foundations.  The decentralisation of power calls for distributive leadership where 
HoDs and deputy principals can be entrusted with major duties such as taking 
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strategic financial decisions for the school.  During the interviews the HoDs and 
deputy principals mentioned that they are not invited to forums where major financial 
decisions are taken. They just see the end product without having being made part 
of the process leading to taking decisions. During the interviews it also became clear 
that there is no effective communication among the key stakeholders, as a result 
effectiveness and efficiency in public school is not achieved. The participants 
acknowledged that the absence of communication makes it difficult to achieve 
effective teaching and learning.  
5.3.3. Findings on the perceptions of the SMT members concerning their active 
involvement in school financial management. 
The third aim was set out to determine the perception of SMT members concerning 
their active involvement in school financial management. During the interview 
process it became apparent that SMT members are not involved altogether with the 
management of the school finances. The HoDs and deputy principals in all the 
schools the researcher engaged with indicated that they only participate in the 
school finance committee whereby SGB is the majority. The HODs and deputy 
principals indicated that they need to be actively involved in school financial 
management especially for the fact that LTSM is allocated half of the government 
allocation. HoDs and deputy principal are assigned duties to manage and drive 
curriculum in the various departments they are assigned to. This proved to be a 
problem in many instances because the SMT are not actively involved in the 
procurement of LTSM. One principal indicated that the school once bought wrong 
material for teaching and learning for a certain learning area and at the time of 
delivery that material was acknowledged and signed for by a person in authority. The 
principal further indicated that if the SMT was actively involved, problems like this 
could have been eradicated.  Therefore this finding shows that as the SMT are not 
involved in school financial management; there are massive financial losses 
experienced b the schools that lead to compromising the values and the standards of 
teaching and learning.  
The HoDs, deputy principal and the SGB chairperson do not meet on at all. This lack 
of co-operation and teamwork amongst the SMT and the SGB negatively impacts the 
working relationship that should be in schools. The HoDs and the deputy principals 
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echoed a notion that the disorder in the relationship between the SGB and the SMT 
result in negative perception that the school funds are not used for the purpose they 
are intended for and conclusions are easily made that school finances are 
misallocated. The SMT felt strongly that their active involvement in the management 
of the school funds would result in continued transparency and accountability, 
especially over the usage of school financial resources. The SMT and the SGB 
ought to forge a working relationship. In that manner all members of the school will 
feel that they are a congruent part of the school and feel empowered.   
 
5.3.4. Findings on strengthening of empowerment of the SMT with SGBs so 
that they could participate actively in school financial management. 
 
The fourth aim was with regards to determining how the empowerment of the SMT 
can be strengthened with SGB so that they could participate actively in the school 
financial management. The SMT felt a strong need that collaboration must take 
place with the SGB in order to take decisions as a unit to ensure that there is 
dynamic school financial management. The fostering of a strong partnership was 
one of the components identified as relevant in strengthening empowerment in public 
schools.  The SGB chairpersons of the schools were mostly the ones that saw a 
greater need for SMT to be involved with school finances. They acknowledged that 
SMT could bring in their knowledge, attributes, skills and positive attitude in the 
forum where major and/or minor school financial decisions are taken. The SGB 
chairpersons mentioned that they could appreciate the presence of the entire SMT 
members in the developmental workshops that they usually have when they are 
inducted in their various offices. 
 
Forming an alliance between the school principal, the SMT and the SGB will 
contribute positively to the success of the school. Effective teaching and learning 
cannot happen as it was found that there are variations from the teacher wing, 
school principal and the SGB. Therefore this proves that the drivers of curriculum, 
teachers, HoDs and deputy principals must all form a good and a healthy 
relationship so that the mission of the school is guided through by a common voice 
and structured activities.  
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One principal spoke about the developmental workshops that are attended by the 
principals and the SGB and when asked whether they do come back to the school 
and cascade the information they learnt about to the rest of the staff members, the 
principal mentioned that it has never happened. However, the principal mentioned 
that moving forward it is a good practice as that will allow the members of the staff to 
be kept abreast with current practices in the present educational era and to a definite 
extent, giving them such information will be empowering them on its own. Public 
schools have all the resources and means needed to empower SMT members and 
this can only be made possible by opening the doors of school governance to the 
entire members of the staff especially the SMTs as they are responsible for ensuring 
and exercising caution over school professional and/or curriculum matters. 
 
5.4. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The research findings as discussed in the previous section afforded the researcher 
with an opportunity to make recommendations in order to possibly establish the 
empowerment of SMTs in public no-fee schools to actively participate in school 
financial management. The following are recommendations that are not necessarily 
presented in any order of preference and superiority. 
 
5.4.1. Recommendation one: 
 
The financial roles and the rationale of the SMT to be included in school financial 
management must be clearly defined public schools.  The SMT members play a 
major in ensuring that there is efficient and effective teaching and learning in 
schools. Although the school financial role lies with the SGB, the SMTs are involved 
on a daily basis with the management of the school and there are no individuals who 
can better understand the relevant needs of the learners to provide them with the 
support they need to achieve better results. It is becoming more relevant that 
financial roles and the basis of foundation for the SMT to be included in school 
financial management be constitutionalised. SMT members have a responsibility to 
ensure quality in education therefore since that is also the mandate of the SGB as 
well, they should work together to achieve this common purpose.   
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5.4.2 Recommendation two: 
 
It is vital that public schools must have strategies in place that can be used to bring 
together the SMT and the SGB to collaborate with each other to effectively and 
efficiently manage finances of the public no-fee school. The researcher recommends 
that the financial roles and responsibilities of the SGB and any financial decisions 
taken by the SGB on behalf of the school must be known not only to the SMT but to 
the entire staff. This calls for regular meetings to be held between the teachers, the 
SMT and the SGB. The principal as the head of the school should assign duties to all 
the members of the staff and most importantly to the SMT so that they do feel they 
are recognised in their formal positions. The principal must not cease at inspiring the 
culture of collaboration as this will result in members of the school staff developing 
and growing each other‟s knowledge, skills and experience in their various areas of 
expertise. The school principal can assign duties to the school staff and define the 
guidelines in terms of how a certain task ought to be completed. Then the principal 
can engage in performance appraisal for the school and always encourage shared 
responsibility and teamwork. The collaboration between the SMT and the SGB will 
definitely result in a more effective and efficient school financial management. 
 
5.4.3. Recommendation three: 
 
The SMT must be involved in the school financial management. This will assist the 
school a great deal because the period in which the SGB members may serve on the 
SGB structure is usually shorter than that of the SMT. In order to ensure that there is 
a proper hand-over to the newly elected SGB members and commendable continuity 
in the school, SMT members can be utilised in order to constantly narrate how the 
school was operating and where the school intends to be in the present and in the 
next foreseeable future. It is also a challenge in public schools as SGB office 
bearers‟ change from time to time, the school financial management system is 
modified constantly by the new SGB even if there is no need. Although the school 
principal is there to ensure as smooth a hand-over as possible, working alone results 
in an autonomous school financial management as there will be no room for 
improvement.  Therefore, the inclusion of the SMT in school financial management 
will ensure that there is constant improvement.  
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5.4.4. Recommendation four: 
 
Another recommendation is that schools can develop internal policies that will outline 
the financial roles and responsibilities of the SMT.  The schools can also engage in 
continuous workshops where developmental lessons are taught to the school staff 
and especially the SMT, when it comes to managing the schools‟ finances. The SMT 
members must always be invited for the procurement of LTSM and they must 
collaborate with the LTSM co-ordinator in organising material needed for a new 
academic year. This also calls for SGB meetings to be communicated to all the 
school staff members and in good time. There must be open access for the SMT 
members in these meeting. In most times, the SMT members are the first people 
made aware of the needs, complaints, or concerns that teachers have and they 
expect those predicaments to be taken up with the highest management body 
structure in the school level which is the SGB. The SGB is a legal body and the 
researcher recommends that SMT members should be made part of this structure 
that is tasked with achieving the main purpose of education and that is to ensure 
quality teaching and learning. Reinforcing the participation of the SMT in school 
financial management will ensure fairness, accountability, responsibility and 
transparency in school financial management. 
 
5.5. FUTURE RESEARCH  
 
 What are the perceptions of the school management team (SMT) to 
collaborate with school governing body (SGB) in attaining efficiency and 
effectiveness in school financial management?  
  What is the relevance of engaging in integrated quality management system 
(IQMS) for principals and school management teams (SMT) in school 
development? 
 What is the financial role of the administration clerks and Learning and 
Teaching Support Material (LTSM) co-ordinator in no-fee public school 
financial management? 
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5.6. CONCLUSION 
 
The research findings and recommendations of determining how the SMTs of no-fee 
schools can be empowered to participate in school financial management were 
discussed in this chapter. The findings and recommendations pertaining to defining 
the financial role and the rationale of including the SMT in school financial 
management, examining strategies for collaboration of the SMT and the SGB to 
ensure excellence in school financial management, exploring the perceptions of 
getting the SMT to participate actively in school financial management and, to 
determine how empowerment of the SMT can be strengthened with SGB to 
participate in school financial management were debated. Efficient and effective 
school financial management follows good quality education in schools. By inspiring 
the empowerment of the SMT of public no-fee schools to actively participate in 
school financial management can ultimately result in the attainment of quality 
education. The attainment of good, quality education is not the responsibility of the 
principal alone but all concerned stakeholders in the school system must join forces 
and present a united front. This calls for the active involvement of principal, parents, 
teachers, SGB, learners, immediate community as well as the SMT.  If there is no 
empowerment of the SMT in public schools, this could continue to create gaps in 
public school financial management and could result in long-term difficulties 
experienced in school financial management.  
 
The objectives of this study were achieved as the financial role and the rationale for 
SMT to be included in school financial management were defined. SMT members 
must be actively involved in school financial management as they are allocated half 
of the school budget for procurement of LTSM in their various departments. The 
researcher further gave strategies that SMT and SGB can employ to collaborate with 
each other to actively manage schools funds in a no-fee paying school such as 
engaging together in meetings and take decisions as a collective unit. The 
researcher also dealt with the perceptions the SMT has concerning their active 
involvement in school financial management. It has been noted that the active 
participation of SMT in governance matters will ensure transparency, fairness, 
accountability and responsibility in school financial management.  
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Lastly, fostering collaborative relationship and opening clear lines of communication 
between the SMT and SGB will strengthen the culture of empowerment in no-fee 
public schools.  
 
This study has put emphasis on the essential need to empower the SMT of no-fee 
public schools to participate actively in school finances and the barriers or 
challenges leading to the disempowerment of SMT to participate effectively in school 
financial management.    
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Dear Principal. 
My name is Thembinkosi Trevor Zwane. I am a part-time student enrolled with the University 
of Johannesburg. I am currently doing Master‟s degree in Education specialising in 
Leadership and Management. I write this letter to seek for your permission to conduct one 
on one interview with you and other three (3) participants in your school.  
The study that I am currently pursuing is based on the empowerment of school management 
team (SMT) to actively participate in school financial management. I took interest in this topic 
since I am also a current school educator in one of the renowned public schools in the South 
Western Township (SOWETO). I observed, as also informed by educational literature, that 
school financial management duties are not relinquished formally to other members of SMT 
by the prevailing legislations, such as the South African Schools Act (SASA) and Personnel 
Administration Measurers (PAM) document and thereby making the role of Heads of 
Department (HoDs) and deputy school principal to be encompassed mainly on professional 
matters as opposed to school governance.  
SMT, apart from the school principal, is recognised as a school management body but the 
researcher‟s concern is that there are no formal provisions enacted for SMT to participate 
fully in school financial management. Therefore, it is my contention to call for revision in the 
prevailing educational laws and policies to include SMT more formally over school 
governance, especially in financial management. 
Please allow me to conduct four (4) one on one interview that will each last up to one-hour 
maximum. I wish to engage with you as the school principal, one deputy principal, one HoD 
and chairperson of the School Governing Body on the predicament briefly explained above. 
Please see enclosed with this document, the consent letter from Gauteng Department of 
Education (GDE) to conduct these interviews in your school site, consent letter and interview 
schedules for each participant.  
I hope the contents of this written communication find your most favourable consideration. 
Thank you for your time. 
Kind Regards: 
Zwane Thembinkosi Trevor  
(University of Johannesburg Academic Researcher) 
072 836 4739 © / 011 932 0540 (w) / zwanetrevor@yahoo.com (e-mail) 
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The empowerment of School Management Teams (SMT) to actively participate 
in school financial management 
Dear Principal/ Deputy Principal/ SGB chairperson/ HoD. 
This study explores the experiences and perceptions of how School Management 
Teams (SMTS) can be empowered to actively participate in school financial 
management. Although SMT members do play an indirect role in school finances, 
there is no legislation or policy that makes provision for the SMT as a structure to be 
responsible for school financial management.   
Please be informed that: 
 All disclosure will be treated with the utmost confidentiality and that you or 
your school will remain anonymous at all times. 
 There are no correct or incorrect answers. Your honest response will be 
appreciated it.  
 The interview will be tape recorded for transcription and data analysis 
purposes. 
 All findings and recommendations that emanated from this research will be 
made available to you upon request. 
 Please answer all questions in detail. 
Your kind cooperation is highly appreciated. Please sign the acceptance portion 
below to indicate your willingness to participate in this research. Thank you very 
much for your assistance.  
Researcher: Mr. Thembinkosi Trevor Zwane ( 072 836 4739) 
I ……………………....................................................(participant) agree to 
participate in a research conducted by Mr. Thembinkosi Trevor Zwane on the 
……… day of ………………… 2018. I give consent that interview may be tape 
recorded for transcription and analysis purpose. Confidentiality in all respects 
has been guaranteed to me by the researcher.  
 
…………………………………………………….. 
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INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR PRINCIPALS 
 
SECTION 1: SCHOOL PROFILE AND BIOGRAPHICAL QUESTIONS 
Tick the appropriate box 
1. Type of school:  
Primary Secondary Combined 
 
2. Location of school:  
Suburb Township Inner-city Rural 
 
3. Number of learners enrolled: 
Less than 500 500 – 1 000 Above 1 000 
  
4. Number of post level teaching staff members:  
Less than 20 21 – 50 Above 51 
 
5. Number of deputy principals:  
1 2 More than 2 
 
6. Number of heads of departments:  
Less than 3 More than 3 
 
7. Quintile Ranking:  
1 2 3 4 5 
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8. What is your gender? 
 
Male-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 
Female---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 
 
9. How old are you in completed years? 
 
e.g. if you are 45 years old then fill in--------- 4 5 -------------------   
 
10. Your current position 
Head of Department Deputy Principal Principal Treasurer 
 
11. Years’ experience in your promotion post:  
Less than 5 years 6 – 10 years More than 10 years 
 
12.  Years’ experience in the education sector:  
Less than 10 years 11 – 15 years More than 15 years 
 
13. What is your HIGHEST ACADEMIC qualification? (ONLY MARK ONE) 
 
Grade 12----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 
Teachers diploma---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 
Teachers diploma, ACE or other diploma-------------------------------------------- 3 
Degree-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 4 
Degree and teachers diploma or ACE------------------------------------------------- 5 
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Honours degree and teachers diploma or ACE------------------------------------ 6 
Master‟s degree and teachers diploma or ACE------------------------------------- 7 
Doctorate and teachers diploma or ACE--------------------------------------------- 8 
Other (please specify) 
 
9 
 
SECTION 2: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
1. What are your views pertaining to the professional governance of public 
school since the introduction of the Schools Act (SASA)? How do you 
interpret the prescripts of this Act especially for financial management? 
2. Briefly describe your responsibilities for managing the school‟s finances. 
3. What are the financial functions of the SGB and Finance Committee? 
4. What financial functions are delegated to the school management team (SMT) 
(deputy principals and heads of departments)? 
5. What are some of the challenges you have come across with in executing 
your financial duties and how did you deal with these challenges? 
6. Explain the competency level of your SGB (Do they have the financial 
expertise and the appropriate skills to manage the school‟s finances 
effectively and efficiently?) 
7. I am aware the SMT is responsible for the professional matters of the school. 
What are your views regarding giving financial functions to SMTs and holding 
them accountable for these functions? 
8. How can the SMT be empowered to manage the school‟s finances?  
 
 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR VALUABLE TIME. 
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INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR DEPUTY PRINCIPAL 
 
SECTION 1: PARTICIPANT’S BIOGRAPHICAL QUESTIONS 
Tick the appropriate box 
1. Type of school:  
Primary Secondary Combined 
 
2. Location of school:  
Suburb Township Inner-city Rural 
 
3. What is your gender? 
 
Male-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 
Female---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 
 
4. How old are you in completed years? 
 
e.g. if you are 45 years old then fill in--------- 4 5 -------------------   
 
5. Your current position 
Head of Department Deputy Principal Principal Treasurer 
 
6. Years’ experience in your promotion post:  
Less than 5 years 6 – 10 years More than 10 years 
 
7.  Years’ experience in the education sector:  
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Less than 10 years 11 – 15 years More than 15 years 
 
8. What is your HIGHEST ACADEMIC qualification? (ONLY MARK ONE) 
Grade 12----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 
Teachers diploma---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 
Teachers diploma, ACE or other diploma-------------------------------------------- 3 
Degree-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 4 
Degree and teachers diploma or ACE------------------------------------------------- 5 
Honours degree and teachers diploma or ACE------------------------------------ 6 
Master‟s degree and teachers diploma or ACE------------------------------------- 7 
Doctorate and teachers diploma or ACE--------------------------------------------- 8 
Other (please specify) 
 
9 
 
SECTION 2: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
1. Briefly describe your role in managing the school‟s finances.  
2. What financial duties are delegated to you as the deputy principal? 
3. What impact do you have as a deputy principal in the management of the 
school finances? 
4. What are some of the challenges you have come across with in executing 
your financial duties and how did you deal with these challenges? 
5. What are some of the inputs you can suggest to improve efficiency and 
effectiveness of financial management in your school? 
6. Describe your working relationship with the principal and the SGB. 
7. How can the empowerment of SMTs be strengthened to actively participate in 
school financial management? 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR VALUABLE TIME. 
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INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR SGB CHAIRPERSON 
 
SECTION 1: PARTICIPANT’S BIOGRAPHICAL QUESTIONS 
Tick the appropriate box 
1. Type of school:  
Primary Secondary Combined 
 
2. Location of school:  
Suburb Township Inner-city Rural 
 
1. What is your gender? 
 
Male-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 
Female---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 
 
2. How old are you in completed years? 
 
e.g. if you are 45 years old then fill in--------- 4 5 -------------------   
 
3. Your current position 
Head of Department Deputy Principal Principal chairperson 
 
4. Years’ experience in your current post:  
Less than 5 years 6 – 10 years More than 10 years 
 
5. What is your HIGHEST ACADEMIC qualification? (ONLY MARK ONE) 
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Grade 12----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 
Teachers diploma---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 
Teachers diploma, ACE or other diploma-------------------------------------------- 3 
Degree-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 4 
Degree and teachers diploma or ACE------------------------------------------------- 5 
Honours degree and teachers diploma or ACE------------------------------------ 6 
Master‟s degree and teachers diploma or ACE------------------------------------- 7 
Doctorate and teachers diploma or ACE--------------------------------------------- 8 
Other (please specify) 
 
9 
 
SECTION 2: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
1. Briefly describe your responsibilities for managing the school‟s finances. 
2. What are the differences and/or similarities you notice in financial duties of the 
principal and SGB-Why do you perceive such responsibilities as similar or 
different? 
3. How does your education background assist in executing your financial 
responsibilities? You can give reference to courses or trainings that you did or 
do attend to harness your skill and competency in school financial 
management. 
4. What are the challenges you experienced in executing your financial functions 
and how did you deal with these challenges? 
5. Briefly describe your working relationship with the school principal and other 
SMT members such as the deputy principal(s) and Head of Departments. 
6. How can SMT, other than the school principal, be empowered to manage the 
school‟s finances 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR VALUABLE TIME 
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INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR HEAD OF DEPARTMENT (HoD) 
SECTION 1: PARTICIPANT’S BIOGRAPHICAL QUESTIONS 
Tick the appropriate box 
9. Type of school:  
Primary Secondary Combined 
 
10. Location of school:  
Suburb Township Inner-city Rural 
 
11. What is your gender? 
 
Male-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 
Female---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 
 
12. How old are you in completed years? 
e.g. if you are 45 years old then fill in--------- 4 5 -------------------   
 
13. Your current position 
Head of Department Deputy Principal Principal Treasurer 
 
14. Years’ experience in your promotion post:  
Less than 5 years 6 – 10 years More than 10 years 
 
15.  Years’ experience in the education sector:  
Less than 10 years 11 – 15 years More than 15 years 
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16. What is your HIGHEST ACADEMIC qualification? (ONLY MARK ONE) 
Grade 12----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 
Teachers diploma---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2 
Teachers diploma, ACE or other diploma-------------------------------------------- 3 
Degree-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 4 
Degree and teachers diploma or ACE------------------------------------------------- 5 
Honours degree and teachers diploma or ACE------------------------------------ 6 
Master‟s degree and teachers diploma or ACE------------------------------------- 7 
Doctorate and teachers diploma or ACE--------------------------------------------- 8 
Other (please specify) 
 
9 
 
SECTION 2: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
1. Briefly describe your role in managing the school‟s finances.  
2. What financial duties are delegated to you as HoD? 
3. What impact do you have as a HoD in the management of the school 
finances? 
4. What are some of the challenges you have come across with in executing 
your financial duties and how did you deal with these challenges? 
5. What are some of the inputs you can suggest to improve efficiency and 
effectiveness of financial management in your school? 
6. Describe your working relationship with the principal, deputy principal and the 
SGB. 
7. How can the empowerment of HoDs be reinforced to actively participate in 
school financial management? 
 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR VALUABLE TIME 
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Transcribed interview with Dr Mathe MM of Bhukulani Senior Secondary 
School 
PSEUDONYM OF THE PARTICIPANT (PRINCIPAL A) 
Thank you very much very Dr Mathe for allowing me to see you at this time. My 
name is Thembinkosi Trevor Zwane. I am a part time student registered with 
the University of Johannesburg. I am currently embarking on a study based on 
empowerment of school management teams to actively participate in school 
financial management.    The South African Schools Act (SASA) prescribes 
that the SGBs are responsible for managing the school finances (that is the 
school governance) (participant: that’s true).  
SGB comprises of school principal, the parents, the teachers, non-teaching 
staff and learners only in secondary schools (participant: that’s true). SMT 
members are allowed to serve on the SGB structures as teacher 
representatives but now there are no provisions in the educational legislations 
for SMT as a structure to serve as part of SGB (participant: yes).  SMT are 
responsible for professional management of the school such as managing 
LTSM, Learning and Teaching Support Material and they are indirectly 
involved in developing budget for the school, they are also called upon when 
fundraising projects are initiated by the SGB (participant: that’s true).  
Now as the principal you are also delegated the responsibility to management 
school finances but my problems is that, you as the principal, you are having 
numerous duties such as managing learner discipline, meeting with parents 
and learners sometimes and sometimes you also attend meetings that are held 
by the education district and other workshops (participant: that’s true).  
Now herewith you are also called/ you are also required to apply distributive 
leadership and delegate some of the financial functions to members serving 
on the SMT thus, this research investigates how SMT, apart from yourself, 
SMTs referring to deputy Principal and heads of department, can be 
represented on the SGB as a structure and not as teacher representatives.  
Specifically I am interested in how SMT as a structure can be empowered to 
actively participate in school financial management. Principals like you Sir, 
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you are playing a dual role, you are a member of SMT by the virtue of your 
position and you are also a member of SGB (participant: that’s correct). But 
now the early revisions in educational world, particularly looking at 
Educational Laws and Amendments Act of 2011 recognises you the principal 
as the accounting officer (participant: that’s correct) for the school finances. 
Now however, for the purposes of this study I wish for us to understand that 
SMT will only refer to HOD and DP and you as a principal you are viewed as a 
separate entity but a person who is having vital information to drive this 
empowerment in public schools. Thus your perceptions in how SMTs can be 
empowered to manage school finances are paramount important. So that is 
what my study is all about. Then with your permission, can we please go to 
question one. 
(Interviewer) Question 1.  What are your views pertaining to the professional 
governance of public school since the introduction of the Schools Act 
(SASA)? How do you interpret the prescripts of this Act especially for financial 
management? 
Respondent Principal A: uhmm thank you very much for affording me this 
opportunity to respond to the questions that you have, I love to participate fully to 
your study and wish you everything for the best, I am aware that you have been 
granted permission to conduct this study by the DoE. I’ve seen the letter that is why I 
am actually participating fully. Regarding your first question Mr Zwane (participant 
read the questions again as it is).  As you have indicated earlier on you know 
parents are given the mandate that they should actually be responsible for the 
finances of the schools and when I say parent, I mean in the SGB, the parents are in 
the majority. Now the principal is also part of the SGB so the principal is also part of 
the people who are expected to be part of the people who are responsible for 
management of the school finances. However as you have indicated you know, 
principals are performing too many tasks as a result there are areas where principals 
are expected to be hands-on or to specialise on in as far as finances are concerned 
and you will find that at that time the principal is engaged somewhere. Now in terms 
of SASA the treasurer of the SGB must be a parent, must be a parent, the 
chairperson of the SGB must also be a parent so that then the third person, (I am 
now referring to the people who are supposed to be signatories who are seen as 
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signatories in as far as handling monies of the schools are concerned) is the 
principal. Now your study is trying to look at the SMTs with the understanding that 
you are referring to DP as well as HOD. Now I fully agree with you because we 
seem, when I say we I am referring to myself, the parents and other structures of the 
SGB you have alluded to that, it is the teaching staff, non-teaching staff as well as 
well. Now when I say we, I am referring to all of us, we seem to be using SMTs, DP, 
HOD during those times when we need their input, for example in the case of 
procurement of LTSM you spoke about LTSM, that is the only moment when we will 
say to the HOD or DP please can you guide us which textbooks would you love us to 
procure for your department so that the only time and it ends as far as that. When it 
comes to know, the actual finances, they are not involved; it’s only the principals and 
the SGB. Which in my opinion, I fully agree with you, they should actually be actively 
involved in as far as those finances are concerned. Now ehh I am quite aware that 
you know that half of the budget that is given to schools must go to LTSM so its 50% 
so that then you can realise now how serious it is if LTSM is given half of the budget. 
So SMTs referring to DPs and HODs must actually be given the budget their 
department. We must sit down as management of the school together with the SGB 
and look at those needs. Now I  have just indicated to you we only use them if and 
when we need them to tell us which textbooks do they require for their department, 
which stationery do they require, it ends there, they are actually not involved in as far 
as how those funds will be utilised. So it’s just unfortunate but I fully agree with you 
that if only we could have a situation where the SGB will consists of the principal as 
the ex officio member, we have the SMT and then we could have non-teaching staff 
as we have them and also you know, without referring to SMT also PL1 who must 
also be represented and then we have learners. If it could be structured that way, it 
could have more meaning for me, it could also have more meaning and it could save 
situations in certain instances, monies that are allocated are not used as expected 
and optimally. 
( Interviewer): Dr Mathe thank you very much for your response but I heard 
you saying like uhhm the HODs specifically like they must be given this 
budget, can you please expand what you mean by actually saying that. 
Respondent Principal A: you know what I mean by that, fortunately I was exposed to 
a situation where my brother, for your information, my brother was a lecturer at a 
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university, he was a lecturer and became a senior lecturer and eventually he left for 
the private company. So at the university, you know universities are autonomous, 
they run their own things in their own way. So what they used to do they would 
actually allocate a budget for a department, in your department here is a budget. So 
what the head of department will do, he will sit down with all the lecturers and all the 
senior lecturers etc. and they would actually go through all the things that they had to 
look at. You know I will understand that because in a university there no SGB but 
now what is stopping us here at school having the principal as an ex-offcio member, 
members of the SMT being part of the SGB then we will have these other legs or 
these other wings. It will give more meaning. So I am just alluding to that because in 
other places the budget is discussed by all the stakeholder so in our situation when 
we look at the budget it is the SGB that is given the sole responsibility of drawing up 
the budget and the SMT who must actually drive this curriculum, the SMT is not 
involved, they are not invited. So as a principal I am just saying this upfront that as a 
principal I don’t think I do justice to the HOD of technology I don’t think I do justice in 
as far as these departments are concerned as well as all the other HODs. 
(Interviewer): thank you very much Sir, can we please move on to question 2. 
Briefly describe your responsibilities for managing the school’s finances. 
Respondent Principal A: you indicated earlier on that the principal is the accounting 
officer, that’s true, the principals being the accounting officer they are expected to 
ensure that the funds that are allocated to school by the DoE are used for as well as 
solely for purposes as per expected. Now the department of education gives us a 
100% budget. Here is the budget is 100% and this budget is ring fenced, so what is 
expected of us is that as we are told that 50% LTSM, there is 50% that must be used 
also as directed, 33% for services, maintenance 12%. Let me just get my arithmetic 
correctly (counting the % total) and the other 5% is also used for library material so 
that then it will then give you 50%.  
(Interviewer) (OK OK OK) thank you very much Sir, so in terms of this 12% for 
maintenance, what is it exactly we are looking at.  
Respondent Principal A: Now the DoE gives schools an amount of 12% of the total 
budget to use this money to maintain the school. It used for purposes of replacing 
door, door frames, for purposes of replacing door handles, for purposes of replacing 
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window panes, if window panes are broken. Ehh It is also used for any day to day 
running of the school, say for argument sake we have a situation where (I’ve just 
spoken about window panes (I’ve just spoken about window panes,  I’ve spoken 
about door handles) now in situations where say for argument there is a blockage 
and that blockage is impacting on the health of the learners, then the SGB is 
expected to attend to that matter urgently, basically 12% is used for maintaining 
school property and everything that has got to do with teaching and learning. 
(Interviewer): so what happens in situations where this money runs out, the 
one that was allocated for maintenance or services? 
Respondent Principal A: now in that situation the SGB can always write to the HOD, 
you can always write to the HEAD OF DEPARTMENT, the head of department in our 
department is Mr Edward Mosue, you can always write to the HOD and request that 
you know, say for arguments you have not exhausted the 33% allocated to the 
services and in most cases, it does happen, the money that is allocated for service 
we don’t use the entire budget for services, so you write to the HOD and request that 
part of those funds are re-directed because we no longer have funds with the budget 
that you have allocated to the school. You can always re-direct those funds. 
 
 
(Interview): Thank you very much Sir, can we move on to question (Q3). What 
are the financial functions of the SGB and Finance Committee? 
Respondent Principal A: Ehh let me start, now when we are talking about SGB we 
are actually talking about all the people you alluded to earlier on. So the SGB has, 
the chairperson of the SGB who is elected by the SGB itself, the chairperson the 
deputy, the treasurer, the secretary as well as the deputy secretary, so those five 
people are then called including the principal are then called the executive of the 
SGB, they are called the executive. So what the executive does, the executive is 
responsible for day to day running of SGB matters. Say for argument sake we are 
running short of toner or ink here at school and that ink is going to negatively impact 
on the studies of the learners, so the chairperson could be contacted, could come to 
the school, the secretary of the SGB in most cases, in most schools the secretary 
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becomes one of the teachers. The secretary is always there at school.  So it’s the 
principal, the chairperson of the school governing body as well as the treasurer. I 
indicated earlier on that these three are signatories to the school banking facilities. 
So what normally happens is now those three will then be able to sit down together 
with the secretary and indicates that we have this shortage, we need to get this as 
quickly as possible and they can take a decision and purchase that and later on they 
can then report to the entire SGB. 
(Interviewer): I was about to ask that, to say what happens if SGB has not sat 
in that particular week. 
Respondent Principal A:  that is why we have to elect the executive so that it can be 
able to quickly go through or run the functions of the SGB in supporting teachers with 
their teaching and learning activities then later on they can report to the entire SGB, 
However whatever is purchased it must be those things that are budgeted for, those 
items must be in the schools budget. So in most cases we budget for duplicating 
papers, we budget for toner, we budget for ink, we budget for servicing of machines 
so those things are budgeted for because we know we use the machine every day, 
we use the papers every day. So should we experience a situation where there is 
shortage, the executive will decide on that, implement and then report later. Now the 
finance committee, the finance committee of the school is chaired, the finance 
committee is a sub-committee of the SGB, it is chaired by the treasurer, treasurer 
becomes the chairperson of the finance committee and the finances committee 
consist of the treasurer, SGB chairperson, principal and the administration 
assistance. Why the administration assistants because these are the people who are 
actually dealing with the finances of the school on a daily basis. Those individuals 
will then compose what is called the finance committee and the finance committee 
must report to the SGB so that finance committee together with the executive 
committee of the SGB are responsible for day to day management of the school 
finances. 
(Interviewer): so in terms of this finance committee, are there no teachers who 
are supposed to be in this committee? 
Respondent Principal A:  there are teachers who are supposed to be there, for 
example in this school we have Mr X who a member of the finance committee and is 
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also a teacher in the school; however he is teacher who is also part of the 
management of the school. 
(Interviewer): Thank you very much Sir (can you answer the same question but 
now with reference to deputy school principal and heads of department) What 
financial functions are delegated to the school management team (SMT) 
(deputy principals and heads of departments)? 
Respondent Principal A:  No functions delegated to them at all except when they are 
elected, when they are elected in the SGB, and then they will then follow the function 
we have alluded to in Q3 where we spoke about the functions of the SGB as well as 
the finance committee. However the SMT as DP as well as HODs they do not have 
financial duties allocated to them. 
(Interviewer): so we do agree with one another if we say if ever they are part of 
SGB, they are there as teacher representatives and not representing the 
structure as a whole (respondent precisely). There are no duties that are 
actually delegated to them. Thank you very much Dr. moving on to question 
number. What are some of the challenges you have come across with in 
executing your financial duties and how did you deal with these challenges? 
Respondent Principal A:  ehhh you know in as far as finances are concerned we 
come cross many challenges, ehhh maybe I need to indicate to you that, I need to 
indicate upfront that the bulk of the money that we keep at school as petty cash as 
well as money that is used to run the affairs of the school on a daily basis, which we 
can call money for transport. Most of those funds are exhausted as quickly as 
possible because of you know transport issues, teachers have to attend workshops, 
teachers have to attend the professional learning committees (PLC), principal has to 
run to the district office if there is need. The principal has to run to Mondeo High if 
there is a need. So I am worried I am worried the way money for transport gets 
quickly exhausted here in our school. As a result I have decided on something that I 
took for the past 10 15 years, it’s a decision that I took that you know I should limit as 
a principal my running of errands to the district office. I always request our general 
assistants to go there because if I have to run to the district office, money must be 
utilised, I must be given R80.00 if I go out so imagine a situation where if I have to go 
to the district office because there are too many things that I have to do as a 
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principal, now imagine if I have to go there. I will just give you, say five times a week. 
If I have to go there five times a week, I would previously, previously would have 
been given an amount of R400 in a week. It’s a bit more now because our school 
have decided to adjust the money that we give to the teachers that we give to the 
principal because of the petrol, the hike in petrol and also the effect of taxes. It’s no 
longer 80 rand now, it now R120 so if I decided to use our general assistant, then we 
don’t give them 80 Rands or 120 Rands we give them 44 Rands so we save a lot. So 
to answer the question directly, in the execution of my duties we need to be careful 
how we utilise money for transport and petty cash because it gets exhausted as 
quickly as possible but we try as much as possible to ensure that we do have petty 
cash, we do have money to give to teachers to attend workshops because if we don’t 
have money to give teachers, another teacher might say ahhh I don’t have money to 
attend workshop, I won’t be attending workshop. 
(Interviewer): so Dr Mathe in terms of this splitting that you gave me (50% 
LTSM, 33% services, 12% maintenance and 5% library service) so now where 
does this money for petty cash come from? Does it come from these splitting 
or somewhere else? 
Respondent Principal A:  YES now ehh you know what the department does, 
remember I indicated to you that this money is ring fenced, 50% LTSM, 33% 
services, 12% maintenance and 5% library service. Now your question is about the 
splitting (the interviewer gave clarity again to say where this petty cash comes 
from). The respondent continued to say the DoE also gives us an allocation per year 
(interviewer seeks clarity to say: over and above these allocations?)  NO NO 
NO let me just get my figures correctly, I will actually share with you this information 
now, giving you the actual copy but there is an amount that is given to us which we 
can use. It’s a once-off. It comes together with the budget. You know that money is 
very very nominal. In most cases it is not in excess of R100 000, 00. You can 
imagine sometimes we withdraw R5000 per month almost 4 times  so you can 
imagine in one month it can go up to R20 000,00 so there is an amount that is used 
which is called day to day allocation which is given to us. So it’s part of the total 
budget that is given to school. 
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(Interviewer): Thank you very much. Moving on to question 6, explain the 
competency level of your SGB (Do they have the financial expertise and the 
appropriate skills to manage the school’s finances effectively and efficiently?) 
Respondent Principal A:  talking to our SGB specifically, the SGB that we have now 
is to a certain extent skilled but with regards to finances, I doubt that, I doubt that and 
that is the biggest challenge we have here in school because you know parents 
would elect a parent in a general meeting because they had seen that parent talking 
a lot in that meeting then they will say I want that man to be part of the SGB. In most 
case you find that you parents are not skilled, parents are not skilled at all and that is 
the biggest challenge in our public schools. But now you go to other schools, you 
know the campaign is done in a much better way, the campaign for parents to serve 
in the SGB, they actually indicate that we need somebody who is skilled as far as 
finances are concerned. So you will find that in ex model C schools or more 
important in independent school, which are called private schools, you find that a 
member of a SGB is a person who is skilled somebody working at ABSA or what 
because they actually campaign and actually indicate to parents that we need 
somebody with this gift, It does not happen with us, we find that our parents do not 
have skills at all. It becomes a serious challenge. Now the principal must then play a 
role of educating these people. As we are speak now, we are expected to attend a 
financial management training, and that training will happen I think on the 6th of 
September, it’s just that I saw it haphazardly today, there is an email that was sent to 
us today.  You are aware new SGB has been selected and these SGB are expected 
to have lots of knowledge in as far as running of finances are concerned  (showing 
me the invitation to the meeting) so now what will happen is those SGB will go 
there. In most cases, they would want the principal, the treasurer who is a parent, 
whether the parent is skilled or not that is another issue, and the chairperson of the 
SGB. Those three are critical. You may also have other members attending. So 
competency level with our public schools is a big problem BIG PROBLEM. With 
independent schools or former model C school, they actually indicate that we need 
this person so that the people who will be running the finances, treasurer, and 
chairperson of the SGB are people who are hands-on. Who know exactly what he 
must to make it happen. 
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(Interviewer): thank you very much Dr, so it means at the end of the day the 
responsibility lies with you as the principal.  
Responded intercepted to say it lies with the principal to show people how things are 
done and if you as a principal now because of your own motives and other you know 
reason, you are a person who would actually want to do things on your own, you will 
find that these people will not be educated, they will not be empowered. You will 
bulldoze those people because they will know nothing so it becomes a problem that 
is why you will find that in most schools, there are always serious challenges. The 
principal is not in good terms with the chairperson of the school governing body, the 
principal is not in good terms the treasurer because the principals has not been 
doing the right thing, empowering these people and actually informing them what is 
that they need to do. And in other schools, I’ve heard information from other schools 
that even the administration clerks, they do not do much in terms of finances and it 
becomes a serious challenge. You find that the principal is actually the one that is 
responsible for issuing this money for transport; petty cash for that and that and that 
becomes a problem. So the principal must play a major role in empowering members 
of the SGB but it becomes a very easy task if the members of the SGB were elected 
in the right way, its people who know. For example working in a bank and teachers 
like yourself who are aware of all these accounting practices. 
(Interviewer): so now principal are there any legal provisions for the 
administration clerks to be involved in school financial management. 
Respondent Principal A:  yes there are, there is actually legislation which indicates 
that the accounting officer must be the administration so there is a legal document 
that indicates that monies of the schools must be handled by the administration 
clerks and if you issue a cheque or withdraw money, that money must be allocated 
to one person. It must be issued to one person who happens to be the administration 
clerk. It recommended that it must. So there is legislations that is giving you direction 
that finance committee members must have an administration clerk 
(Interviewer): but is that happening in most cases whereby you will find these 
administration clerks being involved in school finances? 
Respondent Principal A: I am not aware in other schools but I am aware in this 
institution because we do involve them but I am aware of one institution where even 
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the clerks know nothing about the finances of the school, the finances, petty cash, 
money for transport, it is run by the principal and that is why I indicated to you, it 
becomes a serious problem and causes conflict. 
(Interviewer): ok thank you very much Sir. Moving on to question 7, we were 
just talking about professional matters of the schools; I think I have a rigid 
understanding now. I am aware the SMT is responsible for the professional 
matters of the school. What are your views regarding giving financial functions 
to SMTs and holding them accountable for these functions? 
Respondent Principal A: ehh my views are that you know we need to involve SMT, 
as I indicated to you earlier on, we need to involve SMT as a structure in our SGB 
and then we don’t only request HOD or DP to give us you know the items that they 
need us to purchase in as far as stationery and textbooks are concerned. We do not 
only need that information but we actually demand that they get involved and 
account for these. I am just remembering an example in our situation here at school 
where we purchased wrong materials, we purchased wrong material and that wrong 
material was delivered to the school, it was accepted by us, stamped using the 
bhukulani stamp. It was not possible for us to return those books and get that money 
we have paid. It happened here in school in one of the departments, in the English 
department. So you see if we can then involve SMTs and hold them accountable and 
hold them accountable for this then we will not experience any challenges because if 
you hold them accountable, then we could even move to a situation where you see 
the money was not well spent, you see take responsibility for that and people will 
always be careful, people will always be careful, EY whatever I procure it must be 
material that is going to be utilised by learners. Here I am referring not to you know 
textbooks, I am referring to readers, wrong reader was purchased. A reader that was 
supposed to be used by learners in independent or former model C which was not 
part of what was prescribed for us. So you see you involve them as a formal 
structure in the SGB, they are highly involved in the procurement of the material and 
they can be held accountable. You see that could be minimised but it’s just went 
under the bridge just like that because they only come in a situation when they say 
here you are, this is what I need and this.  
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(Interviewer): So now Mr Mathe, are there any other duties that you see fit that 
can be allocated to the SMT like being the HODs in this case, except for the 
procurement of LTSM. Because as I am listening to you LTSM becomes the 
major thing in schools 
Respondent Principal A: yes there are, like for an example if we could say in an SMT 
as a structure in the SGB we could have HODs because HODs here, I am just 
referring to our situation here at school. HODs are responsible for certain blocks 
here at school and then they could work wonders in as far as maintaining the school 
is concerned because an HOD will realise that in his block have this serious 
challenge, say for argument sake, there are window panes which are broken, there 
is a classroom where the door handle had been broken for quite a long time. I have 
seen during cold days whereby a classroom, when we close that classroom we have 
to use a paper (folding a paper) to close the door properly. Whereas if HODs were 
involved that could be attended to as soon as possible. Now I only intervene if I 
actually go to that class and I happen to go to there and I ask why we have this kind 
of a situation because we should be replacing this door handle so that the teacher 
can close the door properly. Learners can access the classroom in the right way. So 
we could utilise SMT in the maintenance of the school, we could also utilise SMT in 
as far as services are concerned. (Interviewer: services such as?) Services such 
as you know payment for electricity, payment for telephone bill; because those are 
service we need to look after. We could also you know minimise situations where we 
call parents on a regular basis using this cell phone, I am sorry we call parents using 
a landline and we call them on cell phones. There is a way in which could do far 
better. So if SMTs could be involved in that and then manage that. Because what 
normally happens here at school, a teacher would come in and say I have a learner 
who is not well and a teacher will be having that cell phone number and then they 
will use that landline, it’s costly. 
Interviewer: Dr I think we are done Sir because question 8, the one that says, 
How can the SMT be empowered to manage the school’s finances? I think you 
have alluded to some of the things that can be done. I don’t know if you have 
some things to add. 
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Respondent Principal A: yes maybe I could just add here you know that, if SMTs are 
involved in the SGB as a structure then they could also be exposed to the workshop 
that are around by the DoE because they could also be invited as SMT and then 
they get empowered in those workshops because you know most of those 
workshops, maybe I am talking here because I have attended most of those 
workshops for quite a number of years, most of those workshops are to a certain 
extent beneficial, very informative, they empower people. Now SMT are not there to 
attend those workshops, now they can only be there if they happen to be elected. 
Like the situation we have in this school, we have two SMT members (Mr X and Y) 
who are members of the SGB, they happen to be SMT members. They are lucky but 
in previous years, it has not been like that, so they could also be exposed to such 
school financial management workshops. Getting empowered in as far as running of 
finances are concerned. 
(Interviewer) so now from your own previous experience, have you tried to 
organise these workshop to your SGBs and SMTs after having attended those 
workshops externally. 
Respondent Principal A: you are asking a very good question and it has never 
happened before, it has never. It will only happen if there is something that must be 
corrected. If there is something that must be corrected. See I remember there they 
said, otherwise coming back here and empowering ourselves further, I do not want 
to lie, it has never happened. It has never happened. 
(Interviewer) but now do you think that is a good practice (coming back to 
empower the SGB and SMT after attending workshops) going forward. 
Respondent Principal A:  it is a good practice, yes, because going forward we need 
to come back and say we attended that workshop. Remember this was the situation, 
we even empower our administration assistant, we move forward with the 
implementation of that information in the right way. We go there; we come, continue 
with other things, we continue with other things. Have we learnt something? I am not 
sure. When I say have we! I mean the other structures because I have been 
attending so many times, I think I am empowered and understand fully what must 
happen but at the same time, you indicated earlier on principals are bombarded with 
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other responsibilities, if they can also be having SMT members assisting, coming in 
then they could do wonders, they could do wonders. 
(Interviewer) Principal I think that concludes our interview for the day, thank 
you very much Sir, the information that you have provided is going to help me 
a great deal. Let me assure you that I can make this copy available you and all 
of my finding and recommendations if ever if you want to see or there is a 
need. 
Respondent Principal A:  let me also thank you for your understanding before we 
started this interview. I was attending to certain matter. You just respected and you 
sat down there and you allowed me to complete whatever that I had to do. I must 
really thank you for that and I want to wish you everything for the best in your 
studies. Hopefully you will finish your study and acquire your degree so that 
whatever information you will be gaining from this can be implemented fruitfully in 
any structures like SGB (who knows) who knows, one day you can be a member of 
SMT at this school, nobody knows, its only God who knows. You could be a member 
of the SMT in another school, nobody knows. So whenever one does a study, 
completes a study, you are doing that for yourself, but other people must benefit 
from your study, other people must also, it’s not only for your own benefit. It’s not 
only for your own financial gains because if you get a qualification, it puts you in 
another level but that is not the main reason, the main reason is to ensure that we do 
the right things in our schools so that teaching and learning can go in the right way. It 
is just unfortunate, I am mentioning this as my last input, it just unfortunate that the 
DoE is giving us a huge budget and its allocate half of the money to LTSM, however 
are those textbooks utilised the right way by the learners, that is my huge problem. 
We purchase textbooks, we give out to learners, and they leave the textbooks at 
home. As we speak that I was with a certain boy brought by a certain teacher, this 
boy does not want to bring along his text book. Today he has only brought three. The 
other day he had only two (showing me his photos holding these textbooks). Only 
two textbooks for the day, it’s a big problem. Thank you very much Sir, hopefully 
things will get better, I doubt (African language expression: (ukuthi) meaning (that)) 
that things will get better because a number of textbooks that do not want to bring 
along their textbooks is increasing. Our learners want to use this technology to study. 
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(Interviewer) Dr Mathe thank you very much, you have been a great help. 
Transcribed interview with Mr Makulane of Bhukulani Senior Secondary School 
PSEUDONYM OF THE PARTICIPANT (HOD A) 
(Interviewer) Thank you for agreeing to see me at this time. My name is 
Thembinkosi Trevor Zwane, I am a part time student registered with the 
University of Johannesburg. I am currently doing a study based on the 
empowerment of SMT members to actively participate in school financial 
management. SMT compromises of the school principal, deputy school 
principal and HOD for subject streams in public schools. I do understand that 
the South African Schools Act says the Schools Governing Body SGB) are the 
ones who are responsible for managing the finances of the school. The school 
principal is there to offer guidance and support. However, as part of SGB, in 
most cases you will that there are certain teachers, some may be SMTs who 
are there but they are there representing teachers, they are not there as a 
structure of SMT. Now the funds that are allocated to the schools by the 
department of education are spent mainly on Learning and Teaching Support 
Material (LTSM). I believe that 50% goes to LTSM. But my problem is HODs can 
go up so far as providing the needs of their department but not beyond that. 
So my research is seeking to reveal, how can SMT of public schools be 
empowered to actively participate in school financial management fully so. 
So that is all that my topic is all about and today Sir I actually came to you 
because I believe that you are holding vital information to in order for me to 
unpack this topic that I am currently researching. 
(Interviewer) So with your permission, can we please go to question number 
1? Can you please briefly describe your role in managing the school’s 
finances? 
Respondent HOD A: thank you very much Mr Zwane, you are welcome to interview 
me in the development of your career as an educator. The first question is what my 
role in managing the school finances is. Currently Mr Zwane I am serving under the 
finance committee, that is the role which I am serving now now so as serving in that 
committee our responsibility is to do the budget of the entire institution, so therefore 
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now what happens we try to compile the budget from the HOD together with the 
budget from the GA general assistants and the budget from the clerks and then we 
compile one budget of the institution and then after we also do the expenditure, how 
are we going to go about to spend those monies which we have received and then 
bear in mind we are controlled by the allocation from the government so therefore 
whatsoever we are budgeting should not go beyond the allocation which we  
received. And should not interfere actually with the sources because what usually 
happens, you see we have got… our funds are ring-fenced in such a way that we 
have LTSM (as you have indicated), we got maintenance, we have got service so 
therefore we look at all those ones. 
(Interviewer) Thank you very Sir for just describing to me your role, so now in 
terms of the financial duties, are there any that are delegated to you as an 
HOD? because you have just spoken about the fact that you are involved in 
the finance committee of the school, you are responsible for doing the budget 
but now what is your role in the entirety…in terms of the financial duties to 
you as an HOD, are there any that are delegated to you by the school. 
Respondent HOD A: not, not that much except that what we are requested to do is 
to forward the requisitions, what we need as the department, thereafter we forward 
to…to the SGB, so now the SGB is the one which is going to see to it that what we 
have requested we are provided with. We don’t have a specific budget to say now 
this is the budget for the department. 
(interviewer) so now whatever requisition that you did as an HOD, you forward 
to the SGB and then the SGB see to it that it buys those. 
Respondent HOD A: Yes 
(Interviewer) Moving on to question 3: What impact do you have as a HOD in 
the management of the school finances? 
Respondent HOD A: In this time, I will talk in the position of…of….of…. finance 
committee because that is where we sit and we decided whatsoever we want as the 
finance committee and whatsoever we don’t need as the finance committee but as 
the HOD we are too limited, I must say, we are too limited in such a way that 
we…you don’t have to do much role. Sometimes the role which I have, I play it in the 
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finance committee than when I am in the HOD. Because in the HOD as I have 
already indicated to you, you put your requisition and say can you highlight me with 
one two three because unfortunately or fortunately in our institution we do not say 
these are specifically for a certain department. Say for example, when we do the 
buying of paper, we don’t say we are buying papers for the department, we do not 
say we are buying stocks for the department, so we do for the entire school so the 
only difference tend to be where instruments, calculator and so forth, those are 
specifically for the department and although we do not buy them now and again, you 
may find that sometimes we spend three years or more without buying those 
resources because you buy them once then we keep them for a longer period. 
(interviewer) ok thank you very much Mr Makulane, but now I think looking at 
question 4, I do not think that you will have much to say since you say there 
are no financial duties that are delegated to you as an HOD but since you 
alluded to the fact that you are involved in the finance committee of the 
school. What are some of the challenges there that you will like to expand on.  
Respondent HOD A : Yes, the challenges tend to be, ehhh little resources which we 
are offered as the institution in such a way that before we get say sometimes, two 
months before we get government allocation, you find that the monies of the school, 
the coffers of the school are running dry. Those are the challenges and what causes 
that is the the…the high number of stationery, a high number of textbooks which we 
are buying and the maintenance issue is also costing the school a lot of money 
because sometimes you find that one way or another you go beyond what you are 
allocated, those are the challenges. And ehhh how can we go about doing those 
challenges, I should think is when the parents are involved and they need to know 
exactly how the finances are being utilised at school. In that case if they know they 
should be able to lend a hand to say how we help because in most cases parents in 
our institution they do not contribute any anything. It just there and there and you 
may find that they are not even contributing 1% of what the government is allocating 
to us. 
(Interviewer) So now talking about parents, you mean the parent of the 
learners or the parents in the SGB. 
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Respondent HOD A: The parent of the learners, say for example if we are having 
that 14 500 learners we can say it is, it is ehh it’s a matter of must that each and 
every learner for that particular year, each learner must contribute a minimum of 
R200, in that way we can be able to achieve a lot of things. 
(Interviewer) OK…OK…OK… thank you very much Mr Makulane for your very 
very important inputs, now moving on to question number 5 since we are 
talking about financial management. What are some of the inputs you can 
suggest to improve efficiency and effectiveness of financial management in 
your school? 
(Interviewer) I do understand that you have alluded to the fact that there must 
be parental involvement. I do not know whether there are any other things that 
you will like to add in order to improve the efficiency and the effectiveness of 
school financial management. 
Respondent HOD A : ehh is the regular training of the those people who are in the 
finance committee, the regular training of the those people who are in the SGB 
especially parents because what usually happens in our townships school, we don’t 
elect parent to the SGB because there are certain expertise which we see from the 
parents, we just elect so that, that parent will be able to assist, only to find that at a 
later stage we realise that parent serving in the SGB, serving in the parents, in the 
finance committee he doesn’t have those skills to manage finances so it is very 
much important that parents are work shopped on how to go about managing the 
finances of the institution. 
(Interviewer) So now do you that it also relevant that the finance committee be 
included in the SGB or since they are working in isolation, according to you is 
that alright or maybe they can merge together. 
Respondent HOD A: Ehh especially from the representative of the educators, one 
or two, let me say one, must serve there in the finance committee and also in the 
SGB.  In that case there will be this link between what is happening in the SGB and 
what is happening in the finance. Also again in the SMT, jaah ehhh I should think 
one member from the SMT, apart from the principal because the principal is a 
member obviously, apart from the principal, we need to have someone who is from 
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the SMT who is also working in the finance committee and have this better 
understanding of how thing are done. 
(Interviewer) OK…OK that is a good one that is a good one, Mr Makulane, can 
you please describe your working relationship with the principal, deputy 
principal and the SGB. 
Respondent HOD A: Ehhh let me start with the SGB, Jaa the working relationship 
with our parents here who are our parent here is very super, so we do not have any 
anything against them and I do think even them they have anything against us as the 
educators, why because they are involved in the decision-making of the institution. 
They are always well informed of whatever situation is taking place so the 
relationship between us with our SGB is good. In such a way that, that why now and 
then they are always supporting, they are also supporting. What we say on 
educators, not specifically…not specifically a certain particular person but they are 
supporting the entire school. Ehhh with the deputy principal, actually we got two 
deputy principal at our school so the relationship is ok, is ok, the relationship 
between me and our deputy principals is ok. ehh may I also talk on behalf of other 
HOD, the relationship between the HOD and DP is super, satisfactory. Also with our 
principal, the relationship between the HOD and our principal is very good.is very 
good. That is why now and then when we sit in our meeting for…for the SMT in most 
cases we have our meetings on Monday so now we come up with one word. We do 
not have a situation after the meeting we have two meeting preaching different 
gospel, after the meeting we go out preaching one gospel which we have agreed 
upon in our sitting and same applies in our meeting we sometimes sit without the 
principal, we sometime sit without the principal, being the Head of Department and 
the deputy principal and then after that meeting we go out there being one, we do 
not go out and say this is what so ever has said. When we go, we come out from that 
meeting being, so now even if we report to the principal, it is reported as 
the…the…the one team and not one man. 
(Interviewer) So like in short, there is distributive leadership Just as you are 
talking about holding meetings without the school principal and the meeting 
who are present in that meeting, they are speaking in one voice as you are 
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saying. So all in all, there is good relationship among all these parties I have 
mentioned. 
Respondent HOD A: there is no other word to describe this, very good relationship 
between the entire management. That is where sometimes you do not see these 
groups at our management. You can’t see a certain a certain group with another 
group. We are one, we are one as the head of department, we are one including the 
deputy principal, and we are also one including the principal. So we do not have that 
issue of favouritism where you can say there certain members for the principal, there 
are certain member for the DP, and there are certain members for Ms Deputy 
Principal. No…No…No. 
(Interviewer) Mr Makulane great insights Sir, so now can we please look at the 
last question and the one that is the most important, now how can the 
empowerment of HODs be reinforced to actively participate in school financial 
management? 
Respondent HOD A: This one though it may be a little bit similar to that one of 
parent, I should think all the HOD should serve in the financial committee because 
they are the managers of the institution and when you manage the institution, you do 
not manage a certain area. You manage the entire institution so now you don’t, as 
HOD; need to know part of something and another part you don’t know so if we have 
HOD serving in the finance committee that one can develop the HOD. Another point 
can be the workshop, of course our government is doing a very fine job whereby now 
and then they work shop us in the content but now they ignore this part of finance. 
That is why in most if someone get a promotional post, that person one way or 
another, the first few years will be struggling why because he was not trained while 
he was still the HOD and you get trained while you still HOD and again in the DP and 
again in the principal position. That will be excellent. So now the finance committee, 
the regular workshops organised by the district or whoever, Matthew Goniwe, it will 
help the HOD a big deal. 
(Interviewer) OK…OK…Mr Makulane thank you very much Sir, a question came 
up now, I did not prepare it as part of my questions there. So now you are 
proposing that the HOD must be part of the financial committee just for 
reinforcing empowerment. So in terms of that, in light of that, do you think is 
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there any difference between the financial duties of the finance committee and 
the SGB of the school? 
Respondent HOD A: Ehhh not that much, isn’t it that usually what happens in the 
financial committee is not the entire SGB, you may find that they have three SGB 
representatives, the treasurer, secretary and these others who are not from the SGB 
and all in all they… we are five if not mistaken so that if we say the entire SMT 
should be part of that. It means there will be that understanding. Isn’t that after the 
meeting the HOD must actually understand what is expected, what is happening 
from him in his position as the HOD. And then it will avoid the situation whereby 
there are these questions, clarity seeking questions from the manger against the 
manager because if you are there then you understand everything, that is what is 
happening and you will be able to draw way forward for the entire institution. 
(Interviewer) I just like the point that you made that a person in the executive 
position cannot pose a question to a person in executive position. There need 
to be that one word, agreement as things are unfolding in the school. Mr 
Makulane I think I am done, thank you for your insight, I think we are done Sir. 
 
THANK YOU THAT MARKS THE END OF OUR INTERVIEW SESSION. 
 
Transcribed interview with Mr Ntloko of Bhukulani Senior Secondary School 
PSEUDONYM OF THE PARTICIPANT (DP A) 
Thank you for agreeing to see me at this time. My Mr is Thembinkosi Trevor 
Zwane, I am a part time student registered with the University of 
Johannesburg. I am currently doing a study based on the empowerment of 
SMT members to actively participate in school financial management. I believe 
that SMT compromises of the school principal, deputy school principal and 
HOD for various subject streams in public schools. I do understand that the 
South African Schools Act says that the School Governing Body SGB) are the 
ones who are responsible for managing the finances of the school. The school 
principal is there to offer guidance and support. However, as part of SGB, in 
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most cases you will that there are certain teachers, some may be SMTs who 
are there but they are there representing teachers, they are not there as a 
structure of SMT. Now the funds that are allocated to the schools by the 
department of education are spent mainly on Learning and Teaching Support 
Material (LTSM). I believe that 50% goes to LTSM. But my problem is the DPs 
and HODs can go up so far as providing the needs of their department and the 
DP’s are responsible in normal cases to drive curriculum in public schools. So 
my research is seeking to understand or to reveal, how SMT of public schools 
can be empowered to actively participate in school financial management. 
So now I need us to understand that SMT will only refer to the DP and the 
HODs in this principal in this matter. I am not actually considering the school 
principal. So now SMT will only refer to DP and HOD in this particular matter 
So that is all that my topic is all about and today Sir I actually came to you 
because I believe that you are holding vital information in order to help me  
unpack this topic that I am currently researching. 
So with your permission Mr Ntloko, can we please go to question number 1? 
Can you please briefly describe your role in managing the school’s finances as 
a DP? 
Respondent DP A: yaaahhh the role is to be part of the finance committee. 
According to the requirement of our school, all DP must…must be part of the finance 
committee and that’s where they play the role in terms of managing the funds. By 
just being the member, we look at budget issues that mean you budget for the 
school at the beginning of the year, say at the end of the year for the following year. 
You look at things that should be bought, prioritising of course. What can be afforded 
by the school, you also are supposed as much as it does not happen all the time. 
Whenever the schools wants to buy something, you must sit and be involved in 
choosing whatever is going to be bought, choosing the person who is supposed to 
supply for the school but in reality it does not happen all the time.  Sometimes you 
can see things being bought without the member having being part of the decision 
making. 
Thank you very much Mr Ntloko, in terms that you were just explaining to me 
your role in managing the school finances and one of the key points you have 
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made is that you are expected to be part of the finance committee as you are a 
DP. Are there any other financial duties that are delegated to you personally 
without having being in the finance committee?  
Respondent DP A: really not, really not because you just discuss there as a 
committee, I think it’s the requirement of SASA that every quarter you must prepare 
the financial statement that must be presented to the staff and later on to the…the 
parents. Really that statement is prepared is prepared by the treasurer and should I 
say the finance officer. Yours is to go through the statement, ask questions. In most 
cases you meet thing in the statement, why this bought, why was…was this amount 
paid for this. You just get explanation from the people who were involved but really to 
say as a DP you decided on many things, really not, because this very same 
committee is just a committee of the SGB. So in most cases whatever should be 
done is done by the SGB. 
(Interviewer) Thank you very much Sir. Now question 3 says what impact do 
you have as a deputy principal in the management of the school finances? 
Respondent DP A: it is very little, it’s very little to be honest because you do not 
really make important cases, as I am saying this committee needs to look at 
statements that has to be prepared by these two people, finance officer and the 
treasurer so it’s like you are correcting certain on the bank statement before it is 
taken to the staff and from the staff to the parents. Just to get clarity in case there 
are questions that are asked but in most case, most of the things that appear on that 
statement, as a deputy you were not part of that but then you are then expected 
when the statement is presented maybe to the staff or to the parents, you are 
expected to defend whatever that is there. 
(Interviewer) Ok…ok…ok so sometimes you are expected to defend things that 
you were not part of? 
Respondent DP A: just because the statement started with you but the statement is 
taken to the staff, the assumption is that you now know everything that appears on 
that statement so that if question are asked say maybe why this was done because 
you have a prior information, as a committee you can then stand up and answer 
when in actual fact you were not necessarily part of the decision making. Maybe let’s 
say a machine has been bought, somebody says why did you buy this machines, if 
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you answer it will only be based on what you heard when the statement was being 
discussed by the finances committee. 
Thank very much Mr Ntloko, so in case of absence by the principal, what 
normally happens. Maybe let’s say the principal is absent and there is no one 
to account exactly for what is happening in the SGB. So what happens in that 
situation as a DP? 
Respondent DP A: jahhh but if it is finance issues, sometimes we wouldn’t even be 
there except the treasurer. Treasurer as the person who is presenting the statement 
to these structures, the staff as well as the general parent, he is the one who must 
account for most of the things and you will expect that maybe the principal, when 
those meeting are set, they must make sure that the principal is there on that day. 
Otherwise, you can just, if there is an emergency, you can just try to explanation 
something, those that you know, but the key person is the treasurer. As well as the 
other person, because the treasurer, the principal and chairperson of the SGB, I 
think those are the key people. So in the absence of the principal, the treasurer and 
the chairperson should they be able to answer the questions. Because in most 
cases, these three people are the signatories, every cheque that is signed, the two of 
the three people must append their signatures, hence they are the key people when 
it comes to accountability.  
(Interviewer) Ok ok ok, Mr Ntloko, next question says what are some of the 
challenges you have come across with in executing your financial duties and 
how did you deal with these challenges? Just to expand on this, I think you 
have alluded to this point that sometimes you are expected to answer some of 
the questions that the parents or the staff might pose to the financial 
statement that you are presenting and you will find that you were actually not 
involved from the planning phase up until that financial statement was 
finalised in that SGB setting. So now beside this challenge, are there any other 
challenges that you can point out? 
Respondent DP A: mmmhh the thing I am telling you is that, in situations where you 
find that certain things have been bought and maybe as a member of the finance 
committee you do not feel happy or somebody was paid for a certain services, 
cutting of trees, buying of photocopy machine, you just know the machine being 
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bought but you do not know why this supplier was chosen, you see that is a 
challenge but you are expected to say this is the machine for the school. And what 
else, you just have to accept but most of the things that are bought really, the main 
challenge is that you are not part of the key decision in most cases. When things that 
are bought, you are not involved in most cases and you have no option but just to 
accept that things have been bought. 
(Interviewer) Ok so now in terms of dealing with these challenges, what do you 
normally do? 
Respondent DP A: Ahhh there is nothing really, there is nothing; you cannot 
challenge and say why did you buy this machine? Remember the requirement of the 
school is that when you are to buy something, you have to look for three quotations 
so you will never know whether there were three quotations, you will never know 
whether three people were involved, let’s say somebody has to offer certain service 
for the school, you will never know how many people were involved and why was 
this one chosen. You must find that this person was chosen to do this job and it ends 
there, there is nothing you are going to do as DP. In most cases, you are just there; I 
do not know whether to call it rubber stamping the statement, fine you will ask 
question why this was done but really…really there is nothing you can do. You 
cannot change and say it was wrong or what. 
(Interviewer) Ok Mr Ntloko, so the next question says what are some of the 
inputs you can suggest to improve efficiency and effectiveness of financial 
management in your school? 
Respondent DP A: I think it will the transparency in the finance committee for 
everything that involves finances, there is no use being a member of the finance 
committee if there are certain issues that are going to be done without your 
knowledge. What is the use, what’s the use? I think if the school was to say in every 
decision that is being made, maybe you agree on urgent matters which are cheaper 
because I think there are requirements that if some things are to be bought, and it 
costs say this much, say it is more than 15 or 10 thousand then in such cases, 
everybody must be involved. So if that can be the case maybe, I think that will make 
the contribution of other members more meaningful because now everything now 
that is bought is somebody has to do anything at school, so maybe let’s say painting, 
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if it is painting or fixing glasses whatever minor duties, that someone needs to be 
engaged. This committee must always sit, now what you will find is that even the 
very same statement, I think that is another challenge. While the statements are 
supposed to be done every quarter, there are cases; where you will find that you are 
three quarters behind, maybe in year,  I do not remember this year in fact sitting, 
now its September and that means you are towards the end of 3rd quarter but we 
never sat to even discuss that statement so if we can make sure that the statement 
is prepared every quarter and all the members are involved in terms of whatever will 
be in that statement, we will know other than meeting things when the statement is 
presented to you as expected to make correction, so in that case, your contributions 
can be very meaningful.  
(Interviewer) Great insights Sir, question 6 says describe your working 
relationship with the principal and the SGB. 
Respondent DP A: The working relationship is very good, but on academic issues, 
it has nothing to do with the finances, jaah because there are so many things that the 
SGB buys and I know nothing about them, uhmmm photocopy machine, (there was 
a minor disturbance, another teacher walked in but continued afterwards) 
(Interviewer) Yes Mr Ntloko, you were saying that, it is only good on academic 
issues but not on finances.  
Respondent DP A: jaah finances ahhh no…no…no, really I will be lying if I say, 
because there are so many things that are done by the SGB but as DP I do not 
know, I am not aware. You see things bought, where were they bought, why were 
they bought, in pic n pay, why was this supplier chosen, supplier who supply books, 
why this machine was bought, why this guy was engaged maybe to, say maybe to 
repair doors, all those things you will never know why they were made, how they 
were done so you cannot say maybe financially we have that good working 
relationship.  
OK…OK…OK, uhmmm the last question Mr Ntloko, How can the empowerment 
of SMTs be strengthened to actively participate in school financial 
management? 
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Respondent DP A: I think this finance committee, unfortunately for now, it only for 
now, its DPs , it the treasurer representing the SGB, then is the chairperson, then is 
the finance officer who is like the admin clerk, it’s the principal, the two deputy and 
then any other PL1 educator can also be involved who is interested with that, it can 
be two or more but if really we had to engage the entire SMT, I would appreciate the 
situation where all SMT members are part of the finance committee because if you 
look at things that are bought for the school, they are for these departments, but if 
the HODs are not there, then that is something else. They should be there, they 
should know, if for instances, their requisitions in a certain department they require 
100 books, they should know why the school decided to buy 20 instead of 100. 
Instead of just requisition 50 books and you get 20, you do even know why 20. Why 
there was a shortage so if you are sitting in that forum, you will know that there is no 
enough money and you will prioritise this and that. So if all SMT as managers, I think 
if they could be involved, then it’s far better. Then be subjected to trainings, like if 
they are doing some training organised by the district, say this is provided by 
somebody else who is empowering the SMT members but if there can be all involved 
in this committee, I think it can be far better, that will improve transparency. 
Everybody will know what is going on. 
(Interviewer) Thank you very much Mr Ntloko, that concluded our interview, 
thank you very much 
  
Transcribed interview with Dr Mathe MM of Bhukulani Senior Secondary 
School 
PSEUDONYM OF THE PARTICIPANT (SGB CHAIRPERSON A) 
(interviewer) Babu (Mr.) Shezi thank you very much for agreeing to see me at 
this time. My name is Thembinkosi Trevor Zwane. I am a part student. I am 
registered with the University of Johannesburg. I am a currently doing a study 
Baba (Mr) based on empowerment of school management teams (SMT) 
members to actively participate in school financial management. I do 
understand Mr Shezi that the SGBs in public schools, they are the ones who 
are actually responsible for managing the finances of the school and also the 
principal must also be there. But my problem is that, the school principals in 
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normal cases, they are having many duties and sometimes they cannot be 
hands-on when it comes to issues dealing with finances of the school. So an 
SGB chairperson, I understand better that you are the one now who is actually 
left with so much responsibility in terms of managing the school funds. So 
now this research that I am currently conducting seeks to understand your 
views in terms of empowerment of SMT members, the school management 
teams, that is besides the school principal in terms of managing the finances 
of the school. Because I will think if ever you are working alone as maybe 
sometimes you do, maybe the principal is engaged somewhere. Maybe you 
find yourself under a lot of pressure to actually deal with the finances of the 
school. So now my research is actually seeking to understand your 
perceptions or your views in terms of empowering the SMT members, other 
than the school principal, to actively participate in school financial 
management. So now baba (Mr) with your permission, can we look at question 
number 1. 
(Interviewer) Briefly describe your responsibilities for managing the school’s 
finances. 
Respondent SGB Chairperson A: Thanks Sir, my name is Nicholas Shezi, 
chairperson of the SGB. ―Ngizothanda ukuthi ngichaze ngesiZulu, anagazi if it is ok‖ I 
would like to express myself in IsiZulu, I do not know if it is ok?  (Interviewer: its 
fine its fine). ―Ehh Sir mina ngokubona kwami khona kunzima because most of the 
time you find that uPrincipal ubusy, you find some teachers coming to you, heeey 
man , we want this and this, kuphuke something which I need. But since I am 
chairperson, angikaze ngahlangana kakhulu ne SMT, school management team, 
angikaze ngahlangana nabo. Most of the time bengingathanda ukuthi if iSMT 
njengoba nathi singama SGB sinokunikezwa itraining kube nelanga kuthiwe siye 
kutraining. Bengingathanda kakhulu iSMT bayi involve kakhulu ezintweni ezinjalo 
ukuthi nayo itrainwe nathi sibazi ukuthi bayipart yethu yeSGB ukuthi ama funds 
eskole arunniwa kanjani. Izinto ezifunekayo because most of the time, mina uma 
kwenzeka izinto, nginokubonana no principal, uthole ukuthi siyabonisana sometimes 
no secretary njengoba uMam Mphathi sekuyisecretary ye SGB unokuba khona asho 
izinto ezifunekayo. Ngoba unokusho ukuthi ey sinezinkinga la nala ngoba uyabona 
njengama buying of textbooks, stationery, lezi ezi-expensive, you will find most of the 
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time ne SMT, well ngingazi ukuthi banokuhlangana no principal nezincwadi 
ezishodayo no principal bavumelane ke lapho bese nathi siyabizwa 
kuzokhunyuliswana ukuthi nayi iSMT sinezincwadi ezinjena nezinjena ezishodayo 
but bengingathanda ukuthi most of the time babe involved uyabona, sibazi ukuthi 
nabo ngoba izimali ezikhishwayo for izinto ezifna nabo ma textbook, stationery is too 
much‖.  
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
“Thanks Sir, my name is Nicholas Shezi, chairperson of the SGB. I would like 
to express myself in IsiZulu, I do not know if it is ok? Sir according to me, 
there are difficulties because most of the time you find that the principal is 
busy. You find some teachers coming to you and say we want this and that. 
There is something that is broken and we need it. But since I am a 
chairperson, I have never met with the SMT, school management team; I have 
never met with them. Most of the time I would I would love that SMT as we are 
the SGB members do trainings together. We ought to be given training 
collectively. I would love for SMT to be involved extensively in such trainings. 
SMT must be trained so that they are a part of us in SGB so that they are 
trained how finances of the school must be run. The things that are needed 
most of the times, I as the SGB most of the time meet up with the principal. We 
most of the time interact with each other together with the SGB secretary. The 
secretary is present sometimes to put forward the needs of the school. 
Because she sometimes says that we are having a problem here and there 
such as buying of textbooks, stationery, all of these things that are expensive. 
You will find most the time with SMT they agree with the principal when they 
meet and then we are called as SGB so that we can agree with each other on 
the purchases put forward. But I would love that most of the time, SMT be 
involved, we as SGB must know them because funds that are directed to LTSM 
are quite too much” 
(Interviewer) “Baba uShezi ngiyabonga, ngiyabonga kakhulu, bengicela 
sibheke lombuzo wesibili lo othi”. (Mr. Shezi Thank you very much, thank you 
very much, can we look at the net question that says): What are the differences 
and/or similarities you notice in financial duties of the principal and SGB-Why 
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do you perceive such responsibilities as similar or different? (Translated to 
isiZulu to pass understanding of the question posed to the participant) 
Respondent SGB Chairperson A: ―Kakhulu ngiwubona, ufana kakhulu ngoba 
uPrincipal akayenzi into ay1. Most of the time nginokuba la eskoleni, uyangi involva 
sometimes mhlawumbe asho ukuthi before enza into eso asi-contacte nabanye 
abazali abaku SGB. Uzoyenzake mhlawumbe ngawo ama Whatsup abatshele ukuthi 
ufuna ukwenza into eso so bekacela ukuthi sihlangane kuqala‖ 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
“Mainly I see our duties being the same because the principal does not do 
things alone. Most of the times I, as the SGB chairperson, am here in school. 
He involves me and sometimes speaks beforehand prior to doing something. 
He does call us as well as other parents in the SGB. He contacts us via 
Whatsup (communication channel) and tells that that he intends to do these 
things so he does call for a meeting first in such situations” 
(interviewer) “so ngamanye amazwi kuyasetshenziswana” (so in other words 
there is collaboration? 
Respondent SGB Chairperson A: ―kuyasentshiswana‖ (there is collaboration) 
(Interviewer): How does your education background assist in executing your 
financial responsibilities? You can give reference to courses or trainings that 
you did or do attend to harness your skill and competency in school financial 
management. 
(Interviewer) njengoba uqeda kusho ukuthi akhona ama training eninokwa 
attenda and uqeda kusho ukuthi you can love the SMT ukuthi abe khona lapho 
azibonakalise so la sesibheke khona ukuthi ingabe ikhona imfundo oyenzile 
with regards to financial management.  
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE QUESTION POSED 
(Just as you have mentioned that there are trainings that you sometimes 
attend and you also mentioned that you can admire SMT to be there and be 
seen. So here we are looking at the availability of any educational background 
with regards to financial management) 
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Respondent SGB Chairperson A: no ayikho. Yazi njengawo lama training 
bengingathanda, cause siyaya for ama training kuphelele lapho, akukho phepha 
mhlawumbe elizothi hhayi uke wa attender into eso yama SGB nama financials. 
Kuyakhulunyiswana bese after lapho kuphelile.  
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
“No I have no educational background, just as these training, it would be 
proper that we are furnished with a training certificate as SGBs. We tend to 
attend those training and just deliberate and after that, we are done. We do go 
to these trainings but there is no tangible thing that we get after” 
(Interviewer) so ngamanye amazwi bowungathanda ukuthi uma seniyile kube 
khona iphepha elibonisa ukuthi mina njengobaba uNicholas Shezi ngike 
ngafika. 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE QUESTION POSED 
“In other words, you would love that there be a certificate that is made avalible 
to mark your own availability there”. 
Respondent SGB Chairperson A: ―he nodded, jah elizobonisa ukuthi ngikengafika‖ 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
“(He nodded) Yes a paper that will show I did attend” 
(interviewer) Ngiyabonga kakhulu, so manje wena personally ayikho nje eneye 
into oyenzile mhlawube oyewayifunda ngaphandle kwayo lama training, 
ephathelane nayo ischool financial management. 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE QUESTION POSED 
“Thank you very much, so now, personally, isn’t there any other course that 
you did besides these training that are with regards to school financial 
management” 
Respondent SGB Chairperson A: ―ay no ayikho‖. 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
“No there is absolutely nothing” 
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(Interviewer) ngiyabonga number 4 uthi. (Thank you, question 4 says) What are 
the challenges you experienced in executing your financial functions and how 
did you deal with these challenges? (Translated to isiZulu) 
Respondent SGB Chairperson A: ―khona ubunzima kuba khona ngoba angeke 
ubayenze abo teacher happy, kufika omunye akhale ngento eso, heeey mhlawumbe 
iclass lam likanje kanje uyabo. Njengamanje kufanele sibheke iminyango, usecretary 
uyewakhala. umuntu simtholile kodwa sinenkinga kodwa ngokuya mhlawube naye 
iskhathi siyahamba. Uzobona ukuthi eyy abo babu Shezi ngiba reportele ngokuthi 
lomnyango uma kunomoya uyavuleka, uyabona uvaleke yabona. Kodwa loko 
siphezu kwakho, ukuthi lomuntu fanele nje sesimtshelile. Ukuthi kufanele kuthengwe 
leyo material ilungiswe ngoba ezinye phela abo teacher ngathi eish thina abafuni 
ukusenzela kodwa abanye oteacher uyabayenzela. Ngingathi yibo lobunzima lobo‖ 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
“There are difficulties because you won’t make all the teachers happy. One 
teacher will arrive and put a complaint about such a thing and day maybe my 
class is like this and this and this. Such as now, we are supposed to look at 
doors. The SGB secretary laid a complaint that we have found someone to fix 
the doors but time is running out and maybe this person will soon vanish. The 
SGB secretary will see that I have reported to the SGB chairperson about this 
door, saying that if ever there is wind, it closes and opens abruptly so. But we 
are aware of that and we have to engage this person soonest.  We just have to 
buy material so that these doors are fixed so that teachers do not conclude 
that others get assisted by the SGB on time and others are not.” 
(interviewr) so ubunzima ukuthi mele ujabulise abantu abaningi ngesikhathi 
esisodwa?  
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE QUESTION POSED 
“So the difficulties are that, you must make everyone happy at such a short 
period of time?” 
Respondent SGB Chairperson A:―ehh so manje uthole ukuthi ngesikhathi esiningi 
akwenzeki ngoba isifiso sami bekunguthi uma be reportile, next week kuyenzeke. 
Sometimes, njengalo ebesimtholile umuntu ongekho expensive kodwa uyazi imali 
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yakhona mayilokhu iphuma. Mhlawumbe asithi a month sesikhiphe imali eningi. 
Nakhona laba abasuka kuma finances banokukhala ukuthi hheyi seyiningi imali 
yesikole ephumile. (Interviewer: laba abase district bayakhala (those from the 
district are complaining?). Ngingasho ukuthi  nalapha ama finance esi nawo e-
officini bathi uyabona imali esiphumayo seyiningi kanjani. Njengeze transport, uma 
niyeku-training. Kufuneka lezozimali lezo ukuthi abo teacher (baye) ende kuya 
nange distance. Njengoba nani nisebenzisa izimoto zenu kakhulu kuba more 
expensive. Sometimes uma kungavunyelwana kahle. That’s why sometimes 
sesahlala phansi nabe finance sabheka ama distance ukuthi singalokhu ukuthi, 
mhlawumbe ngengawe ukuthi sizokunikeza R50, omunye sithi sizomunikeza  60 
rands sabheka ama distance savumelana ngawo ukuthi uma kuyi distance eso 
kuzoba imali engaka” 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
“In most cases, things are not happening as per my wish. I would love a 
situation whereby if the parents have reported, the following week, they must 
already be assisted. Just as this one we have found who was not expensive 
but if money always flows out, say in a month, so much money flows out, the 
people in finances normally complain that there is so much money that has 
flown out from the school bank account. (Interviewer: laba abase district 
bayakhala (those from the district are complaining?). I can say those people 
who are working with finances that are found at the office, they tend to see so 
much money flowing out. Just as funds for transport for teachers when going 
for training. Such funds are needed to be paid out as per the distance to be 
travelled. Such as you using your own transport, it becomes more expensive. 
If ever there can be agreement. That is why at times we sat down and looked at 
finances and distances so that we do not always give R50, 00 to one individual 
and R60, 00 to the next individual. We looked at the distances and came to 
agreement that if distance is like this, we agree on so much” 
(Interviewer) ngiyabonga kakhulu babu Shezi, mangibheka lapha kumbuzo 
wesihlanu uthi (Thank you very much, when we look at question 5) Briefly 
describe your working relationship with the school principal and other SMT 
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members such as the deputy principal(s) and Head of Departments. 
(Translated into isiZulu) 
Bowusowukhulumile ngakho ukuthi mhlawumbe nama SMT anihlangani kahle 
kodwa bengicela unabe kabanzi. 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE QUESTION POSED 
“You already spoke about the point that you do not meet with the SMT, can 
you expand more on that” 
Respondent SGB Chairperson A: ―kushukuthi ngingathi bonke ngoba ngabe 
bengingasebenzisani nabo bengingeke ngihlale ngila eskolweni, ngasho kakhulu 
naye uPrincipal unokungikhuthaza kakhulu ukuthi hhayi ukuba khona kwakho la 
nabo thisha bonke, SMT, ibanikeza umdladla, njengabo ama HOD (he mentioned a 
few in school) uyabona baya enjoya ukuba khona nami ngoba kakhukulukazi 
banokuxoxa nami kujokwe ngoba nayo ideputy principal uma sikhona   Saturday for 
ama grade 12. Angeke noma ihamba ivele iphume. Inokuza kimi ithi hheyy babu 
Shezi ngathi namuhla ngizohamba early. Sengihlala ngazi. Nawo ama HOD 
mangikhona njengoba kunga security, uma behamba bayasho ukuthi  siyabonga 
lokho kuminisha kakhulu kimina okuthi hhayi nami ngiyi part yaleskole. Nonke 
abothisha hhey, abaphumi egatini bangavalelisanga. Kushuthi lokho umsebenzi 
wami uyangikhuthaza kakhulu‖  
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
“I can say that I have a good relationship with all of them, we do work with 
each other in a good way, and otherwise I would not be seen here at school at 
all times. Even the principal always encourages me greatly that my presence 
here is strengthening. All the teacher and HODs (he mentioned a few) do 
appreciate my presence here. They do enjoy my presence because they do 
communicate with me and we make jokes. Even the deputy principal if present, 
we work together during Saturday classes for grade 12s. Even when the 
deputy leaves, he informs me that he will take an early curfew so that I stay 
knowing. Even the HODs when I am here, they do let me know and that alone 
brings gratitude and means a lot to me because that implies to me that, I am 
also part of the school. All the teachers when going outside the gate, they 
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don’t do so without informing me that they are leaving. That alone encourages 
me to move forward with my duties” 
(Interviewer) So seli lonke ninobudlelwana obuhle (so in all, you have a good 
relationship with all of them?)  (interviewer asked and the respondent nodded 
to that). 
(Interviewer) babu Shezi ngiyabonga kakhulu so le question yokugcina ithi (Mr 
Shezi, thank you very much, the last question says) How can SMT, other than 
the school principal, be empowered to manage the school’s finances. 
(Translated into isiZulu) 
Respondent SGB Chairperson A: ―kushu kuthi kufana nalokhu okokuqala ukuthi 
bengingajabula kakhulu ukuthi nabo babanikeze leyo training, ukuthi nayo iSGB uma 
sihlangene babe involved kithi ngoba kukulu esingakufunda kubo. Bangasibonisa 
ukuthi mhlawumbe uma singayenza into enje uku mananger ama finances eskole‖ 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
“It is like that first question you posed that, I would be very much happy when 
I see them being given that training. When the SGB are together, SMT must be 
involved as well because we can learn a lot from them. They can show us that 
we can do this in order to manage the finances of the school. 
(Interviewer) njengoba vele bosowushilo ukuthi nemali yeskole eningi ingena 
kuzolezincwadi zabo zama HOD. (Just as you have said that, so much money 
for the school is direct towards the LTSM as HOD demands) 
Respondent SGB Chairperson A: ―yebo mabangene kubanjiswane‖ 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
“Yes, they must come in so that we can cooperate with one another” 
(Interviewer) so ubona ukuthi kuhle uma nabo bangangena kulama training 
uma ngabe bakhona. 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE QUESTION POSED 
“So do you see any goodness if ever they can be part of these SGB training if 
they are there?” 
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Respondent SGB Chairperson A: ―Kakhulu, mhlawumbe nala eskolweni uthole 
ukuthi SGB ine meeting, nabo babe khona uthole ukuthi uma sikhuluma nabo uma 
bekhuluma, yonke into ikhulunywe etafuleni sithi mhlawumbe nanoma seyiphumela 
ngaphandle sibe sazi ukuthi savumelana ngayo‖ 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
“There is so much goodness because even her at school, you will find that the 
SGB has a meeting, SMT must also be there so that when we talk, they (SMT) 
must also have inputs. Everything must be spoken about in one sitting so that 
if ever that particular issue is escalated outside the meeting, we would be 
comfortable with that because we would know that agreement was reached” 
(Interviewer) babu SHezi ngiyabonga kakhulu ngesikhathi sakho, wonke ama 
question bengifuna ukuwabuza aphelela lapho, njengoba besengishilo 
kukhona uphando engiluyenzayo  nje ne UJ ukuthi mangiqeda ngizokutshela 
ukuthi konke kuhambe kahle. 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE REMARK 
“ Mr Shezi thank you very much for your time, all the questions I wished to 
pose to you end there. Just as I said, there is a research that I am doing with 
UJ. So once completion, I will be more than glad to show you the results” 
Transcribed interview with Mam Mthlodi of Busisiwe Primary School 
PSEUDONYM OF THE PARTICIPANT (DP B) 
Thank you for agreeing to see me at this time. My Mr is Thembinkosi Trevor 
Zwane, I am a part time student registered with the University of 
Johannesburg. I am currently doing a study based on the empowerment of 
SMT members to actively participate in school financial management. I believe 
that SMT compromises of the school principal, deputy school principal and 
HOD for various subject streams in public schools. I do understand that the 
South African Schools Act says that the School Governing Body SGB) are the 
ones who are responsible for managing the finances of the school. The school 
principal is there to offer guidance and support. However, as part of SGB, in 
most cases you will that there are certain teachers, some may be SMTs who 
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are there but they are there representing teachers, they are not there as a 
structure of SMT. So my research is seeking to understand or to reveal, how 
SMT of public schools can be empowered to actively participate in school 
financial management. 
(Interviewer) ok Mma Question 1 says can you please briefly describe your role 
in   managing the school’s finances as a DP? 
Respondent DP B: I am not part of the fin comm (finance committee) of the school 
and right now the school has been allocated some funds but I am not even aware 
how much is allocated to the school, even when textbooks are purchased, you do 
not know which grade, each grade, how much is purchases, for textbook and 
stationery, even after the purchase is done, you are not even informed of what was 
spent and that is the problem. 
(Interviewer) so everything is controlled by the principal and the SGB? 
Respondent DP B: Yes 
(Interviewer) uhhmm ohk thank Mam, so number 2 says what financial duties 
are delegated to you as the deputy principal? Are there any other duties that 
are delegated to you, whether minor or major? 
Respondent DP B: uhhmmm NO like right now I am the coordinator of nutrition  so 
at times we are invited to attend workshops, that’s where I get allocation for food 
handlers, how much is allocated for payment and for the gas stove. That is all. 
(Interviewer) so as the deputy principal, you are just involved with the nutrition 
of the learners of which you do look at the finances from that. 
Respondent DP B: of which I get information from the district. 
(Interviewer) so number 3 says what impact do you have as a deputy principal 
in the management of the school finances? 
Respondent DP B: I don’t have. 
(Interviewer): you do not have any impact as the DP 
Respondent DP B: No I do not have any. 
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(Interviewer) now what are some of the challenges you have come across with 
in executing your financial duties and how did you deal with these challenges? 
Just as you mentioned that you are involved in nutrition. 
Respondent DP B: let me raise the issue of the grade Rs. Parents are the ones that 
pays the school funds for their children but at the end of the month the teachers 
concerned are not paid. Although the grade R practitioners get stipend from the 
department but as the school we need to provide them with something, I do not 
remember this year giving them something, of which it is not correct. When you ask, 
you are just informed that the parent do not pay on monthly basis, of which it disturbs 
the practitioners minds and their financial status. 
(Interviewer) So now do you have any idea in terms of the payments to say 
how much is it and how much they are supposed to get on a monthly basis.  
Respondent DP B: From department, 7 thousands and something but I will have to 
go verify, but as a school, in other institutions, roughly it depends on the numbers. 
But ehh I have interviewed some principals and they were saying on monthly basis 
they pay them something like 2 500 so there was a time when I was an acting 
principal. The principal was not here and I informed them that you know that parents 
do not make payment so I request one of you to choose a person who the funds will 
be paid to. They chose one practitioner but to my surprise a lot of money came and I 
Respondent DP B: We usually confront the principal and everything he says you 
know how parents are…are, every time they keep on promising that they will pay but 
they do not but I have seen during my era they were paying. If for the four months or 
five months that I have acted, there was enough money to pay the practitioners and 
to increase the salary, then what the principal to say that the parents are not paying. 
Since the beginning of this year, I am sure they are only paid twice.  
called the SGB of that time, we sat together and I showed them how much was paid. 
By then they were paid R750, 00 but then I said that is too little for other then added 
another R750, 00 of which it made R1 500, 00. There is this documents, the contract 
from the district and again the SGB that since we saw that parents initially they do 
pay but according to the principal they eluded that they are paying peanuts but I 
requested that we make, last year, for the year 2017 the contract that we made 
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together, it indicated that the payment for the practitioner should increase from the 
R1 500, 00 that we were paying to R2 000, 00. 
(Interviewer) so those are some of the challenges, so now how do you deal 
with these challenges so if ever maybe you find that the practitioners are not 
paid in a particular month, they are not paid in full. Is there anything that you 
do as a deputy principal?   
 (Interviewer) but do they regularly come to work? 
Respondent DP B: Every day. 
(Interviewer) it’s a challenge Mam, thank you so now what are some of the 
inputs you can suggest to improve efficiency and effectiveness of financial 
management in your school? 
Respondent DP B: Maybe as a deputy if I can be recommended to part of the fin 
comm (finance committee) and encourage the parent to make payments. Each and 
every money that is paid should be taken to the bank for deposit and then you must 
record the date, especially the date when the money was deposited at the bank. All 
the money deposited you should add them and observe the overall payment that 
was made. 
(Interviewer) so currently Mam, the fin comm (finance committee) of your 
school comprises of whom? 
Respondent DP B: the principal, let me say the executive of the SGB, the secretary, 
the Treasurer, the chairperson and the principal as an ex-offcio. 
(Interviewer) so there are no any other PL1 teachers that are involved in the 
committee? 
Respondent DP B: (nodding her head) no. 
(Interviewer) so even you as the deputy principal, you are not involved? 
Respondent DP B: I am not part. 
(Interviewer) so now during those times were you were acting as a principal, 
were there no any meetings for the fin comm (finance committee)? 
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Respondent DP B: no not exactly because I was under pressure because the 
principal, together with the chairperson of the SGB, for each and every money 
(transaction) that we request, it needs to via the principal. At times he refused and 
that caused a big problem for us 
(Interviewer) So now the next question says, can you please describe your 
working relationship with the principal and the SGB? 
Respondent DP B: the newly appointed SGB, Ayyy there’s a room for improvement, 
they are still new. There is a positive attitude from them that they are willing to take 
the school further. But the principal, at time he is problematic, he is problematic but 
as a woman, I used to fight, I am a comrade. I used to call him to order. Especially 
on the issue of, insulting work, I will call him to order that this is an institution; he is 
addressing adults so he needs to mind his language. He is very oppressive but I do 
not allow him and even in the issue of workload, I am also doing the workload that is 
given to the principal, he just tells me that deputy this is for you. I am doing PMDS, I 
have to the registers, I am a site co-ordinator, I am the SBST coordinator, nutrition, I 
do not have a problem but what worries me that is that file of School Based 
Assessment Team (SBST), it has long been in the clerk’s office because it has 
imperative information so last week, they decided to take everything that do not 
belong in their office, unfortunately they took out and it got lost. I do not know to 
whom. I do not know whether I am sabotaged or what. They will say they placed it 
here because most of the time I am in class teaching and I am also expected to do 
admin work. (Interviewer: it is quite a lot for the DP). Yes it is quite a lot, the 
workload is quite too much. 
(Interviewer) So now in terms of the school, don’t you have any committees for 
SBST, for nutrition? 
Respondent DP B: eyy you know they are there but the problem is errh when they 
are supposed to attend the workshops, that is another challenge that we are faced 
with (DP went outside the office to inform people outside to keep their noise levels 
down as we are having interviews).  Another challenge that we have, maybe if the 
one that made educators to take part, you are not provided with money for the 
workshop. If there is a workshop, you need to see for yourself and as a DP; there are 
lots of workshops that you have to attend to so I am using my finances. And even 
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when tasks are sent, they are sent on my phone, I have got buy data and retrieve the 
whole information for the school, of which the principal has a phone from the 
department. I do not understand, I do not get it. I try not to worry myself to worry 
myself. So now I alluded to the fact that I am no longer going to provide them with 
my phone because it is my personal phone so let the principal see to it. 
(interviewer) so its tough Mam, it tough so onto the last question ,I think it will 
be the last question for our session, so how can the empowerment of SMTs be 
strengthened to actively participate in school financial management? 
Respondent DP B: if we can be given an opportunity as members of the SMT and 
be informed about the allocation of the school, maybe we can advise the fin comm 
(finance committee) of how to utilise those finances and to allocate it accordingly to 
different departments but ey its difficult, at time even the civics money, we do not 
know whether it was deposited or what, at times it is the principal, who will request to 
go and deposit those funds. At times he will supply or provide the slip sometimes 
not. 
(Interviewer) So there’s nothing much that you can say. 
Respondent DP B: so most of the times I used to say you are milking the parents, 
what happens to the funds that parents are paying? At the end of the day we are not 
doing anything for these learners. 
(Interviewer) so Mam just a question that is coming up now because you are 
talking about the fin comm (finance committee) of the school that it comprises 
of the school principal and SGB executive. So now do you see any difference 
between that fin comm (finance committee) and the SGB because it seems like 
there is no fin comm (finance committee) at all as the same members of the 
finn comm are there in SGB.  
Respondent DP B: there is no progress especially on the issue of finances, like 
even when the school close, the school money that is allocated to the teachers that 
go and enjoy somewhere (interviewer: closing party?), we do not get that. That 
acknowledge that you have done well, you have never been absent. You have been 
working hard. No. there is no such. It is correct what I am saying because even on 
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Saturday, there are workshops that are attended, teachers do not get funds so I 
most of the times sacrifice just to get development.  
(Interviewer) So all in all as DP you are not empowered in terms of school 
finances since you are saying most of the things you do them from your own 
pocket. 
Respondent DP B: No I am not empowered. 
(Interviewer) so they are not even reporting back to the stuff in terms of 
finances  
Respondent DP B: No they are not; they always make excuses  
(Interviewer) Thank you very much Mam, I thank you for your honest because 
some of the people I have come across with, they will try to paint their school 
as being good. There are many things which you have mentioned which are 
good and some are not good. So that is the type of information I was requiring 
to answer to this research of mine. So upon completion, I will make available 
to the school so that I can tell you all of my findings. I assured the participants 
of anonymity once again. 
THAT MARKED THE END OF OUR INTERVIEW SESSION. 
Transcribed interview with HOD of Busisiwe Primary School 
(Interviewer) Thank you for agreeing to see me at this time. My Mr is 
Thembinkosi Trevor Zwane, I am a part time student registered with the 
University of Johannesburg. I am currently doing a study based on the 
empowerment of SMT members to actively participate in school financial 
management. I do understand that the finances of the school in public schools 
are governed by the SGB and the school principal is there to offer guidance 
and support. But now as HOD member, I do also understand that for your 
department, there are certain resources that you need, of which those 
resources need money from the SGB. But now according to me I know that 
your inputs are only going as far as only submitting the requisition to the SGB 
and the principal and above that, there are no follow up that are actually 
expected from you. You just have to sit in your class and wait for those books, 
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wait for those resources. You actually do not know as the HOD the procedures 
and the processes they taken in order to get those books. So now my research 
is about how the SMT, that is your HOD, can be empowered to actively 
participate in school financial management because as an SMT, they are also 
managers of the school. So like whenever there is management meeting, they 
need to be there. But now their duties are not stretching as far as managing 
the school finances so now my research is trying to seek how can the 
empowered of SMT be strengthened in public schools so that that they can 
actively participate in school financial management. 
“Respondent HOD B: I think they can be strengthened by people like you, just as 
you are saying they involved (silence)  Angithi uthe uya recorder lapho. 
(interviewer: no its fine singaxoxa ngesiZulu). Since I am part of the SMT yiyo 
indlela that can develop us isisstreche nathi ukuthi singapheleli eclassini because 
seemingly we do not know what to do because we just write on paper to say what is 
it that we require and from lapho, we wait for the delivery and they say come and 
collect. Then you come and collect. You do not know ukuthi kuze kanjani ukuthi 
zifike la, uzotshelwa ukuthi idelivery ikhona.‖ 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
“Respondent HOD B: I think they can be strengthened by people like you, just as 
you are saying they involved (silence). You said you are recording this (interviewer: 
no it’s fine, we can communicate in isiZulu). Since I am part of the SMT, that is the 
only way that can develop and stretch us so that we do not just end up inside 
classrooms because seemingly we do not know what to do because we just write on 
paper to say what is it that we require and from there, we wait for the delivery and 
they say come and collect. Then you come and collect. You do not know what 
happened until you receive things. You are just told that the delivery is there.‖ 
(Interviewer) No ngicela sibheke ngalemibuzo, uma ngabe ikhona into 
oyenzayo, you will just say but uma ngabe ayikho, ayikho. 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE QUESTION POSED 
(Interviewer) No can we look according to these questions, if it is there, it’s 
there, and you will say so but if there is nothing, there is nothing. 
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 (Interviewer) Lo owokuqala uthi, (the first one says), briefly describe your role 
in managing the school’s finances? 
“Respondent HOD B: hhhayy ehhh I do not have any role. Mine is to manage 
curriculum. Ngapha ku finance angikho.‖ 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
“Respondent HOD B: hhhhhayyy ehhhhh I do not have any role. Mine is to manage 
curriculum. In relation to finance, I am not there.‖ 
(Interviewer) are there any financial duties that are delegated to you as an 
HOD? (Translated into isiZulu) 
“Respondent HOD B: ngeke ngithi ikhona unless kube imisebenzi yokuthi uma 
kunemali, qoqani imali eclassini and at classroom level. Izimali zama civics, lapho 
uzoqoqa imali eye eclassini lakho, nothing less. Everything iyenzakala la ku 
administration block.‖ 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
“Respondent HOD B: I won’t say they are there are any duties unless there are 
tasks involving money such as collecting money in class and at classroom vele. 
Money for civics, there you are expected to collect money of your own class and 
nothing less. Everything happens here, here in the administration block.‖ 
(interviewer) so now imali okade uyiqoqa uyayisubmitta  
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE QUESTION POSED 
(Interviewer) so the money that you were collecting you hand it over? 
“Respondent HOD B: Yes…Yes” 
(Interviewer) Moving on to question 3 what impact do you have as a HOD in the 
management of the school finances? (translated into isiZulu) 
“Respondent HOD B: igalelo, igalelo yilo leli lokuthi mhlawube sizame ukuthi let us 
raise something because we need one two three, normally asinako. Kungabanjani 
senze lokhu to raise ama funds, like now iskole sethu nje ay kugqekezwa njalo, 
batshontshe izinto zabantwana so njalo utshela abantwana ngcela ubatshele ekhaya 
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ukuthi bakuthengele ukuthi nokuthi so if sizama just to raise funds so that leyo mali 
ekhona, sibe nezidingo just basic for izinto ezincane.‖ 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
“Respondent HOD B: impact, impact, it’s that one that we try to raise something 
because we need one two three, normally we do not have. How about we do this to 
raise funds, like now our school, there are constant break ins. And they steal the 
learners belongings so every day you are expected to tell learners that they must 
inform their parents at home that they must buy this and this. So if we try to raise 
funds so that such money available has its own needs. Just to cater for those basic 
needs.‖ 
(Interviewer) ok mama so now unumber 4 I think uzoba a bit challenging, uthi 
what are some of the challenges you have come across with in executing your 
financial duties and how did you deal with these challenges? njengoba uqeda 
kusho ukuthi awunalo ama financial duties except for eclassini ukuthi ukoloke 
imali uma kunama-fundraising. So now awekho mhlawumbe amachallnges oba 
nawo khona lapho uma ukoleka lezimali lezo from kubantwana.    
 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE QUESTION POSED 
(interviewer) ok mama I think question 4 will be a bit challenging, it says what 
are some of the challenges you have come across with in executing your 
financial duties and how did you deal with these challenges? Just as you have 
mentioned that you do not have any financial duties except for collecting 
money in your class when there are fundraising drives. So now, aren’t there 
any challenges that you come across with when you do such a task? 
“Respondent HOD B: well I won’t say there are ngoba phela umntwana uma 
engenayo, enganikwezwanga ekhaya, nami ayikho into engiyayisho ngoba 
umntwana uthe ayikho imali. I will accept lokhu umntwana angitshela kona. Yes.‖ 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
“Respondent HOD B: Well I won’t say there are because when a child does not 
have, having being not given at home, there is nothing I can do or say because the 
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child would have indicated that, there is no money. I will just accept what the child is 
telling me, yes‖ 
(Interviewer) OK so what are some of the inputs you can suggest to improve 
efficiency and effectiveness of financial management in your school? 
(Translated into isiZulu) 
“Respondent HOD B: well ngaphandle kwakho lokhu engikushoyo ukuthi singa 
inspire-rana sidibane ukuthi si-fundraseni  and lemali eniyfundrasile, ihlupha ngani, 
uma seniyifundrasile. Igcina iya esikolweni, ayihlali la kithi. Fundraiser kulungile, ibe 
khona, siyenze imali engaka. You submit it. Ingena kuma coffers weskole mesiyicela 
uythola ngesinye iskhathi ngesinye ishkathi awuyithole (laughs) kodwa ke ipurpose, 
ayisetshenzisa. Kodwa mhlawumbe uma singafakwa. Ngathi nje bangathi ini yini, 
nathi sibe khona, sibe involved. Kungabi ngu principal and the executive, phela i-
executive yonke ingena ku SGB, ngifuna ne.SMT ibe involved ngoba uthola ukuthi 
nanoma thina sinakho siyathumezela ukuthi sinezdingo ezi so, sithuma 
irepresentative yethu, sicela usicelele ku SGB ngoba thina asikwazi, irepresentation 
uvele uthumele yena iye ku SGB iyocela. Bavume uma bevumile, na noma next time 
uma nifuna, kufuneka niye same ndlela. Angazi maybe i.SMT uma ingangena 
kungaba nendela emfushane‖ 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
“Respondent HOD B: well besides that which I have just mentioned, we can always 
inspire each other that we meet and fundraise. And the money that has been 
fundraised has a set-back itself. In such a way that after fundraising has been done, 
that money ends up at the school, we do not keep it. We do fundraise, and the 
money is available then you submit it. It goes to the coffers of the school and when 
we ask for that money, sometimes you get it and sometimes you do not (laughs) but 
it is not used for the purpose in which it was intended for. But if maybe we can be 
included and be there, be involved, we can be able to say that is that and that is that. 
It must not be the principal and the executive alone, mind you, the entire executive is 
part of SGB. I also want the SMT to be involved because you will find that even if we 
have a suggestion, we present them via somebody else to say we have needs such 
as this and this and this. We only send our representative, please can you ask for us 
in the SGB because we (as SMT) are not in a position to ask. You just send the 
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person representing you and he or she goes to the SGB and ask on our behalf. They 
agree when agree. Even if next time you have needs, same procedure ought to be 
followed. I do not if maybe SMT can be included, there can be a shorter route.‖ 
(Interviewer) OK…OK thanks mama, can you please describe your working 
relationship with the principal, deputy principal and the SGB. (Translated into 
isiZulu) 
“Respondent HOD B: ay lokudonsisana kukhona ngoba sisemsebenzini, you 
cannot avoid it kodwa ukusebenzisana khona kukhona.‖ 
 DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
“Respondent HOD B: we do have these disagreements because we are at work, 
you cannot avoid it but we do work with each other‖ 
(Interviewer) mara nisebenzisana kakhulu ngapha ngokwezemfundo, hhayi 
ngokwenzezimali? 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE QUESTION POSED 
(Interviewer) but you work with each other mainly on the educational matters 
and not the financial matters? 
“Respondent HOD B: kakhulu ngapha ngakwezemfundo.‖ 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
“Respondent HOD B: especially on the educational matters‖ 
(Interviewer) so ngapha kwezezimali nje anikho baningi kangako?  
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE QUESTION POSED 
(Interviewer) so here in financial matters, you are not that involved? 
“Respondent HOD B: no asikho baningi, yiyo kanye i.SGB okanye mhlawumbe i-
committee ethize uma ngabe kuna something uthole ey nam ngiba lapho but I am 
not in involved kulelo committee…lelo angithi. Or kanye mhlawumbe kule 
department yam uma singanikwa imali ethize, yini into engingayenzwa, nokuthi, 
ngenza iexample, sidinga ukuthengela umntwana this and that. Ninini idry nje 
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engayisi ndawo njengoba bengikhuluma ngalezimali zama civics, uthole kuthi 
kukhona umuntu obekiwe, mhlawumbe that finance committee ekhona eskolweni.‖ 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
“Respondent HOD B: NO…NO, we are not involved, it is the SGB and maybe a 
certain committee, if ever there is something, you will find that I am there sometimes 
but I am not a member of that committee…that committee or maybe in our 
department, if we can be given certain money to do something for the department. 
Just an example, we need to but for the learners this and that. In most cases, it is 
just a long process that takes one nowhere, just as I was saying with these monies 
for civics. You will find that one person is identified; maybe it is the finance 
committee present in the school.‖ 
(Interviewer) so now Mama abobani abakule finance committee yeskole uma 
ngingabuza. 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE QUESTION POSED 
(Interviewer) so now Mama, who are the people who are in the school finance 
committee if I can ask? 
 
“Respondent HOD B: ukhona mina engingam citer oy-1, I won’t talk kakhulu ngaye 
ngoba angikho ku-departement but lo oy-1 sike simukise kuye. Istructure sona 
asikho, uma sikhuluma iqiniso asikho. Empeleni asikho. Ngisho ese financial 
committee. Kuseyi-SGB only because even nathi we submit any money. Izimali 
esinazo ezama fundraising, ezama civics, nantoni because imali enkulu like ama trip 
zisa direct e-officini. angithi manje kubhadalwa imali ethe. Kodwa uma kukhishwa le 
encane lama 2 rands, hhay qoqani ama 2 rands ema-classini ninikeze so and so. 
Sinikeze u-so and so lona aqede, ayidlulisele (pointing at the principal’s office), 
uyabona ukuthi sikude nayo. (Interviewer: ngiyabona)‖ 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
“Respondent HOD B: There is one person I can cite, I won’t talk too much because 
I am not in the department but this one we normally take monies to him/her. There is 
no structure, when we are being honest, there is no structure. In actual fact, we have 
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no structure, even the one for financial committee. It is still the SGB only because 
even us we submit any monies for fundraising, civics, that and that because the 
large sum of monies like money for a school trip, those go directly to the office 
because now big monies are paid. But if there are small monies to be paid by the 
learners, those 2 Rands, we collect those 2 Rands in our respective classes and we 
give so and so. We give so and so and finish and pass it on…. (Pointing at the 
principal’s office), so you can see we are far from it. (Interviewer: I can see)‖ 
(Interviewer) no ngiyabona Ma, so lombuzo lo wokugcina, I think yiwo 
esizovala ngawo ke, how can the empowerment of HODs be reinforced to 
actively participate in school financial management? (Translated into isiZulu) 
Respondent HOD B: hhhhey yaz I do not know what to say ukuthi mhlawumbe thina 
sisodwa ngaphandel kwa principal sikhulume singma HOD, sizi-groupe sisho ukuthi 
we feel, sibona ngathi kune need ukuthi nathi sibe khona laphana. Hhayi ukuthi 
siloku sithumezela ngoba ukhona kwi-SGB omunye uthisha. Siloku siya kuye, yena 
kube yikhane ke azoyihambisa ayise kwi SGB, although nayo leyo ivaya via principal 
mara sisuke sitshelwe yena and then we sit and wait for the response, 
ngalesosikhathi azobuyisa ngaso iresponse. Ngathi iyajika. 
(Interviewer) mhlawumbe uma ningaba yi-unit njengama HOD 
Respondent HOD B: Yes, kungabancono mhlawumbe njengama departments, yes, 
ok. Nanoma mhlawumbe kunemali sibatshela ukuthi khiphani imali mhlawumbe, le 
iye ngapha le iyengapha, njengathi njengama department. 
(Interviewer) ok enze idepartmental budget. 
Respondent HOD B: yes, that could work. 
(Interviewer) okwanje ayikho 
Respondent HOD B: (nodding her head) no ayikho, ayikho (laughing) ayikho. Or 
uthe ikhona (pointing at the principal‟s office). (interviwer) hhayi asikhulumanga 
ngayo asikhulumanga (laughing). Ngisho nanoma sithi siyakuphi kuma workshop, 
wan, you have to (patting her pocket), meetings, frequently, kufanele ume nemali 
esikhwameni ukuthi ube lapha which the school is supposed to give us money ukuthi 
siye lapha ngoba phela umsebenzi, lento umsebenzi, you bring everything back to 
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the school, feedback kwamanye othisha ukuthi bafuna sense so. Kodwa imali 
ayiphumi, ayiphumi. If athola ukuthi awuyanga njalo nje, yena sekakubona icala, 
akhohlwe ukuthi mhlawumbe awunayo kamampela. 
No mama ngiyabonga. Seyiphelele la. 
Respondent HOD B: mmmhhhh mmhhhhhh uma ngempela uma singafakwa 
kungabancono ngoba siyazi asisafanele ukuthi sembe from the parents. Iskole sethu 
is the quintile le ekungakhishwa neks kuyo so uma kune simo, uthole ukuthi sizothi 
cela ekhaya ukuthi nokuthi, sometimes uyasaba nokuyosho. 
Ok mama no ngiyabonga. Ngiyabonga kakhulu. She then signed forms and 
interviews were concluded. 
Transcribed interview with Mr Mabalane of Busisiwe Primary School 
PSEUDONYM OF THE PARTICIPANT (PRINCIPAL B) 
(Interviewer) Thank you very much for allowing me to see you at this time. My 
name is Thembinkosi Trevor Zwane. I am a part time student registered with 
the University of Johannesburg. I am currently embarking on a study based on 
empowerment of school management teams to actively participate in school 
financial management.    The South African Schools Act (SASA) prescribes 
that the SGBs are responsible for managing the school finances (that is the 
school governance)  
SGB comprises of school principal, the parents, the teachers, non-teaching 
staff and learners only in secondary schools .SMT members are allowed to 
serve on the SGB structures as teacher representatives but now there are no 
provisions in the educational legislations for SMT as a structure to serve as 
part of SGB. SMT are responsible for professional management of the school 
such as managing LTSM, Learning and Teaching Support Material and they are 
indirectly involved in developing budget for the school, they are also called 
upon when fundraising projects are initiated by the SGB. 
Now as the principal you are also delegated the responsibility to management 
school finances but my problems is that, you as the principal, you are having 
numerous duties such as managing learner discipline, meeting with parents 
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and learners sometimes and sometimes you also attend meetings that are held 
by the education district and other workshops. 
Now herewith you are also called/ you are also required to apply distributive 
leadership and delegate some of the financial functions to members serving 
on the SMT thus, this research investigates how SMT, apart from yourself, 
SMTs referring to deputy Principal and heads of department, can be 
represented on the SGB as a structure and not as teacher representatives.  
Specifically I am interested in how SMT as a structure can be empowered to 
actively participate in school financial management. Principals like you Sir, 
you are playing a dual role, you are a member of SMT by the virtue of your 
position and you are also a member of SGB .But now the early revisions in 
educational world, particularly looking at Educational Laws and Amendments 
Act of 2011 recognises you the principal as the accounting officer of the 
school finances. Now however, for the purposes of this study I wish for us to 
understand that SMT will only refer to HOD and DP and you as a principal you 
are viewed as a separate entity but a person who is having vital information to 
drive this empowerment in public schools. Thus your perceptions in how 
SMTs can be empowered to manage school finances are paramount important. 
So that is what my study is all about. Then with your permission, can we 
please go to question one. 
(Respondent Principal B):  but before we proceed, I have a question; it is 
something that baffles my mind. You can’t have two bulls in one kraal. You can’t say 
in governance, they are responsible for the finances of the school and also now bring 
in SMT. at the end of the day, there is going to be tension between the two (are you 
with me) because the people who are responsible with the issues of the finances is 
the governance. Now if you want to involve SMT in there, what would now be the 
role of the governing body? 
(Interviewer): the governing body Sir are still going to be there but now my 
problem is that as a principal you are the accounting officer and at the same 
time you are a member of the SMT and also SGB. According to me, I think the 
principals are having numerous duties because they are expected to do many 
thing in public schools and at the same time they are expected to spear head 
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the what, the SGB so I am saying if ever we empower SMT in public schools to 
actively participate in school finances, things are going to be better because I 
believe that the teachers are more legible in opposition to the SGBs. 
(Respondent Principal B):  Not really, if in a school I got kids, I can be a member of 
SGB, I am not a teacher but I am a parent. So In the SGB I can also assist. But now 
Meneer you see SMT is not a statutory body, you can take the SGB to court but you 
cannot take the SMT to court. (Interviewer: I hear you). So I find it strange because 
according to SASA people who…who are responsible for the funds it is the SGB, 
people who run the show on how it functions, how the school money should function. 
But people who will come with the needs, people who will come with the needs, it will 
be the SMT. The SMT, they will tell teachers and teachers will tell HOD, HOD we 
want one two three four five. We want this textbook, we want this but also there are 
committees in the school. We got the maintenance committee, the LTSM committee, 
we got the fundraising committee, we got committees so now if you bring in the SMT 
there, are you not creating a situation where the school will not be functional, two, 
you have spoilt the pot. 
(Interviewer) ok principal, I hear you very much Sir, but now as I have alluded 
earlier on to this discussion that the SMT, as you are saying that the SMT they 
are not a legal person, of which I do agree with you but in terms of the budget 
that is coming from the provincial departments, we understand that half of that 
budget is actually allocated to the SMT. 
(Respondent Principal B):  Now who does the budget for the school (interviewer 
answered to say it is SGB).  Now if you want to avoid misunderstandings in the 
school, if you have those two structures, it means you are going to have a problem. If 
SMT comes with its own budget and SGB comes with its own budget, what is going 
to happen? Now if you have one structure, people will come with their needs 
because there are also sub-committees, there is LTSM sub-committee, there is 
safety, there is finance, and there is maintenance. They come with their needs, they 
come with their needs and they give it to the representatives as you have alluded 
there. They will give it to the PS wing, going to the SGB. SGB will look at these 
needs and prioritise them and say this one we can do, this one we can’t do, this one 
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we can do. But now if you have two people who are running the show I foresee 
chaos. 
(Interviewer) ok, can I come in there Sir, in light of what you are saying, I 
foresee a problem there  because you will find that in many schools the SGB 
representatives are not there from year to year because you are aware that 
SGBs are changing yearly (respondent No they are changing after three years). 
Yes…yes after three years, so now if that is case, you will find that the SGB 
that serving before, you will find that there is no proper handover that is done. 
(Respondent Principal B): Isn’t that the principal is there to ensure that there is 
proper handover? It is one of the core duties of the principal. Immediately before 
there is progress, we do the workshops, maybe for two weeks whereby people will 
be trained thoroughly on learning the process, how it was done, who does what and 
when. So there is an opportunity whereby a proper handover is conducted. 
(Interviewer) but now principal that is where the problem lies, because the 
principal is actually given mammoth duties in terms of school governance and 
again making sure that the professional management of the school is up to 
scratch.  
(Respondent Principal B): no…no…no the governance, the person who  drives 
governance is the chairperson of the SGB and not the principal, the principal is a just 
member of the SGB, is just a member. 
(Interviewer) but in terms of that, the Educational Laws and Amendment Act is 
saying, the principal is the accounting officer. 
(Respondent Principal B): yes ehh the role of the SGB, the principal you give 
guidance, you are just there as the guiding force. The person who is running the 
SGB, it is the chairperson. The person who drives curriculum, it is the HODs of the 
school. The person guides management of the school, it is the principal. So there is 
governance and managing. Governance it is the responsibility of the SGB 
chairperson.  The management, professional, is the principal. Now the principal 
never chair anything with the SGB. The meeting of the SGB is chaired by the 
chairperson; the governance of the SGB is the chairperson. Professional 
management of the school is the principal. So now we have these two structures. 
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(Interviewer) so now being the principal, as you are now mentioning that the 
principal, is also a representative in both these structure, as part of SGB the 
principal is there, as part of SMT, the principal is there. I do not know whether 
you understand that. 
(Respondent Principal B) yes…yes but his role is not the same,  in the SGB he is 
an ordinary member but he can give guidance but in the school, he is a driving force. 
(interviewer) but principal, I do not mean to make a dialogue but you are 
actually enlightening me in some of the things here, but if ever you are saying 
the principal is just a member in the SGB (that is what you are saying: 
Respondent Yes) but now what does Educational Laws and Amendment Act 
mean when they are saying the principal is the accounting officer (minor 
disturbance). So now maybe Meneer, how will you explain it if ever the 
Educational Laws and Amendments Act are saying you are the accounting 
officer as the principal because if ever you are just a member (interviewer did 
not finish his question)… 
(Respondent Principal B): ok let me explain the accounting officer, the link between 
the GDE and the governing body is the principal. You see to account and to be 
responsible are not the same (interviewer Yes). Now the one who must give a 
report to say this and this happened in the school is the principal, whereby you 
account, it does not mean that you are responsible. For example, I am not in class 
now but if a teacher can hit a child or a child can die in class or one child commits an 
offense, I am not responsible for that, I am accountable. The question will say Mr 
Mabalane what happened to that learner, it was at what time, and no it was half past 
10. Half past ten in class it was supposed to be Mr Ngwenya and Mr Ngenywa was ill 
so Mr Ngwenya was supposed to be in class, now I have accounted. If Mr Ngwenya 
was in, I will then check the timetable and go to Mr Ngwenya and say to him, Mr 
Ngwenya you were supposed to be in class. Now what happened?  To be 
accountable, it does not mean you are responsible. Now the link between the (GDE) 
and the SGB is the principal. The one that convey the message is the principal. The 
one that takes information from the GDE to the SGB is the principal. Now when you 
are the accounting officer, it does not mean that I or you run the show. The person 
who runs the show the show there, the driving force it is the chairperson. And the 
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majority there is parents (Interviewer True True True). The majority there is the 
parents. So principals cannot override them.  
(Interviewer) I understand you Sir quite clearly, quite clearly so now my 
research is actually about that principal as you are explaining because one of 
the literature books that I have read is saying there seems to be predicament 
in public schools because most of the parents governors are they are illiterate 
when it comes to managing the finances of the school and in most cases, they 
rely much on the principals to actually come in so that they can create some 
form of commendable solutions in order to solve the problems that they are 
having. 
(Respondent Principal B): ehhh Meneer, you see I understand what you are saying 
but you see it is biased. It is not... It is one sided. You go to Lenz, you go to Eldos, 
you go to Mondeo, you go to places where they are affluent, its issues of race its 
issues of race, where other races because they went to school with everything, 
everything goes well. The SGB chairperson is an advocate, an accountant a judge. 
An accountant is a member of the SGB. Now can you tell me that there, in the school 
they have SGB members who do not know anything about the finances of the 
school? (Interviewer: NO).  
(Interviewer) but that is why I mentioned that in some public schools and not 
all. And as you mentioned that is the issue of race, the social background 
there so these are some of the things that I need to look at with my research. 
Because at the end of the day, I am expected to make recommendations, so 
maybe these recommendations can come in from what you are saying, of 
which I think they will be very much key and relevant. 
(Respondent Principal B): you see now one size fits all does not work; that method 
does not work but our system use one size fits all. Now you see in a school where 
everyone is invited. You come and say we need a person who will be the SGB 
chairperson without (any background checks). So the level of education of the parent 
it’s important. 
(Interviewer) But now I think you can agree with me principal to say when it 
comes to meeting where the parent governors are chosen, as public schools, 
mainly around here in Soweto, there is no proper research that is done in 
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terms of electing that particular parent, that is why now one of my question 
here is saying what do you think is the competency level of your SGB 
((Respondent Principal B):: with regards to?) with regards to the skills that 
they are having to manage the funds of the school, the financial skills. Their 
educational background they have in terms of financial management because 
most of the parents are there but you will find that there are no academic 
qualifications that are backing them up to be in that position. Maybe you will 
find that the parents are chosen because they are the ones who are actually 
speaking more than the other parents in the meeting. Then the other parents 
will actually find that parent as being legible to serve in the SGB. I do 
understand that there are workshops for SGBs that are actually organised 
subsequently after they are chosen. 
(Respondent Principal B): Meneer, you see…it is a big problem, we got a big…big 
problem and this problem it has been caused by the politicians, the ruling party, 
people who are in power. You see Meneer if I can take an AK-47 and load it with 
bullets and give it to a person who is really ignorant. What do you think is going to 
happen there (interviewer responded to say: Just going to shoot at anybody) 
you are going to kill a lot of people but now if I take a disciplined cadre, somebody 
who has been disciplined, trained properly, give him the gun, what will he do? 
(Interviewer responded to say: he will be more cautious) he will be more 
cautious yes. Now that is the problem with modern democracy, as we have now, we 
have taken people who are not educated, who do not know anything. They are given 
the power to make decisions. What do you expect? (Interviewer replied to say: 
chaos) chaos. You expect chaos. Now that is where we are, that is where we are. 
You see if you can read your books, if you can read from 1930 or from 1925 to 1930, 
you will know what transpired. You will know what the ANC did. When you read 
about the massacre of Sophiatown where Dr. Xuma what he did, where was he, 
racial discrimination. What will you say; the general position of the ANC is allowing 
that. When you look at the communist party coming over, teaching propaganda, we 
allowed that. When they bulldozed Sophiatown, the ANC agreed to that. Now 
because people do not have what, knowledge, they couldn’t make proper decisions. 
Now same applies to SGB, you are talking about the level of competency, now when 
parents are there, when they say we want ABC XYZ because he talks too much, he 
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is well known in the community and is a volunteer, when they say they want him, 
what can we do? And then when he comes into the SGB, he is going to stiffen the 
SGB, now what can we do. You see, I feel they are so strange, I feel like they are so 
strange, do you give, can you give a volunteer powers to finance. Aren’t SGB 
volunteers (interviewer: they are). Now how can you give them powers to finance? 
You see many things there; you see many things that need to be corrected. But now 
my position doesn’t allow me to talk about those things because when they hear this 
this, it will look bad. Because they will say why did you say that? So you see many 
times, you cannot give a volunteer where a person you know doesn’t have bread in 
his house and you say he must come and run the finance, and run the finance of the 
school.  Now when it comes to money and the principal says no, they start to fight 
the principal. But if the principal can be unethical, giving them something…giving 
them something, they will love the principal. (Interviewer: true…true…true).  But 
who is going to suffer now? The kids! So that is why I am saying issue of SGB is 
correct but is incorrect because if you go to other school a judge is a member of 
SGB, an accountant is a member of the SGB, a CEO of a company is the member of 
the SGB, instead they deliver for the school and the school goes forth. But now if you 
take somebody who is not working and say he must come do it here. This is the 
problem, when you look at the society we got people who are not working coming 
working in the school with finances. Now if you give powers to a person who is not 
working, what do you expect? Now that is where the problem is. I have to be at the 
district office at 13:30. 
(Interviewer) thank you very much Sir for your time. That marks the end of our 
interview. 
THE END OF THE INTERVIEW SESSION 
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Transcribed interview with Mr T Nkomo of Busisiwe Primary School 
PSEUDONYM OF THE PARTICIPANT (SGB CHAIRPERSON B) 
(Interviewer) Babu (Mr.) Nkomo thank you very much for agreeing to see me at 
this time. My name is Thembinkosi Trevor Zwane. I am a part student. I am 
registered with the University of Johannesburg. I am a currently doing a study 
Baba (Mr) based on empowerment of school management teams (SMT) 
members to actively participate in school financial management. I do 
understand Mr Nkomo that the SGBs in public schools, they are the ones who 
are actually responsible for managing the finances of the school and also the 
principal must also be there. But my problem is that, the school principals in 
normal cases, they are having many duties and sometimes they cannot be 
hands-on when it comes to issues dealing with finances of the school. So an 
SGB chairperson, I understand better that you are the one now who is actually 
left with so much responsibility in terms of managing the school funds. So 
now this research that I am currently conducting seeks to understand your 
views in terms of empowerment of SMT members, the school management 
teams, that is besides the school principal in terms of managing the finances 
of the school. Because I will think if ever you are working alone as maybe 
sometimes you do, maybe the principal is engaged somewhere. Maybe you 
find yourself under a lot of pressure to actually deal with the finances of the 
school. So now my research is actually seeking to understand your 
perceptions or your views in terms of empowering the SMT members, other 
than the school principal, to actively participate in school financial 
management. So now baba (Mr) with your permission, can we look at question 
number 1. 
(Interviewer) Briefly describe your responsibilities for managing the school’s 
finances. 
―Respondent chairperson B: ehh ku right ngesiZulu (interviewer yebo ku right 
ngizo translator). Ama responsibility wam oku manager ama school finances I think 
kubaluleke kakhulu ukwenza sure ama finances eskole arunnwa ngendlela efanele. 
Ukwenza sure ukuthi ayikho imali esetshenziswa budedengu. Ukwenza sure ukuthi 
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zonke izincwadi zeskole zonke zama finances zi up to date ukusebenzisana no 
Treasurer ne financial officer. I think ngingasho njalo‖ 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
―Respondent chairperson B: ehhh it’s alright in isiZulu. I will translate. My 
responsibilities in terms of running the school finances are to make sure that the 
school finances are managed accordingly. I have to make sure that, there is no 
money that is used haphazardly. I have to make sure that all the school finances 
books are up to date. I do this as I work with the Treasurer and the financial officer. I 
think I can say that. ― 
 (Interviewer) ok ngiyabonga, ngiyabonga, umbuzo wethu wesi-two uthi (thank 
you thank very much, our second question says) what are the differences 
and/or similarities you notice in financial duties of the principal and SGB-Why 
do you perceive such responsibilities as similar or different?  
“Respondent chairperson B: ehh principal and SGB endabezi yezezimali 
uPrincipal wuyena owazi izidingo zeskole kakhulu especially makuziwa  ezindabenei 
zezincwadi, ama books nokuthi istationary sisonke esitshenziswa i.SMT yakhe 
wuyena owaziyo ukuthi yini efunakalayo yini engafuneki. Now SGB is only there to 
support ukuthi izinto abazidingayo bayazithola so meaning I don’t think there is any 
difference okungabakhona but ukusebenzisana kubaluleke kakhulu because yonke 
into eyenziwayo is to benefit abantwana, its not to benefit abothishele, its not to 
benefit principal, it not to benefit futhi i.SGB but is to benefit abantwana and the 
community because abantwana babuya emphakathini. Once sifailer umtwana 
singasebenzisa ne skole, iskole nomphakathi ufailile…ufailile umntwana. So once 
kuba khona ama differences athile kuma finances, lokho kuzosinikeza iproblem all 
the time kumele zenze sure ukuthi siyahlangana because once sihlukana sizoba ne 
challenge. That’s how it works.‖ 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
“Respondent chairperson B: In terms of the monies, the principal is the one who is 
aware of the needs of the school especially when it comes to issues of book, and the 
stationery that is used by his SMT. The principal knows what is needed and what is 
not needed. Now SGB is only there to support the needs and ensures that 
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everything that they need they do find. So meaning I don’t think there is any 
difference but working with each other is utmost important because everything that is 
done is to benefit the learners, it is not to benefit the teachers, it is not to benefit the 
principal, it is not to benefit the SGB again but to benefit the learners and the 
community because the learners are coming from the community. Once we fail the 
learner and not work with the school, the school and the community has failed, the 
child has failed. So once there are certain differences in finances that will give us 
problems all the time. We have to make sure that we are a unit because if we are 
divided, that will be a challenge. That how it works.‖ 
 (Interviewer): ahh no ngiyabonga, ungiphendulile kakhulu, futhi kahle, now 
umbuzo wesi-3 uthi. (Thank you, you have answered me greatly again, now 
question 3 says. how does your education background assist in executing 
your financial responsibilities? You can give reference to courses or trainings 
that you did or do attend to harness your skill and competency in school 
financial management. 
“Respondent chairperson B: ehh ngaphandle kwalezi esizinikezwe yi Department 
njengoba singama SGB mina kahle I am a qualified project manager since ngine 
project. I am also a constructor, so kwi field yam yomsebenzi kunomuntu wam 
ongenzela ama finances. So lana kunomuntu osincedisayo ngama finances eskole, 
uprincipal usebenzisana no Treasuer, yibo eqinisweni to be honest, I only know 
figures but ukuthi ziya kanjani I don’t know. Ngibona ukuthi imali iyaphuma iyangena 
iyaphuma iyangena, ngibone ukuthi izinto zihamba right but iyangisiza kakhulu 
because yenza ukuthi ezinye izinto ngizi understand(e)‖ 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
“Respondent chairperson B: ehh besides these ones provided by the Department 
as we are the SGB. In truth, I am a qualified project manager since I have a project. I 
am also a constructor. So in my field of work I have a person who does finances for 
me. So here (in school) there is a person who is helping with doing finances for the 
school. The principal works hand in glove with the Treasurer. It is them to be honest. 
I only know figures but in terms of how they are flowing, I do not know. I just see that 
money is coming in, money is going out, money is coming in, and money is going 
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out. Then I see that things are going well but that helps me a lot because it makes 
me to understand some of the things‖ 
(Interviewer) so now uqeda ukukhuluma ngalama training a-organizwa 
idepartment so now bengicela ukuthi unabe kabanzi ngawo. Yiziphi izinto 
mhlawumbe enifundiswa zona. 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE QUESTION POSED 
(Interviewer) so now you have just spoken about trainings that are organised 
by the Department so now please expand more on that. What are things that 
are being taught to you? 
“Respondent chairperson B: ok like last weekend besinale training le financial 
management, le yama finances. How to manage funds, ama school funds. 
Basifundise kakhulu njengoba besise Aurora girls, basifundise ukuthi imali zeskole, 
zisetshenziswa kanjani. Yimaphi ama teams a-involved ezindebeni zezimali zeskole. 
And how to control them effectively and most importantly mele sibe ne inventory 
eyayo yonke into esinayo eskolweni, izinto zethu sikwazi uku runna kahle izinto. 
Without i—inventory, eqinisweni, ngengazi ukuthi into ikhona la eskolweni, ngoba 
omunye angaqhamuka athi into ethize ilahlekile, uthole ukuthi ikhona. Omunye 
angathi unikwenzwe ilaptop bese ayisebenzisa budedengu. Ilaptop is part of the 
school, its fall under inventory. So masingenza i-inventory sizokwazi ukumanger 
konke lokhu. Imali is not that physical cash esiyibonayo but yizo zonke izinto esinazo 
esikolweni, photocopy machine is money, laptop is money is money, type writer, 
computer imali. It just that la is hard cash, ayifani naleya note yase bank futhi 
siyakwazi ukuthi sizimanage zonke izinto.‖ 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
Respondent chairperson B: ―Ok like last weekend, we had this training for financial 
management. We were taught how to manage school funds. They taught us as we 
were in Aurora Girls. They taught us how school funds ought to be used. Which 
teams are involved when it comes to issues of school finances? And how to control 
them effectively and most importantly, we have to have inventory of everything we 
have in the school so that our things will run smoothly. Without inventory, truly 
speaking I would not know that something is in the school. One might come and say 
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something has been lost, only to find that, it is there. One might be given a laptop 
and misuse it. The laptop is part of the school. It falls under inventory. So if we do 
inventory, we will be able to manage all of this. Money is not that physical cash that 
we see but everything that we have in school, photocopy machine is money, laptop 
is money is money, type writer, computer is money, it’s just that here it is hard cash, 
it is not the same as the note from the bank and again we can be able to manage 
everything‖ 
 (Interviewer) ngiyabonga, ngiyabonga that is a very wonderful response so 
number 4 uthi. (Thank you, question 4 says) What are the challenges you 
experienced in executing your financial functions and how did you deal with 
these challenges?  
“Respondent chairperson B: ichallenge enkulu esinayo manje ukuthi ama funds 
esiwathola from the government mancane kakhulu. Asheshe aphela. Uma efika nje 
sesizezikweledini, jahhh iyoyana ichallenge enkulu leyo ngempela esinayo. Imali 
yakhona uma iza, most of the time iza seyi-allocatiwe, ukuthi imali engaka yenza 
ukuthi, imali engaka yenza ukuthi, imali engaka iyenza ukuthi. Imali esalayo incane 
kakhulu. Kuma school finance, uthola ukuthi for four or five months akuna neks. So 
now kuba khona ezinye izindlela esizisebenzisayo nathi ukuthola indlela yokuthi si-
raise ama funds ukuthi siqhube until size sithole imali ku GDE.‖ 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
“Respondent chairperson B: the biggest challenge that we have is that the funds 
that are from the government are very little. They run out so quickly. When we 
receive those funds, we find that we are already indebted. Yes that it the biggest 
challenge really that we have. When we receive those funds, most of the time, it 
comes already being allocated, that certain money will be allocated here, certain 
money will be allocated here, certain money will be allocated here. The money that is 
left is usually so little. In the school finances, you find that four or five months, there 
is nothing. So now, there are other means that we use to get money such as 
engaging in fundraising initiatives so that we move on until we get money from the 
GDE.‖ 
(Interviewer) so now abazali ba responder kanjani in terms of ifundaising 
ngoba mhlawumbe kuse primary school so abantwana kumele babuyele 
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endlini bayocela so now bona ba-responder kanjani in terms of fundraising 
eyenzwa isikole. 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE QUESTION POSED 
(Interviewer) So how are parents responding in terms of fundraising because 
this is a primary school, so it means the learners have to go back to their 
homes and ask for this money? So now how are they responding in terms of 
fundraising that is done by the school? 
“Respondent chairperson B: into engiyithanda ngabazali, abazali once uba-involva 
kuyo yonke into. Once bazi because all the time ba responda positively. But once 
nithula ningatsheli in time, nilinde until baze ba complaine, that where uzoba ne 
problem but thina nabazali siyaba involva kuyo yonke into, if there is a need ukuthi, 
we know ukuthi kumele sibe ne meeting yabazali once per term, but sinokuthi 
sibabize sikhuphe sibanikeze isimo sethu sezezimali. Lokho ke kuyenza ukuthi ba-
responde ngedlela emnandi kakhulu, they respond positively. Ba responder right, 
even though kuba islow process yokuthi ingene le mali but ukuhamba ngonyawo 
lonwabo is better than ukuma endaweni eyodwa. Injalo imovement iba khona, like 
now sesabacela ukuthi basincedise ngezezimali, kune project esiyifunayo, fine we 
are expecting something like maybe like R5000.00 ayikakfike lapho ayikareach ne 
R1000.00 but iresponse iba right kakhulu. Siyaba-involva and bayasazi, they know 
everything eyenzakalayo la eskolweni, baba right, bayathanda nabo ukuthi 
bancedise iskole.‖ 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
“Respondent chairperson B: What I admire about the parents, once you involve 
the parents in everything. Once the parent knows because all the time you will find 
that their response is positive. But as soon as you keep quiet and not inform them in 
time and wait until they complain, that is where there problem arise. But we involve 
the parents in everything. If there is a need, as we know that we have to have a 
meeting with parents once per term, but at times we call them, reveal and show them 
our financial status. That makes their response to be very commendable, they 
respond positively. They respond in a right way, even though it becomes a slow 
process that we receive money but receiving that money slowly is better than 
standing in one position. The movement is there, just as now we pleaded with 
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parents that they help us with funds, there is a project that we want, and fine we are 
expecting something like maybe like R5000.00. It is not there yet, it has not even 
reached R1000.00 but the response is very good. We do involve them and they 
know us. They know everything that is happening here in school, they are alright. 
They like that they help the school‖ 
 (Interviewer) ok ngiyabonga kakhulu, umbuzo wesihlanu (Thank you very 
much, question 5). Briefly describe your working relationship with the school 
principal and other SMT members such as the deputy principal(s) and Head of 
Departments. 
“Respondent chairperson B: I took office ngezi 19 April khona this year, khona la 
ku-SGB, mangiqale ngokuthi uma ungena la ku-SGB bazokuthsela zonke lezinto ezi-
negative. Uma uku SGB uyohlangana nama challenges, uyohlangana nokuthi but up 
to now, angikaboni anthing, angikaboni lutho. Irelationship imnandi, uprincipal 
sisebzenzisa kamnandi, i.SMT sisebenzisana kamnandi. Angina ama clashes 
because omunye no munye uwazi ama boundaries akhe so uma umuntu azi ama –
boundaries akhe as a chairperson, ngiyazi uma ngihamba ngiphelela kuphi, no-
Thishele uyazi uma ehamba uphelela kuphi, no principal uyazi uma ehamba 
uphelela kuphi. Lento leyo yenza ukuthi irelationship ibe right because akekho 
ozongena ngena anyathele omunye umuntu so once azi iterritory yomunye yonke 
into iba right. Sisebenzisana kahle kakhulu up to now because akeko osuke 
ajampela kwinto ethile so omunye nomunye udeserva ispace, (interviewer: uyayazi 
indawo yakhe?) uyayazi indawo yakhe. Nala ngingene ngayiswa ku principal 
straight and uprincipal wathi kunomuntu okumele la, wangizisa. Asizingenelanga la 
sifakiwe, meaning noma kungangena umnikazi we-office uyazi uPrincipal ukuthi 
asizingenelanga but uma usuke uzenzele. Uyazi ukuthi there are three  things 
ezenza ukuthi irelationship ibe mnandi kuyo yonke indawo, number  is 
communication, number 2 is communication, number three is communication. Uma 
lezinto zikhona, irelationship iba mnandi. But once kungabi khona icommunication, 
irelationship iyamosheka. That’s how I can describe it.‖ 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
“Respondent chairperson B: I took office on the 19th of April this year, serving here 
in SGB. Let me start by saying if you become an SGB member, they will tell you 
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many things that are negative. When you are I SGB, you are going to come across 
challenges, you are going to come across this and this but up to now, I haven’t seen 
anything. The relationship is very good. We work with the principal very good. With 
the SMT, we work with each other smoothly. I do not have any clashes because 
each and everybody know his or her boundaries. So if a person is aware of his or her 
boundaries, as a chairperson, I know I go and end where. The teacher is also aware 
of his or her boundaries even the principal. That alone makes the relationship to be 
goof because there is no one who will come and step into the toes of somebody 
else. So once a person is aware of his territory, everything becomes well. Up to now, 
we are working with each other very well because no one jumps to the other thing so 
everyone deserves some space.  (Interviewer: he or she knows his place?) He or he 
knows his place. Even here, I came in and I was taken to the principal straight and 
principal informed me that there is somebody waiting for you and he brought me. I 
did not come in on my own, meaning even if a person who owns his office comes in, 
the principal would be aware that we did not come in on our own but if one does his 
or her own will…you know there are three things that make a relationship to be good 
in everything, number 1 is communication, number 2 is communication, number 3 is 
communication. If all these things are there, a relationship is very much good. But 
once there is communication breakdown, the relationship gets ruined. That is how I 
can describe it‖. 
 (Interviewer) ngiyabonga, lombuzo wokugcina uthi (thank you very much, the 
last question says) How can SMT, other than the school principal, be 
empowered to manage the school’s finances. (Translated into isiZulu) 
―Respondent chairperson B: eeh that one is a bit tough (laughs) ehh that one is a 
bit tough. (interviewer: Ehhh wona unzima kakhulu kodwa wuwoma umqolo we 
research yam) Jaaa (continues to laugh) I think maybe mhlawumbe singancedwa I 
don’t know how ukuthi i.SMT, is tough that one yaz, but it’s all about communication, 
in short nje it’s all about communication, that’s all I can say. Like now siyakhuluma 
manje and whatever eyenzakalayo kumele ibe successful, so I do not know how to 
put it but it all about communication‖ 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
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“Respondent chairperson B: eeh that one is a bit tough (laughs) ehh that one is a 
bit tough. (Interviewer: ehh yes it’s a bit tough but it is the main theme of my 
research). Jaa (continues to laugh) I think maybe if we can be assisted, I do not 
know how that the SMT…is tough that one you know….but it’s all about 
communication, just in short, it’s all about communication, that’s all I can say. Like 
now we are talking and whatever that is happening must be successful, so I do not 
know how to put it but it’s all about communication. 
(Interviewer) likhona mhlawumbe iqhaza elidlalwa ama HOD mayelana nama 
school finances elingathi liqina-qinile? 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE QUESTION POSED 
(Interviewer) is there any role that is played by the HOD with regards to school 
finances that is more meaningful? 
“Respondent chairperson B: uma kunamafunds esifuna ukuwaraiser sike siba-
involve, mhlawumbe uma kuba khona i-activity ekumele yenzeke la eskolweni sike 
siba involve noma sibe ne meeting ezothi sifuna ukuraiser imali engaka for into eso, 
they do help. Sifuna ukuraiswr imali for into eso. Asithi sinezidingo ze security, 
mhlawumbe sifuna ukwenza iceiling, iceiling yethu iyabheda, siqabanga uktuhi 
siraise imali, bangena kakhulu, bangena kakhulu. Like I am saying, it’s all about 
communication. Once sifuna ukulungisa izivalo, so wonke umuntu. Kahle akubi i-
SMT kuphela, kuba uwonke umuntu. Even the cleaners’ nabo baba-involved. Like I 
am saying, it’s all about team work. ― 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
“Respondent chairperson B: if there are funds that we want to raise, we do involve 
them. Maybe there is an activity that must be done here in school, we do involve 
them (SMT). Or in a meeting that will address ways in which we can engage in 
fundraising drives for certain money that we need for a certain thing, they do help. 
We want to raise this money. Let’s say we have needs for security. Maybe we want 
to install ceiling, our ceiling is no longer good, and therefore we are thinking that we 
raise money, they are fully involved, and they come in a lot. Like I am saying, it’s all 
about communication. Once we want to fix doors, everyone, in truth, it is not just 
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SMT, it’s everyone. Even the cleaners are also involved. Like I am saying, it’s all 
about team work.‖ 
(Interviewer) so ngicela ukuyivala ngokubuza ukuthi, ukuba khona kwabo ku-
SGB ukubona kubalulekile okanye? Ukuba khona kwe SMT to SGB. 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE QUESTION POSED 
(Interviewer) so can I ask a last question to say, do you think the presence of 
SMT in the SGB is important or not? 
“Respondent chairperson B: Kubaluleke kahulu, kubaluleke kahlu, kubaluleke 
kakhulu.‖ 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE RESPONSE 
“Respondent chairperson B: it is very important, it is very important, it is very 
important. 
―(Interviewer)  ngoba khona manje into eyenzekayo lapho ku-SGB, angithi kuba ne 
SGB chairperson, nabo bonke abakhona abazali, bese kuba khona abathisha. But 
labo thisha abakhona they are not there as a structure of SMT but bakhona 
barepresenta abothishele so now mhlawumbe ke if ever like ama prevailing 
legislation njengabo SASA, uma zingabhekwa futhi ukuthi phakathi kwe SGB kube 
khona umthetho othi ne SMT as a structure njengoba uqeda kusho manje uktuhi 
kubaluleke kahulu ukuthi nabo babe khona lapho kuma SGB.OK ngiyabonga 
kakhulu kukho konke.  Ohk thank baba.‖ 
DIRECT TRANSLATED VERSION OF THE ABOVE COMMENT 
“(Interviewer) because currently what is happening is that, in SGB, you know 
that there is SGB chairperson and all the parent governors who are there, and 
the teachers. But the teachers who are there, they are not there as a structure 
of SMT but they are there representing the teachers wing. So now if there can 
be revision in the prevailing legislation such as SASA and include laws that 
will call for SMT, as a structure, to be included as part of SGB. Just as you 
have said that it is so important that they be included in the SGB. OK thank 
you very much in everything. Thank you.” 
END OF THE INTERVIEW SESSION 
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Transcribed interview of DP Kwadedangendlale Senior Secondary School 
PSEUDONYM OF THE PARTICIPANT (DP C) 
Thank you for agreeing to see me at this time. My Mr is Thembinkosi Trevor 
Zwane, I am a part time student registered with the University of 
Johannesburg. I am currently doing a study based on the empowerment of 
SMT members to actively participate in school financial management. I believe 
that SMT compromises of the school principal, deputy school principal and 
HOD for various subject streams in public schools. I do understand that the 
South African Schools Act says that the School Governing Body SGB) are the 
ones who are responsible for managing the finances of the school. The school 
principal is there to offer guidance and support. However, as part of SGB, in 
most cases you will that there are certain teachers, some may be SMTs who 
are there but they are there representing teachers, they are not there as a 
structure of SMT. Now the funds that are allocated to the schools by the 
department of education are spent mainly on Learning and Teaching Support 
Material (LTSM). I believe that 50% goes to LTSM. But my problem is the DPs 
and HODs can go up so far as providing the needs of their department and the 
DP’s are responsible in normal cases to drive curriculum in public schools. So 
my research is seeking to understand or to reveal, how SMT of public schools 
can be empowered to actively participate in school financial management. 
So now I need us to understand that SMT will only refer to the DP and the 
HODs in this principal in this matter. I am not actually considering the school 
principal. So now SMT will only refer to DP and HOD in this particular matter 
So that is all that my topic is all about and today Sir I actually came to you 
because I believe that you are holding vital information in order to help me  
unpack this topic that I am currently researching. 
So with your permission , can we please go to question number 1? Can you 
please briefly describe your role in managing the school’s finances as a DP? 
Respondent DP C: Basically my role as a school’s financial manager is to structure 
and implement a financial plan whereby I will be held liable to accounting, reporting 
and protection of assets from loss, damage and fraud. All items of financial 
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management are exposed to the risk of incorrect, improper and ineffective school 
management, which is particularly reflected in the accounting control of a particular 
department or institution. To this effect, school can regulate their accounting with at 
least two internal rules: which are, accounting rules and instruction on inventory 
check. It is without doubt that if a school does not have the aforementioned internal 
rules, there is a high risk that internal controls are not set. This will result in great 
risks for incorrect and ineffective management as well as unintended use of school’s 
public or private financial resources. The proposed financial plan shall contain the 
realisation of revenue and expenditure for the past year as stated in the adopted 
annual report or assessment of the realisation of revenue and expenditure for the 
past year, if the annual report has not been adopted yet.  The assessment of the 
realisation of revenue and expenditure for the current year. The revenue and 
expenditure plan for the next year 
Thank you , in terms that you were just explaining to me your role in managing 
the school finances and one of the key points you have made is that you are 
expected to be part of the finance committee as you are a DP. Are there any 
other financial duties that are delegated to you personally without having 
being in the finance committee?  
Respondent DP C: The financial duties delegated to me as a deputy principal are 
as follows. Internal control and internal auditing in line with each individual 
department. Seeing to it that the financial clerk prepares statement of accounting 
budget. Facilitating the accounting sessions of annual financial reports to the 
teaching staff, parents including SGB and other relevant stakeholders. 
(Interviewer) Thank you very much Sir. Now question 3 says what impact do 
you have as a deputy principal in the management of the school finances? 
Respondent DP C: The impact I have as a deputy principal in the management of 
the school finances is that I have got to make sure that the school established a 
mission and vision which represents its long-term operating policy. I have to make 
sure that all objectives in the long-term follow the school’s mission and vision. For 
examples: stimulation of good relationship between learners, us and parents, 
becoming a healthy school. Providing adequate spatial conditions for learners. If 
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there are, however, several departments’ activities implemented, each department 
must have its own defined financial policy. 
(Interviewer) Ok…ok…ok so sometimes you are expected to defend things that 
you were not part of? 
Respondent DP C: just because the statement started with you but the statement is 
taken to the staff, the assumption is that you now know everything that appears on 
that statement so that if question are asked say maybe why this was done because 
you have a prior information, as a committee you can then stand up and answer 
when in actual fact you were not necessarily part of the decision making. Maybe let’s 
say a machine has been bought, somebody says why did you buy this machines, if 
you answer it will only be based on what you heard when the statement was being 
discussed by the finances committee. 
 
(Interviewer) Ok, next question says what are some of the challenges you have 
come across with in executing your financial duties and how did you deal with 
these challenges?  
Respondent DP C: the main challenge is non-compliance by departmental heads to 
submit quarterly financial reports with supporting expenditure receipts and dates on 
time. Another challenge is financing individual departments on a quarterly basis to 
effectively run. Last but not least, the scope of financial reporting of planning from 
individual departments of the school at large is very shallow since it lacks some 
depth of transparency of cash flow and is also non-compliant with legislation. In a 
way to address some of the aforementioned challenges, like non-compliance by 
HODs to submit quarterly financial reports, I introduced a system whereby quarterly 
funds or petty cash to run the department can only be paid out on condition that the 
financial report or cash flow has been submitted. More to it since the school does not 
have enough funds to pat to individual department and again, each department is 
encouraged to fundraise by organising excursions for example or collecting late-
coming fees by the gate in the morning or any other activity that leads to fundraising. 
Now regarding transparency in the cash flow and individual departmental financial 
reports, I suggested that such reports must be accompanied by expenditure receipts 
and each educator must sign for any cash paid for transport each time they go out to 
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attend workshops. More to it, a reason for paying out must be stipulated in the 
financial report and dates must also be indicated. In actual fact, a financial report tool 
was designed to cater for all the aforementioned and hence, all the departments are 
using such a tool so as to address transparency and report in depth. 
 (Interviewer) what are some of the inputs you can suggest to improve 
efficiency and effectiveness of financial management in your school? 
Respondent DP C: all financial payouts must be done by a professional accounting 
clerk and timeous audits must be carried out now and again together with frequent 
financial report updates given to the staff. 
(Interviewer) Great insights Sir, question 6 says describe your working 
relationship with the principal and the SGB. 
Respondent DP C: I work together with the principal and SGB in spearheading the 
financial management of the school. The principal as the head of the institute is there 
to approve whatever financial recommendation that I and the SGB come out with. 
(Interviewer) How can the empowerment of SMTs be strengthened to actively 
participate in school financial management? 
Respondent DP C: empowerment of SMTs can be strengthened to actively 
participate in school financial management by frequently involving them in financial 
decision making rather than involving top management and SGBs only. 
(Interviewer) Thank you very much, that is the end of our interview session. 
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Transcribed interview with Mr Khumalo of KwaDeda Ngendlale Secondary School 
PSEUDONYM OF THE PARTICIPANT (HOD C) 
(Interviewer) Thank you for agreeing to see me at this time. My Mr is 
Thembinkosi Trevor Zwane, I am a part time student registered with the 
University of Johannesburg. I am currently doing a study based on the 
empowerment of SMT members to actively participate in school financial 
management. SMT compromises of the school principal, deputy school 
principal and HOD for subject streams in public schools. I do understand that 
the South African Schools Act says the Schools Governing Body SGB are the 
ones who are responsible for managing the finances of the school. The school 
principal is there to offer guidance and support. However, as part of SGB, in 
most cases you will that there are certain teachers, some may be SMTs who 
are there but they are there representing teachers, they are not there as a 
structure of SMT. Now the funds that are allocated to the schools by the 
department of education are spent mainly on Learning and Teaching Support 
Material (LTSM). I believe that 50% goes to LTSM. But my problem is HODs can 
go up so far as providing the needs of their department but not beyond that. 
So my research is seeking to reveal, how can SMT of public schools be 
empowered to actively participate in school financial management fully so. 
So that is all that my topic is all about and today Sir I actually came to you 
because I believe that you are holding vital information to in order for me to 
unpack this topic that I am currently researching. 
(Interviewer) So with your permission, can we please look at question number 
1? Can you please briefly describe your role in managing the school’s 
finances? 
Respondent HOD C: jaaa as an HOD, according to my knowledge, ehh and 
experience, ehh the school finances are managed by the principal, the deputy and 
the SGB. Ehh the HODs can only be involved, like you have said, if the HOD is part 
of the SGB. That is how he will be involved in managing the school. If you become a 
member of the SGB, then obviously you will be involved in the committees of the 
SGB. It is then that you can be able (you know) to participate in managing the funds 
of the school but if you are not an SGB members, I am just an HOD, responsible for 
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the department only then it becomes difficult to have access in terms of how funds 
are managed and even to participate in general in running the grant that the 
government gives. Our scope as HODs is very limited in terms of our involvement in 
the management of the school funds. 
(Interviewer) so you just provide the needs of the department? 
Respondent HOD C: Yes, as a department, you come with your wish list and then 
you submit your wish list to… let me say via the team, to the SGB. That is how, but I 
cannot say that is how we are involved, but if you want something then we make our 
wish list and submit to the team, then the team will communicate with the relevant 
committee for that particular item that you want, according to your requisition. 
(Interviewer) Thank you very, now question number 2 says what financial 
duties are delegated to you as an HOD, are there any other financial duties, 
like now you have just mentioned the fact that your role is not much 
identifiable. Are there any financial duties besides….? 
Respondent HOD C: According to SASA, the role of the HOD is to assist with the 
planning and management of the budget for the department. That is the role of the 
HOD according to SASA. Ehh how do we manage the budget? Ehh our budget as 
the department is determined or informed by the meeting that educators and the 
HOD attend as per year plan management by the district. Therefore we take that 
year plan and make some calculations and estimations as to how much we are going 
to need for the whole year, to attend those meetings, the workshops and the HOD 
meetings and other stuff. Our duties as HODs is just planning and managing the 
budget. Yes and then like you have said that, when you are given the allowance, 
after making the estimation, then you are given the allowance so we utilise the 
allowance. Maybe if the allowance gets exhausted because of other urgent 
meetings, unforeseen meetings, we expect that you can claim when you access…we 
find ourselves using our own money and then we claim from the top management. 
An then like you have said that, in terms of stationery, it’s like I have said, we just 
submit our wish list, then it goes to the team and to the relevant SGB committees 
that will deal with that particular item. 
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(Interviewer) Ok Meneer, I understand so now in terms of question 3, do you 
have any impact do you have as a HOD in the management of the school 
finances? Any impact that you are having as an HOD? 
Respondent HOD C: Jaaah the impact….it’s just that, what I can as an impact, we 
only contribute when we have SMT meeting. During the SMT meetings, it’s where 
we interrogate and discuss if there are financial issues. Maybe we ask 
questions…seeking clarity. If we have to contribute where possible then we make 
our own contribution. But our contributions are not final; because they still have to go 
via the principal to the SGB and then they will be interrogate again to check if they 
add value. But that is how we impact in terms of the school financial management 
during the SMT meetings here. 
(Interviewer) so now number four says, what are some of the challenges you 
have come across with in executing your financial duties and how did you deal 
with these challenges? I think here you have just alluded to the fact that the 
money that you get runs out so quickly. Can you please expand there, what do 
you do in those situations? 
Respondent HOD C : Jaah with the experience that I have, we….usually in my 
department…we do not have serious challenges because we are able to manage the 
funds that they give me, I record the funds, I write the dates, I write the educator who 
received the funds, the reasons, the funding. Jaah I record everything, I do not have 
a challenge in terms of how funds are utilised. The challenge is, like I have said that, 
sometimes the funds gets exhausted along the way. Then I have to compromise and 
use my own money and then in future its then that I can claim from the…but the 
challenge, the main challenge is managing the funds for travelling. You will find that, 
maybe the school has allocated a certain amount of money for travelling allowance 
locally , meaning around Soweto, giving teachers an allowance of around R30.00 but 
this time with inflation, when inflation increases then we have to re-visit the 
allowance. That is the challenge that I have in my department. Because educators 
point out to inflation that it is increasing and maybe we should get something more 
than we are getting currently.  
(Interviewer) So now in this school, you are having the departmental budgets? 
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Respondent HOD C: yes, yes yes, HODs are given an allocation to manage the 
money…. 
(Interviewer) OK…OK…OK… number 5 says what are some of the inputs you 
can suggest to improve efficiency and effectiveness of financial management 
in your school. 
Respondent HOD C: you see that one is a matter of the SMT and the SGB. Ehh 
whenever the SGB is having meeting, SMTs must also be there. We must work 
together. We must work together with the SGB with regards to finances, any financial 
matter, both parties must participate, these parties must come together and discuss 
any matter that has to do with the funds of the school. Jaaa in that way, what we 
promote, firstly transparency, transparency very much important because if funds are 
utilised without…you know…making whatever expenditure transparent then that will 
cause conflict. And it will spoil the relationship between the SGB and the SMT. We 
know that the SGB is responsible for the governance of the country…I mean of the 
school. SMT solving of curriculum and professional (management) but that working 
together, that transparency it will create good working condition between the SGB 
and the SMT and also forge a good, a healthy relationship so that…it becomes a 
norm…it becomes a norm…whenever there is something that is to be done with the 
funds of the school, obviously everyone must be involved. We would have a robust 
discussion (laughs) but the end we would come to a common understanding. That 
way we form a good relationship among all the stakeholders.  
(Interviewer) you are giving me very insightful answers, thank you so number 
6 says can you please describe your working relationship with the principal, 
deputy principal and the SGB. 
Respondent HOD C: what I can say is that as an SMT, HODs, the principals and 
the deputy principal, we meet regularly. We always meet on Mondays. I mean we 
have these meetings that we always have on Mondays where we promote and 
encourage good working relationship. Ehhhh like I said when we are at meetings, the 
meeting becomes robust, we discuss…we do not discuss a person but we discuss 
the issue at hand. That is why we become robust because at the end we want to 
come to a good SMT decision for the benefit of the school, not as an individual but 
for the benefit of the school. Ja ja ja ehh when we have meetings, we always 
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promote transparency, that is another thing we always promote. Also promoting 
freedom of speech and expression. And also promote accountability so that people 
must not shy away from being accountable. We are all human beings, we all make 
mistakes, and we must accept we make mistakes. Even the principal, knows that we 
may…meeting becomes robust to know that I have wronged you and then we 
apologise honestly and then things go back to normal. 
(interviewer) thank you Meneer, so now in terms of you relationship with the 
SGB, what is happening there because you have just alluded to the fact that 
the principal and the deputy you always meet timeously, on Mondays. 
Respondent HOD C: you know it is important that whatever transpires in the SGB, 
we must be invited, to forge a good relationship so that if there is… maybe if we talk 
about the maintenance of the classes, then the SGB will make decisions without 
informing us, then you will see things happening and then we raise eye brows, so 
why… how can you do this without having to consult us and yet we are the ones who 
are doing the spade work. 
 (Interviewer) So currently there is not that clarity or that link in terms of the 
SMT and the SGB… 
Respondent HOD C: I think…you know….i do not want to sound too political or too 
negative. Ehh you know the…according to my perception the role of the SGBs is to 
assist the school, to develop in various ways, academically, facilities, socially, to 
raise kids that have morals but unfortunately sometimes such things are not 
promoted, such things are not promoted. Jaah let me make example with Model C 
schools, when they….let me say…when a person becomes a member of SGB, in 
most cases, its people who can be able to try to accumulate or raise funds for the 
school. Not people are going to use funds of the school, people who are going to get 
funds! and bringing funds to the school and not taking funds out of the school. You 
get what I am saying. I do want to get too deep because I will sound somehow 
negative. But what I am trying to say is that the role of the SGB is to promote the 
wellbeing, in general of the school.  
(Interviewer) ok Mr Khumalo I am getting good point, the promotion of the well-
being of the school great insights, how can the empowerment of HODs be 
reinforced to actively participate in school financial management? 
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Respondent HOD C: jaaaah going back to SASA, I think the government should re-
visit SASA, in terms of the role of the SGB to say, as much as SGBs are in control of 
the school funds but HODs, they should also be getting more rights than just 
planning and managing the departmental funds. They should also grab the 
right…you know….the right that will force the SGB to invite them in all the meetings 
that they have. 
(Interviewer) OK…OK…Mr Khumalo it seems like you understand my research 
because this is one of the proposals I will be making that the department must 
actually re-visit that SASA so that they include…I am just glad that I got this 
from someone like you who is having experience in the field of teaching. Ok so 
Meneer, if ever there is nothing else. I think that marks the end of our session.   
Respondent HOD C: I am also grateful that I was able to at least help there and 
there. ALL THE BEST 
 
THANK YOU THAT MARKS THE END OF OUR INTERVIEW SESSION. 
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